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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FiNANCE
ASSOCIATION RE.CONSTRQCTiON AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Montague Yudelman, AGPDR DATE: May 8, 1974

FROM: Joris J. C. Voorhoeve, AGPDR

SUBJECT: Note on the Proposed International Plant Nutrition Institute

1. The American Secretary of State recently proposed to the U.N.
General Assembly "the establishment of an international fertilizer in-
stitute as part of a larger effort to focus international action on two
specific areas of research: improving the effectiveness of chemical
fertilizers, especially in tropical agriculture, and new methods to pro-
duce fertilizers from non-petroleum resources.1/ Subsequently, the
proposal has been broadened into a suggestion for the establishment of

an international plant nutrition institute.

2. The purpose of the Institute appears to be to find ways to

achieve the following:

(1) to increase total fertilizer production;

(2) to reduce the energy costs of fertilizer produc-
tion;

(3) to raise the effectiveness of fertilizers;

(4) to increase the recovery of plant nutrients in
organic wastes;

(5) to increase biological nitrogen fixation and
microbial dissolution of plant nutrients.

Apart from the coordination and execution of the research which is neces-

sary to achieve these five purposes, the institute may store and dissemi-
nate information, and train scientists and extension workers.

3. The purposes (1), (2), and (4) have recently been analyzed in
the Bank Group's Fertilizer Policy and Program as prepared by IFC.2/
This note highlights again some points made in IFC's analysis and dis-
cusses other possible avenues to increase the supply of nutrients to
crops.

I. Raising the Effectiveness of Fertilizers

4. Presently, only a part of the total fertilizer production is
utilized effectively. Plant nutrients are lost in storage and transpor-

tation, particularly of urea in humid tropical conditions. Obviously,
these losses can be reduced by correcting the technical and organizational
flaws in national, regional, and local systems of fertilizer distribution.

1/ Henry A. Kissinger, "Challenges of Interdependence," Address Before
the Sixth Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly at
New York, Department of State News Release, April 15, 1974, pp. 5-6.

2/ Document PRC/M/74-5.
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5. Once applied to the soil, about 50 percent of the nitrogen dis-

appears through leaching, gasification, or biological transformation.
Potash is leached to some extent too. Particularly on acid soils, phos-

phates are partially transformed into insoluble salts, which may again

become available to subsequent crops, however.

6. The degree to which nutrients are lost after soil fertilization

depends mainly on rainfall, cropping pattern, temperature, the chemical

and physical nature of the fertilizer product, and the mode of fertilizer

application. Losses can be reduced by using coated, slow-release fertili-

zer pellets, by correction of chemical soil deficiencies (e.g., pH adjust-
ment), by improvement of soil structure through better tillage methods, by

placing the fertilizer below the surface, by cover-cropping during fallow

periods, and by a greater application of green and organic manures. Where-
as the fertilizer potential of organic wastes and manures is very large

(see Annex I), it is very difficult to expand green manuring in the tropics.
Where the man/arable land ratio is high, food and cash crop production often

cannot be interrupted for green manure production. Green manuring stumbles,

moreover, on the problem that the water supply is generally too tight to

allow for the additional cover-crops. These crops require an investment
effort by the farmers that does not result in immediate and tangible
effects.

7. The effectiveness of the fertilizer application can also be in-

creased by optimal timing. At present, a lack of knowledge of exactly

what the best time is, as well as delays in the supply of fertilizers to

the farmers due to organizational problems and transport bottlenecks, often

result in late application. To improve the situation, a large research

effort is required, and agricultural extension services would have to in-

form the farmers about the results of this research. If the optimal timing

coincides with a labor peak, mechanization may be needed to insure timely

application of fertilizers.

II. Reduction of Energy Cost

8. Food and other agricultural products consume large quantities

of energy. Most of this energy is sunlight, but modern agriculture also

requires vast inputs of fossil fuels and electricity. E.g., the American

farming system consumes more petroleum than any other single industry in
the U.S.l/ An energy equivalent of 748 liters of gasoline is used for

the production of one hectare of corn in the United States.2/ Most of

this energy is represented by the nitrogenous fertilizers that are applied

to the corn crop.

1/ Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives, 92nd Congress,

1971, p. 20, as cited in: "The U.S. Fertilizer Situation.and Outlook;

A Report by the Task Force of the Council for Agricultural Science

and Technology," January 1974, p. 10.

2/ Pimentel and others, "Food Production and the Energy Crisis," Science,
2 November 1973, p. 448.



Table 1 Approximate Energy Input into Nitrogen and Phosphate Fertilizer Production in 1971 l/

Developed Developing Total in 1012 -
Countries Countries Total Btu's Percentage 2/

natural gas
in million NM3 total 22500 2500 25000 883 50+

N 22500 2500 25000
P

naphtha
in million total 6.65 0.75 7.5 314.- 18+

metric tons N 6.65 0.75 7.5

coal
in million total 6.85 0.75 7.7 194 11+

metric tons N 6.85 0.75 7.7
P - . .

fuel oil
in million total 1.7 0.20 1.9 73 4+

metric tons N 1.7 0.20 1.9
P - -

refinery gas--
in 1012 Kcal total 14.5 1.6 16.1 64 4+

N 14.5 1.6 16.1
P-

electricity
in million KWH total 9700 1400 11100 38 2

N 6690 1070 7760
P 3000 320 3320

fuel 2/
in 1012 Kcal total 47 7 54 214 11

N 14 3.4 17.4
P 33 3.4 17.4

Total . - - - 1780 100
N -
P

1/ Excluding energy consumed for production of machinery and other capital goods, rock phosphate mining
and sulphur production.

2/ The input "fuel" consists of unallocated, different fuel sources used in the conversion of ammonia and
phosphatic acid to end products. Part of this consists of natural gas, part of naphtha, coal, fuel oil,
and refinery gas. The exact allocation is not known. This means that the percentages of the different
energy sources given in the last column are minimal; the remaining 11% should be distributed among them.

Source: R.P. Cook, "Fertilizer Production in the World From 1971 to 1980, "UNIDO/ITD. 218, tables 14, 16, 17
and 18.
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9. Of all energy that goes into fertilizer production, about 87
percent is consumed by nitrogenous fertilizers, and only 5 percent by
phosphatic fertilizers and 8 percent by potassic fertilizers.l/ The ap-
proximate amount of energy consumed by the world's fertilizer industries
is shown in Table 1. Most energy sources for the production of fertili-
zers are fossil fuels: natural gas (over 50% of all energy consumed in
fertilizer production), naphtha (over 18%), coal (over 11%), fuel oil
(over 4%), refinery gas (over 4%), and electricity (approximately 2%).
(The remaining 11 percent is unallocated).

10. The methods to produce fertilizers from non-petroleum products,
to which Dr. Kissinger referred, include ammonia and urea production from
(i) natural gas, (ii) coal, brown coal, and lignite, (iii) hydro-power,
(iv) nuclear power, (v) bio-gas from garbage, manures and other organic
wastes, and (vi) other potential energy sources. Each of these subjects
is dealt with below.

(i) Natural Gas

11. Ammonia production clearly offers possibilities for changes to
non-petroleum energy sources. Most ammonia is today already being pro-
duced from natural gas. See Table 2. Natural gas is becoming scarce and
expensive in the industrialized nations; in the coming years, the cif
natural gas price may move up to $1.00 - 1.50 per million Btu, parallel
with the rise of crude oil. In most developing countries, however, na-
tural gas will remain cheaper, due to the high transportation costs of
gas products (liquefied gas, methanol, ammonia) to Japan, Western Europe,
and the United States. Developing countries with large gas reserves in
associated or unassociated form do not need to develop feedstocks other
than gas and can greatly expand their ammonia industry. This applies
particularly to those which flare most of their associated gas.

Table 2: Feedstocks of Ammonia, 1971

Ammonia in
million metric

tons Percentage

Natural Gas 26.4 60

Naphtha 8.7 20

Coal 4.0 9

Fuel Oil 2.0 4.5

Refinery Gas 2.0 4.5

Electrolytic Hydrogen 0.9 2

Total World 44.0 100

Source: R. P. Cook, "Fertilizer Production in the World
from 1971 to 1980".UNIDO/ITD. 218 dd Oct. 3,
1973, p. 5.

1/ Task Force, Op. Cit., p. 9.
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12. Natural gas is the most important, energy-efficient and cheapest
raw material for nitrogenous fertilizers. In 1971, the world's natural
gas teserves were estimated at least at 50 trillion (1012) cubic metres.1/
Probably more than 14 trillion is located in OPEC countries. Net world
production surpassed 1,142 billion (109 )m3 in 1971. About 49.8 billion
(or 4.4 percent) was produced by the OPEC countries.2/ (Net equals gross
minus re-injected, flared, vented, or otherwise wasted gas.) The potential
net production of OPEC countries is many times higher. The reserves of
the members would last, on average, 67 years if the gross production of
1972 would continue till depletion.

13. In 1972, more than 62 percent of all gas produced by OPEC members
was flared, surpassing 130 billion m3 . This quantity of gas could be put
to several good uses, one of which would be ammonia production for nitro-
genous fertilizers. 130 billion m3 would be enough to produce 83.4 million
tons of ammonia.3/ In 1971/72, total ammonia production in LDC's was
5,801,000 metric tons of N (including Socialist Asia), which equals
7,074,390 metric tons of ammonia.4/ The volume of gas flared in the OPEC
countries would enable them to increase the ammonia output of LDC's almost
12 times at very low costs.

14. The consumption of N-fertilizers by LDC's (excluding Socialist
Asia) reached 5,890,000 metric tons of N in 1971/72, and the Bank Group
Fertilizer Policy and Program projects that the demand will reach 15,475,000
metric tons in 1980/81. The amount of ammonia necessary to meet this is
18,871,951 metric tons in 1980/81. The oil companies in the OPEC countries
flared enough gas in 1972 to satisfy this future demand four and a half
times. (This figure puts the present and projected fertilizer shortages
in the LDC's in the proper perspective of today's energy and feedstock
waste.)

(ii) Coal

15. Before the Second World War, almost all ammonia was produced
from coal. The investment costs of coal-based plants are much higher than
those of plants using other materials. (See Table 4.) Large amounts of
coal are- required; maintenance and operating costs are high. Also, coal
is more polluting. For these reasons, coal has fallen into disfavor,
although it is more plentiful than petroleum and gas. Some developing
countries have large amounts which can be mined at low cost, however.

1/ UN, Statistical Yearbook 1972, pp. 182-3.

2/ Excluding Kuwait, for which no net production figure is available.
Source: OPEC, Annual Statistical Bulletin 1972, p. 11.

3/ Using 55 million scf for 1,000 metric tons of ammonia, which is a
conservative estimate.

4/ Ammonia has 82% N.



Table 3: Natural Gas: Production, tilization andFLaring, 1971 1972

Reserves 1/ Production Utilization 3/ Flared Flared as Annually Reserves -
1972 1972 1972 % flared as annual.

billion million million million of produced production
(109) (106) (106) (106) of reserves (in years)

(cubic meters)

Ab Dhabi na 11215 1038 10177 91 na n
Algeria 4417 15529 6904 8625 56 0.2 284
Indonesia 147 na 4147 na na na na
]ran 3681 41685 17757 23928 57 0.7 88
irac 566 7420 935 6485 87 1.1 76

iti.1119 18343 6992' 11351 62 1.0 61
Libya 767 14047 7813 6234 44 0.8 55

283 17122 273 16849 98 6.0 17
Qatar 229 5380 1103 4277 79 1.9 43

4audi-Arabia 1918 32568 5509 27059 83 1.4 59
Venezuela 896 46020 31493 14527 32 1.6 19
Total OPEC 14023 4/ 209329 5/ 83964 129512 5/ 62 5/ 0.9 4/ 5/ 67 4/ 5/
World 49900 2/ na na na na na

I/ Source: World Oil (Ilouston: Texas), as quoted in the UN Statistical Yearook, 1972, pp. 182-3.
2/ Represents the total of all countries listed in the UN Statistical Yearbook for which figures are available.

Actual reserves must be much higher.
3/ Consisting of re-in-jection, local consumption, and export.
4/ Excl. Abu Dhabi
5/ Excl. Indonesia

Source: Direct communications to the OPEC - Secretariat. Annual Statistical Bulletin 1972, Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries, Statistics Unit.
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India and South Africa, e.g., have already coal-based ammonia plants. The
high present prices of naphtha and fuel oil, combined with the desire for
increasing national self-reliance as well as awareness of a possible de-
pletion of gas and oil reserves, are currently revitalizing the interest
in coal. The Soviet Union plans to establish three coal-based plants in
India, and the United States ordered recently six German coal-gasification
plants which could be used for ammonia production (among other purposes).
Use of domestic coal saves foreign currency if'the alternative is importa-
tion of feedstocks, intermediates, or end products. It creates employment
and may stimulate other industrial or domestic usages of coal, where a
large customer like an ammonia plant is required to achieve a minimum mine
production. The same advantages are attached to lignite and brown coal,
which are cheaper, but also bulkier because of high water contents, and
are therefore costly to transport.

Table 4: Approximate Investment Costs of Ammonia Plants in LDC's
For completion in late 1970's. Figures in millions of
constant 1973 dollars. Capacities in metric tons per day.

Capacity
600 MT/D 1,000 7T/D

Feedstock:

Natural Gas 32 44

Naphtha 35 49

Heavy Oil . 41 55

Coal 58 78

Including all off-sites and storage facilities.

Source: Bank Group Fertilizer Policy and Program, Annex II, Table 6.

16. There are both well-established and new technologies for ammonia
production from coal. In old processes, ammonia is made from the town gas
or coke that is derived from coal. In such current processes as the Lurgi
and Winkler ones, coal is gasified and ammonia is derived from syngas. A
new and promising method is presently in development by Texaco. Partial
oxidation of finely ground coal, in an oil slurry or simply water, replaces
naphtha or fuel oil in the partial oxidation process. Partial oxidation
plants using naphtha or oil could be converted to pulverized coal plants
with minor alterations. In 3-5 years, this method should be ready for
commercial application on a large scale, which holds a great promise for
a country like India.
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(iii) Hydro-Power

17. Presently, only 2% of all ammonia is produced with hydro-power
or other sources of electrolytic hydrogen. In general, electricity is
too expensive as compared to fossil fuels. Only where a surplus elec-
tricity capacity exists will it be economic to use power for the produc-
tion of fertilizer. Fertilizer production on the basis of electricity
does take place, e.g., in Peru, India, and Egypt; but in Peru the produc-
tion costs are too high, and in India the plant concerned is being con-
verted to fuel oil. One of the few developing countries which presently
has an opportunity for expanded fertilizer production on the basis of
hydro-power is the Philippines../ In general, the share of hydro-power
in fertilizer production cannot be greatly expanded in an economically
justifiable way.

(iv) Nuclear Power

18. Nuclear power from fusion is generally expected to become an
economical energy source for wide application within a couple of years.
Important safety problems have still to be solved. Nuclear power from
fission, though potentially much cheaper, is still far from the stage of
general applicability.

19. The electricity generated by fusion or fission can be used to
produce ammonia by combining hydrogen from water electrolysis with nitro-
gen from the air. Phosporous fertilizers can also be produced with elec-
tricity, which would replace the sulphuric acid in the conventional process.

20. Large agro-industrial nuclear complexes have been suggested for
LDCs by Edward A. Mason,2/ but at the moment this idea does not yet seem
ready for implementation. In any case, the expansion of nuclear energy
generation is constrained by lead times of 7-10 years. It will probably
remain an insignificant source for fertilizer production till about 1985.

(v) Bio-gas and Garbage-Fuel

21. A cheap but ignored source of methane gas, which is an excellent
feedstock and fuel for ammonia and urea production, is the gas produced
by fermenting garbage, cellulose, manures, and other organic wastes. Bio-
gas is a natural by-product of the decomposition of cow-dung and other
wastes and is being used on a limited basis to provide fuel in some Indian
villages. This process reduces loss of organic matter through decomposi-
tion, preserves the organic plant nutrients, and provides up to 2,000 cu.
ft. of cooking gas per metric ton of fresh cow-dung. The potential methane

1/ In the Mabuhay electrolysis plant, hydrogen by-product is presently
being wasted. According to IFC, 37,000 metric tons of urea could be
produced annually, at an investment cost of only 8 million dollars.
See T. .H. Liem, Office Memorandum to H. G. Hilton, dd, September 17,
1973.

2/ In: "An Analysis of Nuclear Agro-Industrial Complexes," Science and
Technology in Developing Countries, edited by C. Nader and A. B. Zahlan
(Cambridge: University Press, 1969).
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gas production based on the number of cows in LDC's in 1971 is at least
12.3 trillion (1012) cu. ft. Experiments show that gas for cooking, irri-

gation pumping, and village electrification can be produced with relatively
simple equipment and at low investment and processing costs (See Annex I,

p. 2 (footnote); 5-7, for the data on which these estimates are based).

22. The potential gas production from cow-dung alone, valued for in-
stance at a low gas price of US$.10/1,000 cu. ft., represents a gross value

of US$1.23 billion on the basis of the 1971 dung production. In addition,
the remaining sludge can be used as manure, because plant nutrient losses
during fermentation are minimal. The process of capturing methane gas and

simultaneously producing good fertilizer is technically feasible for certain
urban composts and sludges, too. At least one plant in Great Britain is
operating in this manner. This points to the possibility of combining the

functions of hygenic waste disposal, organic fertilizer production, methane
gas production, and recycling of salvageable materials (metals) in one and
the same plant.

23. Apart from bio-gas production, waste products can be used for

energy generation by simply burning them. The U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency has recently estimated that 70-80 percent of the 90 million

tons of home and industrial garbage annually produced in the U.S. can be

burned as fuel, producing the equivalent of 150 million barrels of oil a
year. As the garbage production per capita is considerably lower in LDC's,

large garbage-fuel plants are not as widely applicable as in the U.S. Much
waste and manure is already being burnt in LDC's for cooking purposes. The
energy efficiency of household burning is low, however. If the manures and
cellulosic wastes were used for methane gas production in village bio-gas
plants, the net energy gain would be higher. In addition, the remaining
sludge could be used as fertilizer.

24. In theory, all "alternative" energy sources can be used for
fertilizer production. Shale oil and sand tar are not projected to become
significant supply sources in the near future, because of technological

problems, a long lead lime, high manufacturing costs, and other problems.
No proposals are known for fertilizer production based on solar or geo-

thermal energy. NASA's idea to generate electricity and produce liquid
hydrogen in huge underwater plants in the Mexican Gulf may only be realized
in the distant future.

III. Organic Plant Nutrients

25. Traditional agriculture has generally relied exclusively for its

nutrient requirements on (i) manures and other decomposing organic materials,
(ii) atmospheric nitrogen fixation by lightning and radiation, and (iii)

nitrogen fixation by soil bacteria and other organisms. It does not seem
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possible or advisable to manipulate atmospheric nitrogen fixation, but
organic waste products and biological nitrogen fixation are much more im-

portant potential sources for the development of agriculture in an eco-
logically sound and energy-economic fashion than is generally understood.
Both subjects are dealt with below.

(i) Biological Nitrogen

26. The largest nitrogen "industry" in the world is of a bacterial
nature, and is located in the surface soil of the earth. Azotobacter and
Rhizobia fix about 170 million metric tons of nitrogen per year.l_/ For

comparison, the world's industrial production of nitrogenous fertilizers
reached 33 million tons of N in 1970/71. Another 10 million metric tons
of nitrogen is supplied each year to the soil by the chemical effects of

lightning and ultra-violet radiation, which create nitrogen compounds in

the atmosphere that enter the zoil dissolved in rainwater.

27. Nitrogen-fixing organisms can be divided into two main groups:
those which have symbiotic (interdependent) relationships with plants and
animals, and those which live independently. Free-living organisms are
the aerobic (oxygen-consuming) bacteria Azotobacter, the anaerobic bac-
teria Chromatium, the facultative Klebsiella (adaptable both to aerobic
and anaerobic environments), and blue-green algae. Symbiotic organisms
are the lichens (fungi and algae) Nostoc, the leaf nodule Klebsiella, the
root nodule bacteria Rhizobia (on legumes) and Actinomyces (on other plants),
certain wood and fungus Bacillus, and again the Klebsiella living on animal
tissues.2/

28. The Rhizobia invade the root systems of leguminous crops and live
in symbiosis with these plants by transforming atmospheric nitrogen into
nitrogen compounds that can be absorbed by the plant. Examples of legu-
minous crops are soy beans, peanuts, chick peas, string-type beans, cow
peas, and pigeon peas. The fact that these crops are so high in protein,
while they require little or no nitrogen fertilizer, is entirely due to

the symbiosis with Rhizobia.

29. The Azotobacter are free-living bacteria which are present in
most soils. Some of these free-living bacteria develop particularly in as-

sociation with certain plants. Rice, sorghum, millet, some tropical grasses,
and to a lesser extent, maize have been shown to benefit from the nitrogen-
fixing activity of Azotobacter.

30. Blue-green algae fix nitrogen on the crust of the soil surface in

humid conditions and are known to have a beneficial effect on rice yields.
The age-old, continuous wet rice cultivation in many Southeast Asian coun-
tries has been possible partly because of this natural fixation by blue-
green algae.

1/ Ralph Hardy, as quoted in the Wall Street Journal, February 7, 1974, p. 1.

2/ "Protein from Air," Mosaic, IV (No. 4, Fall 1973), p. 24.
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31. Shifting cultivation traditionally relies almost exclusively on
naturally fixed nitrogen. Several tropical plants accumulate nitrogen
during the fallow period. It is also known that certain trees, such as
the elm tree, have symbiotic relationships with nitrogen fixing bacteria.
Bacterial nitrogen fixation even occurs in the intestines of animals and
human beings, thus enabling them to subsist on minimal amounts of protein.
Very little nitrogen fixation has been found so far to occur in wheat crops.

32. The amounts of fixed nitrogen can reach substantial levels: it
has been found that grassland mixed with legumes can fix about 200 kilograms
of nitrogen per ha annually. It is probable that the quantities of nitrogen
fixed in tropical soils can be very high under certain conditions. There
is a wide range of leguminous plants which can be used in tropical agricul-
ture for green manure or fodder.

33. The factors that inflh.ence'biological nitrogen fixation are:
(1) temperature (high temperatures stimulate fixation); (2) light intensity
and day length; (3) soil humidity; (4) soil tillage and physical structure
(one of the reasons why very little nitrogen fixation occurs in wheat may
be that the soil is too open; too much oxygen inhibits the activity of the
bacteria concerned); (5) the acidity of the soil (pH); (6) the amount and
type of organic matter in the soil; (7) presence of phosphates (phosphorus
increases notrogen fixation);./ (8) presence of the proper kind of bacteria.
Many different Rhizobia strains exist; they are very selective and work only
in symbiosis with certain crop varieties. It is therefore necessary to
inoculate the seeds of leguminous crops with the proper strains of Rhizobia.
One method is to grind peat mixed with bacteria and add this to the seed.
(This method does not work in dry conditions.) Another method is to use
brown coal with which pellets of seed and bacteria are made. In acid soils,
lime pelletting of seeds can be successful; the lime neutralizes the acidity
and creates a micro-environment around the seed that is favorable to the
bacteria.

34. Large amounts of chemical fertilizers impede biological nitrogen
fixation. Although an initial dressing of about 20 lbs of nitrogen per
acre may help a soy crop to develop its root system, thus stimulating the
formation of nodules, additional amounts of chemical nitrogen gradually
reduce bacterial fixation to nought. Therefore, the application of moder-
ate or large quantities of nitrogenous fertilizer on leguminous crops is
economically wasteful. 2/

35. The problems of greater usage of biological nitrate fixation are
that too little is known about the bacteria, the symbiosis, and the associ-
ation with non-leguminous crops. Only a limited number of scientific re-
searchers is working on this matter, mainly in the USA, Australia, and
Great Britain. It is first of all necessary to greatly expand research

1/ It has recently been found, too, that certain soil fungi can infect
the root system of crops and produce a mantle of fungus and assists
the roots in the dissolution of phosphatic salts.

2/ C. R. Weber, "Status of Soybean Nodules," Plant Food Review, Winter
1966, pp. 14-15.
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in the tropics and to go into inoculant production. After more information
has been gathered, training of researchers and extension officers will be
necessary in the various developing countries. As biological nitrogen fixa-
tion varies greatly among soils, crops, and climates, future extension ac-
tivities should be based on local findings. If the funds devoted to these
matters would be increased greatly (presently, less than half a million
dollars goes into this matter annually), it could be expected that, within
a few years, important research results would be ready for farm application.

36. There are various avenues to a greater utilization of biological
nitrogen fixation: (i) manipulation of Rhizobia genes in order to duplicate
the symbiosis with leguminous crops on non-leguminous crops, particularly
cereals; (ii) the nitrogen producing mechanism of the various bacteria
might be installed into plant cells by manipulating the genetic base of
plants in order to allow them to produce protein from atmospheric nitrogen
themselves; and (iii) it may prove possible to mimic the nitrogen fixation
mechanism in an industrial fashion. Certain enzymes (nitrogenase) and
catalytic metals could be used in the production of nitrogen from the air.
It may be possible to apply this in farm-based units that would draw nitro-
gen from the air and convert it to ammonia. Such a system, while probably
using some electricity, might greatly reduce the amount of energy required
for the production of nitrogen fertilizer, and eliminate the need for im-
port of fertilizers and transportation of fertilizers over long distances.

(ii) Fertilization with Waste Products

37. Organic fertilization with waste products is generally associ-
ated with "organic agriculture," which is often seen as a luxury concern
of well-fed idealists in industrial countries. The subject deserves more
serious consideration, however, and is more potentially important for
developing countries than is often realized. The current exorbitant fer-
tilizer prices, the energy crisis, foreign exchange shortages, and soil
erosion in developing countries are factors that justify more attention
for organic manures.

38. As estimated in Annex I, the total production in LDC's of soil
nutrients (N, P and K) in organic wastes that can theoretically be used in
agriculture was approximately 7.8 times larger than the consumption of
chemical fertilizers by LDC's in 1971. A very significant contribution
to food production growth, soil conservation, sanitary and ecological
objectives, energy conservation, and foreign exchange savings would be
achieved if rural and urban wastes would be better utilized.

39. The value of the plant nutrients in the potential production of
organic manures in the LDC's is estimated at over 16 billion dollars.
(See Annex I). Most of this is wasted by'dumping and incineration. In
addition, organic wastes can be used to produce methane gas, without losing
their value as fertilizers. As indicated in paragraphs 19 and 20, cow-
dung alone has a potential of about 12 trillion cubic feet of methane per
year, which represents a value of at least 1 billion dollars.
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40. It is true, part of these fertilizer and energy potentials cannot

be captured for technical or economic reasons. But with a few exceptions,
most nations neglect these potentials and do not engage in substantial
research to lower costs and improve gas and nutrient recovery.

41. Judged by the standards of conventional economic analysis, com-

posting and gasification may remain economically not very attractive even

after technical improvements. However, the non-monetary values of hygienic
waste-disposal, pollution control, soil conservation (and the better uti-
lization of chemical fertilizers achieved by organic manure application)
would justify government support for composting and sewage irrigation on

a large scale. These are matters of collective and long-term interests
that should not be left to the free market mechanism.

42. Fertilization with waste products may gradually become more
attractive by sheer economic arzd technical necessity: the costs of pollu-

tion and erosion rise rapidly, and supply of wastes increases steadily
with the growth of world population. Potash and phosphorus resources are

limited; their gradual depletion will eventually make recycling of wastes
imperative. Nitrogen is non-depletable, though the energy needed for the

production of nitrogenous fertilizers also requires more attention for

recycling.

43. It is recommended that national governments and foreign aid

donors devote more attention to this matter through research as well as
technical and financial assistance. The following two tasks could be
given to a new Plant Nutrient Institute, or can be executed by existing
institutions. They involve little manpower and can be executed at low

cost by research-assistants or junior officials:

(1) An inventory study of the existing experience and
research results concerning composting, sewage
irrigation, bio-gas production, and ecologically
responsible waste disposal in both rich and poor

countries. This study should focus not only on
the financial, but also on the social costs in-
volved in the different ways of waste disposal and

waste utilization, especially in overpopulated
regions with high unemployment and low labor cost.

The proposed study would require about 4-6 man-
months.

(2) If the findings of this inventory study warrant
further action (which is likely), it could be

- proposed to FAO, WHO, UNIDO, and the UN Environ-
ment Program to jointly issue a manual on waste

disposal and organic fertilization in less de-
veloped countries. This manual could be written
by about 8 experts and would require one editor.
Total costs of the manual are estimated at 12
man-months, plus publishing costs of about $6,000.
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IV. Conclusion

44. The establishment of an International Plant Nutrition Institute
as a new agency that expands and coordinates the work of the various ex-
isting research institutions can make a significant contribution to world
food production in the future. Production of fertilizer from non-petro-
leum sources (natural gas, coal, etc.) is already under way and can be
greatly expanded by the end of the 1970's. Use of gas that is presently
flared is the most promising possibility, but the construction of addi-
tional plant capacity in LDC's requires 4-5 years. In the meantime, up-
grading of existing fertilizer plants in LDC's to increase capacity uti-
lization, and import of fertilizers from the Communist and OECD countries
at reasonable costs, are the only means to increase fertilizer consumption
in the LDC's.

45. The potentials of alternative energy sources like nuclear energy,
bio-gas, garbage power, sand tar, shale oil, etc., are promising, but need
further research. These sources cannot be expected to contribute signifi-
cantly to fertilizer production before the mid-1980's.

46. The potential production of plant nutrients by biological fixa-
tion and utilization of organic wastes is very great, but here, too, a
major research effort, as well as a reorientation of agricultural thinking
and an enormous organizational and extension effort are required. A sig-
nificant impact of organic fertilization cannot be expected before the end
of the present decade.

JCVoorhoeve:nw

Attachment
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ORGANIC FERTILIZERS

1/
PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES-

1. Waste products from plants, animals, and humans contain plant
nutrients and organic materials that are valuable to agriculture. As set
forth in background study No. 4 of the Bank Group Fertilizer Policy and

Program, the potential contribution of organic wastes to agricultural pro-

duction is larger than is generally understood. The environmental costs

of most contemporary methods of urban waste disposal (incineration, dump-

ing onto land or into water) are very high.

2. Land, with a good crop cover, is an inexpensive and natural oxi-
dative system for the safe disposal of the organic wastes which are left

behind by most types of human, animal, and plant activity. Utilization of
wastes as a means of crop fertilization has been practiced in many parts of
the world for centuries. Among the most common are:

(1) Compost: The decomposition, natural or induced, of

organic matter in some organized manner. The value

of compost as a fertilizer depends on its composition

(from agriculture: rice hulls, weeds, unused plant

matter; from industry: processed food and fiber resi-

dues; other: bone-meal, fish-scrap, paper products,
etc.) and the system of composting used (losses of
nitrogen may easily vary from 10-60%). Farm compost-

ing efficiently combines waste disposal with soil

structure amelioration and plant fertilization at low

cost to the farmer. Urban composting may serve a

similar purpose, but often at a higher cost, due to

land and sanitation restrictions as well as the high
concentration of wastes in urban areas. Mechanical
composting in urban areas has the added economic

benefits of the sale of salvaged metal, rags, and
papers.

(2) Manures: Animal manures provide the largest single
organic source of crop nutrients. Manures are readily
available in rural areas, but do not contain high con-
centrations of N, P or K. Fresh manuring (the applica-
tion of fresh manure directly to cropland) is often

discouraged because of the weed seeds, worms, insect

pests and other harmful organisms that may be contained

1/ This annex is an excerpt of the Bank Group Fertilizer Policy and Program
Background Paper No. 4.
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in the excrement. Manures are often first rotted,
a heat-producing process which destroys most of
these negative aspects. An important potential of
animal manures, especially cow-dung, is the produc-
tion of methane gas, a natural by-product of the
decomposition process.

(3) Green Manures: Green manures are plant crops which
are not (or only partly) harvested, and are grown
to prevent nutrient leaching, ti improve the soil
structure, and to add organic matter to the soil.
Leguminous green manures add significant quantities
of N to the soil, as their root systems contain
N-fixing bacteria.

(4) Night Soil: Night soil (human excrement) has a some-
what higher nitrogen content than animal manures and
has been used with some success especially in China,
India and Japan. As with animal manures, it can be
applied in its raw state, but due to problems of
hygiene, it should undergo the time-consuming process
of decomposition before application.

(5) Urban Sewage: Urban areas often have a great but under-
utilized fertilizer potential in the form of sewage,
which for the most part is dumped into a nearby body of
water, in treated or untreated form. Sewage has two
components: the solid portion, or sludge, and the liquid
portion, or sewage water. In its liquid form it can be
utilized in irrigation of cropland, and in its solid form
it can be processed and later utilized as a good quality
fertilizer. Hygiene requires that untreated forms of
sewage be used only on fodder and selected food crops
such as sugarcane, wheat, or fruit orchards.

The Potential for Organic Fertilizer Production in LDC's

3. It would be interesting to know how large the quantities of or-
ganic fertilizers are, and what their potential value might be. Organic
fertilization is often discarded by agriculturalists and economists as a
romantic idea that endears only those with no concept of the total nutri-
ent requirements of agriculture and the costs which are involved in
organic fertilization. It might be, however, that a contemporary bias,
caused by the high labor costs of handling wastes in industrialized nations,
and a preference for clean industrial fertilizers, as well as a gross under-
estimation of the long-term costs of pollution and erosion, hamper objective
investigation.
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4. Any effort to pull together statistics on wastes in LDC's stumbles
unfortunately on the lack of research that has been carried out on this sub-
ject. Moreover, the figures that are available may not be entirely reliable.
A preliminary investigation is worthwhile, however, at least to demonstrate
the quantities involved. Table 1 indicates that the total availability of
organic fertilizers is very large indeed.1/

1/ This table was calculated on the basis of various publications, especi-
ally Organic Manures, Indian Council of Agricultural Research, Technical
Bulletin No. 32, FAO's Production Yearbook 1971, and IBRD's Trends in
Developing Countries (1973). The LDC total for human excrement is based
on the Indian calculation of 0.0047 metric tons N/person/yr., 0.0011
metric tons P205/per./yr., 0.0010 metric tons K/per./yr., multiplied
by a total LDC population estimate for 1971 and 1980. Cattle estimates
are based on Indian figures of 8.6 metric tons/cow/yr. excrement (liquid
and solid) x number of LDC cattle (FAO Production Yearbook, 1971, p. 303)
x the respective percentages of N, P and K of .0029, .0008 and .0023,
likewise based on Indian findings. Assuming that cattle production will
rise at least as rapidly as human population growth rates, the 1980
estimated cattle population was based on the human growth factor of
1.25. All other categories are based on a similar methodology, i.e.
an extrapolation of Indian findings. As waste production increases
sharply with income per capita and feed/animal, and extrapolation of
Indian experience is bound to be a conservative estimate.
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TABLE 1: Total annual production of soil nutrients (N, P, K)
through organic wastes in the developing world, 1971 (actual)

and 1980 (estimated)./

(million metric tons of nutrients)

Source N P K

Human:

1971 12.25 2.87 2.61
1980 15.26 3.57 3.25

Cattle:

1971 17.80 4.91 14.12
1980 22.25 6.14 17.65

Farm Compost:

1971 9.54 3.34 9.54
1980 11.93 4.18 11.93

Urban Compost:

1971 .48 .38 .57
1980 .60 .48 .71

Urban Sewage:

1971 1.43 .29 .86
1980 1.79 .36 1.08

OtherV/

1971 6.63 4.44 11.35
1980 8.29 5.55 14.19

TOTAL:

1971 48.13 16.23 39.05
1980 60.12 20.28 48.81

1/ Excludes Central America and Oceania, includes Socialist Asia.

2/ Bone-meal, poultry litter, bagasse, sheep/goat litter, oil cake,

press-mud. (Several other sources were not included due to small

potential for all developing world.)
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These figures, of course, indicate only raw output. Whether the degree to

which this potential could economically be harnessed to serve the world's

agricultural needs is, e.g., 60% or 80%, is a matter of speculation. Fur-

thermore, in the case of human excrement, animal excrement, and urban sewage,

our calculations for N production could be reduced by 0-50%, depending upon

the assumed method of processing. (All other categories have already been

adjusted to account for N losses in normal processing.)

5. To compare the figures of Table 1, it should be noted that the

actual consumption of inorganic fertilizers in LDC's during 1970/71 was

13.2 million metric tons of N, P, and K.l/ In other words, the total pro-

duction in LDC's of soil nutrients in organic manures that might theoreti-

cally be used in agriculture was about 7.8 times larger than the consumption
of chemical fertilizers during 1971.

6. The World Bank Group has estimated that the future nitrogenous and

phosphatic fertilizer consumption will be about 30 million tons of N and P

in all developing countries in 1980/81 (including Socialist Asia). In Table

1 we have estimated an indigenous potential of 64.36 million metric tons of

N and P in organic forms in 1971. By 1980, yearly output should be at least

80.40 million metric tons of N and P. We would anticipate, therefore, that

a very significant contribution to agricultural fertilization could be made

simply through an improved utilization of rural and urban wastes. Even an

increase of, say, 10% of the degree to which these wastes are now utilized

would be a substantial contribution to tropical agriculture.

Economic Implications

7. The total nutrient production by wastes, and their potential value

as fertilizers, demonstrates their potential as substitutes for chemical

fertilizers, whose prices are skyrocketing as a result of cyclic shortages--
which are compounded by the rise in energy costs. Table 2 indicates the

value of the organic nutrient production at 1973 world prices (f.o.b.) of

chemical fertilizers.

1/ FAO Annual Fertilizer Review 1971, p. 36, including Socialist Asia.
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TABLE 2: Value of N, P, and K found in wastes of the developing
world as compared to chemical fertilizers (at 1973

world f.o.b. prices)l/

(in millions of US$)

N P K Total

1971 9,626 4,058 2,499 16,183
1980 12,024 5,070 3,124 20,218

8. Economic costs of organic fertilizer production vary widely, and

depend upon the processing method. We do not have sufficient data to esti-

mate the cost of labor-intensiva waste processing for fertilization. Mechan-

ical composting costs known to us vary widely. Net production costs of a

200 long ton-per-day plant in the United States are $7.73-0.23 per long ton

of processed refuse, after deduction of salvage sales. Due to a greater

market for compost and a good return on salvage operations, European compost

costs are a good deal lower.2/

9. An important source for defraying the costs of organic fertilizers
is methane gas production. Methane gas is a natural by-product of the de-

composition of cow-dung and other wastes and is being used on a limited
basis to provide fuel in some Indian villages. This process reduces loss

of organic matter through decomposition, stops nitrogen loss, and provides

up to 2,000 cu. ft. of cooking gas per metric ton of fresh cow-dung. This

converts to a potential methane gas production of 12.3 trillion (1012) cu.

ft. for all developing countries in 1971, and a 15.3 trillion cu. ft. potential

1/ The individual farmer pays, of course, local prices, which are higher
than world prices because of transport, storage, and commercial costs.
He may also benefit from government subsidization of fertilizer costs,

however. In Table 2, the value of N is based on the world f.o.b. price

of urea (45% N) at US$70-105 metric ton, which means a price of $155-233

per ton of pure N. The average value was set at a median of US$200/
metric ton. P205 value is based on triple superphosphate (48% P205 )
at $120 metric ton which means $250 per ton of P. The K-value is based

on potassium cloride (62% K) at $40/metric ton which means $64 metric

ton of K.

2/ Note should be made here of IFC's unsuccessful involvement in the Aevol

Industrial Co. of Organic Fertilizer, S.A. (Greece). The economic dif-

ficulties of this company were primarily due to mismanagement and not

inherent in the composting operation.
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for 1980.1/ Experiments show that gas for cooking, irrigation pumping, and

village electrification can be produced with relatively simple equipment and

at low investment and processing costs.
2 /

TABLE 3: Manure obtained when one tonne of fresh dung is

processed by (A) the traditional Indian methods
and (B) through a gas-plant (fresh dung, 1,000 kg.

at 0.25% nitrogen)

Traditional Method Obtained through Gas-Plant

(a) Organic matter -
loss by decomposition -500 kg. -270 kg.

(b) Nitrogen -
loss by decomposition -1.25 kg. Nil

(c) Final manure quantity 500 kg. 730 kg.

Quality - N%
on dry basis 1.0 kg. 1.37%

(d) Additional advantage - 2,000 cu. ft.
gas for cooking

Source: Garg, A.C. et. al Organic Manures (Indian Council of Agricultural

Research, technical bulletin No. 32, 1971), p. 29.

10. The potential gas production from cow-dung alone, valued for in-

stance at a low price of US$.10/1,000 cu. ft., represents a gross value of

US$1.23 billion in 1971 and US$1.53 billion in 1980. In addition, gas can

be produced from various other manures and garbage. The process of captur-

ing methane gas and simultaneously producing good fertilizer has now become

technically feasible for certain urban composts and sludges. At least one

plant in Great Britain is operating in this manner. This points to the

possibility of combining the functions of hygienic waste disposal, organic

fertilizer production, methane gas production, and recycling of salvageable

materials (metals) in one and the same plant.

1/ This figure is a conservative estimate of the theoretical potential.

Research in India has shown higher quantities of bio-gas production

for like amounts of cow-dung, dependent upon the material mixed with

it. E.g., 300 grams of fresh dung mixed with 30 grams of cellulose

produces 36 liters of bio-gas in 9 weeks. Bio-gas contains about 60%

methane and 40% carbon dioxide.

2/ Benefit-cost studies will be published by A. Makhijani of the Ford

Foundation's Energy Policy Project in 1974.
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The Agricultural and Environmental Value of Organic Fertilizers

11. Compost and other organic fertilizers are generally considered to
be most valuable as soil conditioners and not as fertilizers. As fertili-
zers, these wastes contain from 0.2-1.5% N, 0.01-3% P205 , and 0.2-2% K, plus
certain trace elements. Artificial fertilizers are available in concentra-
tions many times these figures. As soil conditioners, organic fertilizers
provide everything that may be lacking in the physical makeup of a soil.
This is particularly important for the soils of many developing countries,
which often are low in organic content, are either too acidic or too alka-
line, and have been alternately baked by the sun and leached and eroded by
heavy rains. In this respect, organic additives will help prevent erosion,
retain humidity, adjust the pH (acidity or alkalinity), improve drainage,
prevent crusting and cracking, and promote normal bacterial and animal life
in the soil. Organic matter is 2ssential to increasing the ion-exchange
capacity of a soil; many tropical soils are deficient in this respect.

12. Organic fertilizers are most valuable when used in tandem with
chemical fertilizers. Compost, manures, etc. improve the physical and
chemical aspects of the soil and help maintain optimal soil conditions for
sound plant growth. They provide a source of slow-release N and other
nutrients, and prevent chemical fertilizer run-off or evaporation (deni-
trification). Therefore, organic fertilizers increase the efficiency of
inorganic fertilizers, particularly in the long run.

13. Experimentation has shown that soil erosion and water run-off are
inversely proportional to the amount of organic matter contained in the
soil. (See Table 4.)

TABLE 4: Conservation Effect of Compost
Eroded Soil

Compost Total Runoff Per Plot
Metric Tons/ha Per Plot (liters) (kg.-dry wgt.)

0 102.5 30.26
200 58.3 21.25
400 3.9 0.15

Source: International Research Group on Refuse Disposal, Information
Bulletin Nos. 13-20, 1969, p. 39.

14. Erosion is a serious problem in developing countries, especially
because of the minimal depth of the top soil and the silting of irrigation
ditches. Soil conservation is necessary to prevent the loss of fertile soil,
the breakdown of irrigation systems, and the retention of the capacity to
meet the increasing demand for food and other agricultural products.
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15. In the past, most developed and developing countries have organ-
ized their waste disposal by way of low-cost and least-effort methods--

primarily dumping untreated wastes on vacant land and in neighboring bodies

of water, or incineration. Waste dumping leads to the breeding of flies,

parasites, and various infectious agents. Wholesale diverting of sewage

into large bodies of water severely limits the normal development of aquatic

plant and animal life through consumption of the available oxygen (eutrophi-
cation). Incineration pollutes the atmosphere and destroys the nutrient

contents of waste.

16. Proper recycling of urban and rural wastes would greatly reduce
air and water pollution and limit infectious health hazards significantly.

Problems and Possible Solutions

17. Despite the great value that organic fertilizers can have for crop
production in the developing nations, only certain countries have utilized

the potential to some degree. Most nations, both rich and poor, neglect or

reject a better use of wastes. There are several reasons that explain this

situation.

(a) Lack of Acceptance by the Farmer

18. With developed countries leading the way since the mid-50's, global

interest in use of organic fertilizers has waned considerably. Especially

in comparison with chemical fertilizers, organic materials have fallen in dis-

favor in modern industrialized agriculture. They are bulkier, less easily

transported, poorer in nutrients (especially N), and may be labor-intensive--

depending on the processing and application methods. The lower labor costs

and generally poor soil structure in developing countries wholly or partly
offsets these disadvantages, however. Rural education and extension work

should develop more interest in organic fertilizers. Costs and benefits to

the farmer should be clearly indicated. Independent production of bio-gas
for domestic use as a by-product of manuring may promote greater acceptance

of organic fertilization in rural areas.

(b) Resistance in Urban Areas

19. Urban areas in India have displayed some resistance to the utiliza-

tion of urban wastes. Difficulties arise out of (1) a lack of interest by

the municipal authorities--resulting largely from their inability to meet

composting expenses; (2) inadequate physical infrastructure for the removal

of city wastes, and organizational deficiencies, plus lack of cheap trans-

portation to areas of cultivation after processing; (3) a lack of sufficient

demand for compost, etc. in large cities that have little surrounding farm-

land. Most of these objections center around the issue of financing; there

is simply not enough domestic capital to establish efficient disposal schemes.

Foreign donors of financial or technical aid seldom show any interest in the

subject of waste disposal.
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(c) Public Health Problems

20. Working with wastes can lead to a series of health problems: fly
and rat breeding, certain diseases, parasites, and noxious odors. Untreated
wastes are in particular a great health hazard, to the extent that they are
uncontrolled and unsterilized. Composting is one effective way of reducing
the problem. Fly breeding can be controlled in compost by systematic turn-
ing of the compost in the 6th and 12th weeks of decomposition. Odors, rats
and parasite problems can be reduced by heaping wastes under controlled
conditions and in areas that are removed from population centers. The Dutch
experience shows that transport costs need not be a problem. Mechanical
composting is sanitary, odorless, faster than conventional methods, and pro-
vides good quality compost.

(d) Economic Return

21. Based on findings in industrial countries, the economic return on
organic fertilizers, especially as compared to chemical fertilizers, has been
poor. Concentrated chemical fertilizers are more efficient and less expen-
sive than their organic counterparts. Composting plants in developed coun-
tries and especially the United States have not found the necessary markets
for processed compost, and have had to rely on subsidization. The rapid
rise in the costs of chemical fertilizers (100-300% since 1969) is likely to
increase the profitability of organic manures, particularly now that soaring
energy costs are likely to further increase fertilizer prices. The ecologi-
cal advantages of waste utilization for agriculture should not be forgotten,
too. The need for effective pollution and waste controls have re-kindled
interest in organic fertilizers. Aside from increased agricultural produc-
tion, these sanitary, environmental, and soil conservation factors have to
be taken into account when calculating the total economic return. A com-
parison with chemical fertilizers understates the true value. Important to
the developing world are also the foreign exchange savings that result from
a greater utilization of domestic resources which reduces the need to import
chemical fertilizers.

(e) Lack of Research in LDC s

22. With the exception of India, lack of research on organic fertilizers
and proper waste disposal in the developing world is the major obstacle to a
better utilization of the potential. Comprehensive analysis which stresses
coordinated agricultural, environmental and public health planning is needed.
Cost-benefit studies should be carried out which include all benefits and
costs, in order to form a better idea of the true value of organic manures.
It might also be possible to reduce capital needs of composting and bio-gas
plants, and generate more employment. Admittedly, this is no easy task, as
various health hazards and resistance to menial work will have to be overcome,
both among workers and researchers.
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INTRODUCTION

1. First, it should be noted that the "energy crisis" is not a major

cause of the recent shortage and price effects for fertilizer, though it has

exacerbated them in some degree, especially in some countries. The natire of

these effects in less developed countries (LDCs) in particular are discussed

later.

2. Second, there has not been a decline in annual world fertilizer

production of either nitrogen, phosphate or potash at any time in the past

15 years, and presumably for much longer than that (see Table 1). Further,

there are only one or two instances where production in any one country has

declined.

3. Third, there is no evidence that the current very high short-run

demand for fertilizer is of a self-sustaining character (or a portent of

things to come) due to a "population explosion", a "green revolution" or

anything else of a cataclysmic nature.

h. On the other hand, everything points to the current fertilizer deficit

being primarily demand related, reinforced by a reduced rate of growth in

fertilizer production capacity in the immediate past, and various constraints

or the.i manufacturing side which have prevented a rapid supply response. A

confluence of events can be traced which have determined the nature of the

shift on both the demand and supply sides. These seem likely to disappear

as rapidly as they appeared, though there may be some lasting effects on

both the industry and agriculture.

NATURE OF THE CURRENT SITUATION

5. The full implications of the current shortage of fertilizers have

yet to be reliably assessed. As yet, the patterns of future prices for
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nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer are still difficult to predict with any

accuracy. Similarly, the agricultural impact of the supply shortfall has

yet to be evaluated in any depth. However, the nature of the prevailing

fertilizer situation is now sufficiently recognizable that some analysis can

be made of the direction and orders of magnitude of the related changes and

of -te issues that arise in relation to it.

6. The current shortage and price increases relate to all main plant

nuirients - phosphates (P), potash (K) and nitrogen (N). The problem is

least serious for potash since lower amounts are used in crop production,

the supply short-fall is less acute (being due mainly to transportation

bottlenecks), and additional supplies are coming available quickly. The

problem is also less serious for phosphate in that (like potash production)

it is not directly affected by the crude oil shortage, and new production

capacity is under construction - and because a reduced application of phosphate

to crops for a season or so will have relatively small effects on yields from

most crops (phosphate is stored in the soil whereas nitrogen is readily lost

to the air or leached).

7. The major concern relates to nitrogen fertilizer. It is on HYV

crop responses to nitrogen ihat the "green revolution" is predominantly based.

Consequently, constraints on supplies and increased prices have far-reaching

implications for the agriculture of many developing countries, and especially

for food supplies. The major sources of nitrogen are oil- ornatural gas-

based processes for which feedstock supplies are short. Since the same

feedstocks are used in the production of many crop protection chemicals, the

problem is compounded - such inputs being also a feature of modern crop

production technology.



Demand helated Effects

8. Since the demand for fertilizer is a derived demand, it is to be

expected that a major shift of the kind we have experienced will be underlain

by changes in the demand for crop products, especially cereals. Several

factors have influenced this change. First, there is a long-term upward

trend caused by (i) growing population, (ii) increases in incomes, and

(iii) changes in consumption patterns.

9. The growth in population is the most stable factor affecting the

increased growth in demand for food, especially cereals. This is presumably

causing an overall increase in aggregate demand for food of some two percent

per year, although in some countries it is greater and in oters smaller due

to differences in rates of population growth. Significantly, the higher

rates of growth are i countries that are fertilizer deficient, and hence

importers (mainly LDCs). The demand from this source is reinforced by the

fact that the HYV technology, which is the primary means o2 increasing domestic

food supplies in the LDCs, is highly fertilizer dependent.

10. Added to this is the increase in demand for food associated with the

growth in incomes. incoire increased substantially in many countries

through the sixties, especially in the U.S., Western Europe and Japan, but

also in Eastern Europe and some other countries. Although the direct effects

of rising incomes on food prices are usually small, due to the relatively low

incom;-elasticity of demand for food, there was perhaps some small increase in

demand due to income effects.

11. The exception to the low income-elasticity for food argument occurs

when people trade-up to superior goods, especially increasing their consumption

of meat. This shift can cause a disproportionate increase in the demand for



grains - one pound of meat requires some four pounds of grain to produce.

Although meat consumption has grown only some 2-3 percent annually over

recent years, a fairly small rate of expansion, this has added to the demand

for foodgrains.

12. Despite the steady upward pressure on fertilizer demand from this

long-term trend there is nothing here to explain the recent surge in demand.

However, there have been a series of abnormal effects on the demand for and

production of foodgrains including: (i) a run-down of world grain stocks,

(ii) widespread crop failures, (iii) sudden changes in the patterns of trade

in foodgrains, and (iv) a sudden acreage expansion encouraged by governmifnt

action in the major grain exporting countries.

13. A seemingly deliberate run-down in world stocks of foodgrains, mostly

held in Western countries, is perhaps the most significant factor underlying

the current situation. The acreage of wheat grown in the U.S. in 1970 was

80 percent of that in 1968 and 74 percent of the 1967 acreage, and the

lowest since 1948 (see Table 2). In the U.S. some 60 million acres of

cropland were held out of production through 1970-72 - nearly 20 percent of

the total arable area. Similarly, due to acreage restrictions, Canada's

wheat acreage in 1970 was only half the 1969 acreage and Australia's acreage

was ait to 60 percent of its 1968 acreage. The effect of these acreage

constraints was to cut the level of stocks held in those countries substantially.

14. Reinforcing this shift, there were widespread crop failures in 1972

which resulted in many countries, notably India and other Asian countries,

importing more foodgrains than they would otherwise have done. As a

consequence there was a severe shortage of wheat in 1972, to the extent that

the FAO reported stocks at the end of 1972 to be at "dangerously low levels".
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15. On top of this, the USSR entered the market in early 1973, buying

12 million tons of wheat from the U.S. alone. This turned the tight supply

situation into a severe shortage.

16. Somewhat belatedly, in response to this not entirely unforseeable

situation, the major exporting countries in 1973 raised quotas, released

"set-aside" land and encouraged widespread cereal planting. Acreages in

the main exporting countries rose by more than 10 percent in 1973 and are

expected to be up by a similar proportion in 1974. The demand for

fertilizer expanded equally suddenly.

17. Further, since fertilizer is also used on non-cereal crops, there

are derived demand effects relating to changes in their production. In

this category there were also several influences: (i) an upsurge in demand

for industrial crops, (ii) a steep rise in the price of soybean, and

(iii) diversion of some urea to livestock feed.

18. The economic resurgence in all Western countries that caused an

increased demand and resulting higher prices for all basic commodities, also

caused an increase in demand for industrial crops. The prices of oilcrops,

coarse fibres, cotton and rubber, all increased in the early 1970s, some by

fantastic amounts (see Table 3).

19. This was accompanied in 1973 by the sudden disappearance of the

already depleted stock of anchovy off the coast of Peru - the major source

of fishmeal used in livestock feeds. This had two effects. First, there

was a significant demand increase for soybean meal as an alternative, and

prices rose fourfold encouraging extra planting. Second, urea (otherwise

used for fertilizer) was used as a protein substitute in feedmixes. Thus,
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this capricious event caused a double demand effect on the fertilizer industry.

(The anchovy have since returned - at least for the time being!)

Supply Related Effects

20. The supply of fertilizer has not been subject to variations of the

same magnitude as demand. However, it has still been subject to a series

of interacting events which have resulted in both a slower rate of output

growth in some recent years (see Table 1) and (perhaps more importantly) in

a number of constraints upon the ability of the industry to respond quickly

to the changing demand situation. These events were related to the changing

structure of the industry, economic and policy changes, distribution effects,

and some other fortuitous events.

21. The supply situation has been influenced by some fairly significant

structural changes (as discussed elsewhere, see "Fertilizer Requiremmnts of

Developing Countries"). These include: (i) a changing pattern of ownership,

especially in the U.S., (ii) changing technology and scale advantages leading

to larger plants, (iii) the disposal of inefficient plants, and (iv) some

changes in the location of manufacture.

22. The changing pattern of ownership was largely a response by oil and

gas firms who sought an outlet for their gas supplies through fertilizer.

Some of these bought existing manufacturers but in most cases they started

from scratch (or expanded) by building new plants. The emergence of these

new large suppliers contributed to the surplus situation in the second part

of the sixties. At the end of the sixties many of these plants were sold

off to. agricultural cooperatives and established fertilizer companies, though
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some remained in the hands of oil and gas corporations. It is possible that

such firms found profitable alternative uses for their feedstocks in recent

times.

23. Some major changes in processing technology in the sixties lead to a

new generation of fertilizer plants where there were considerable economies

of scale. This lead to some of the 60-odd manufacturers in the U.S.

becoming giants in the field. It also meant that there was a considerable

increase in the "lumpiness" of capital investment in production capacity.

This may be a significant determinant of the investment cycle characteristics

in the future.

24. This modern plant made smaller plants of an earlier vintage relatively

expensive to run, and lead to their early retirement when the market proved

inadequate to maintain them profitably - no doubt to the chagrin of managers

in 1973-74.

25. With the installation of new plants there was some shift in location

within the U.S. and Europe, away from the former coal and steel centers

toward the ports and fuel sources. In a global context there was also some

growth of production capacity in LDCs - both in the oil and gas producing

countries (e.g., Venezuela and Persian Gulf) and in the consuming countries

(e.g., India).

26. While it is difficult to see how these adjustments could have

contributed to a supply deficit in any major way, it is perhaps important

that they caused a dynamic situation of change and uncertainty within the

manufacturing industry which made rapid adjustment to the sudden expansion
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of demand even more difficult than it was otherwise. Such a volatile

situation almost certainly added to the degree of imperfect knowledge

surrounding the planning and investment process.

27. Related to these structural adjustments within the industry, is an

established cycle of investment in production capacity which has recurred

irregularly since World War II. All evidence suggests that the recent

resurgence in demand coincided with a low point in the swing of this cycle.

Thus there was a delay in the supply response till new plant came on stream,

and new investment was implemented. As this happened there were some

inevitable teething troubles and the industry found itself with a greater

demand than it could satisfy - at least in the short-run.

28. Reinforcing the structural and cyclical effects there were also many

operational constraints, arising from: (i) the "energy crisis", (ii) environ-

mental control regulations, (iii) world-wide shortages of basic raw materials

and commodities, (iv) the shipping shortage, and (v) low plant capacity

utilization, for various reasons.

29. The "energy crisis" contributed to some extent, especially in

providing alternative demands for feedstocks and in delaying the supply of

other inputs. The shortage of feedstocks is known to have lead to the closure

of some plants in the LDCs and to reduced output from some plants in Japan.

But it also clearly restricted any rapid expansion of output in many other

situations.

30. Although the production capacity rating of most plants is fairly

nominal, the introduction of environmental protection regulations caused

some of the upper bounds on capacity utilization to be more constraining



than usual. Most plants in most countries have to conform to controls on

emissions and on water heating. These also restricted an output response

to higher prices.

31. Along with other industries, the fertilizer industry encountered a

shortage of basic inputs, and delays in new plant deliveries, caused by

scarcities associated with the concurrent peaking of the major Western

economies. This not only drove up the price of basic commodities but

caused shortages of steel and other metals. It also contributed in large

measure to a world-wide shortage of shipping capacity - this affected both

the delivery of rock phosphate and the distribution of finished fertilizers

to importing countries.

32. Added to all of these factors was the low level of capacity

utilization achieved in many plants. In some cases this was of an acute

nature, due to teething problems in the initial operation of new plant, to

the non-availability of spares and replacements, or other delays in deliveries.

In other cases this problem was more chronic in character, especially in the

LIJCs where the level of capacity utilization is frequently around 50 percent.

This is due to many factors, including poor layout, inadequate ancillary

services such as power and transport, limited storage capacity, poor mainten-

ance standards, and various bottlenecks in the logistics of the production

process. Regardless of their exact nature, such capacity utilization

constraints stubbornly resist short-ran increases in output whatever the

demand situation.

33. There was also a group of problems on the marketing and distribution

side of fertilizer supply. These related to: (i) transportation, (ii) storage

and stock levels, (iii) regional allocations and (iv) hoarding.
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34. In addition to the shortage of international shipping tonnage, there

was also a shortage of transport capacity within many countries. Rail cars

were short in the U.S. and Canada - this affected both the distribution of

finished fertilizer and the delivery of potash from Canada to both North

American and overseas markets. India suffered a dislocation of rail

services due to labor disputes and mechanical problems. The Philippines

was short of coastal shipping. Many countries had similar problems which

made shortages in supply even more difficult.

35. Stocks of fertilizers were very low in some countries and in many

regions within countries. This was due to inadequate storage capacity in

some situations, especially in areas where the HYVs were only recently

introduced. In other places it followed from the need to replant crops

following the poor seasons of 1972. The shortage of local stocks reinforced

the supply deficiency from major distribution centers, at least in certain

regions.

36. The uneven impact of the shortage was made worse by a lack of

coordination in the allocation of scarce supplies, notably in the U.S..

Where several companies served one area there were cases of local surpluses

and high stock levels while other localities had short supplies. The extent

to which the problem was unexpected is reflected in the lack of contingency

-plans for this kind of allocation, and for handling many other related

difficulties.

37. In addition, there was a tendency toward speculation in stocks of

fertilizer. Clearly, with visibly rising prices it was profitable for
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merchants at retail and wholesale levels to hold stocks for as long as

possible. There are reports that such hoarding reached significant

proportions in some countries. In Western countries farmers are reported

to have held higher stocks than usual, probably caused by over-ordering in

an uncertain supply situation.

38. Finally, there were a series of changes which especially affected

supplies of fertilizer to the LDCs, including: (i) a cut-back in supplies

of aid-financed fertilizer from the U.S., (ii) the removal of price controls

on fertilizer in the domestic market, and (iii) the disappearance of cheap

by-products usually available from Japan.

39. In 1968 USAID spent $175 million on fertilizers for export to the

LDCs, in 1971 it was less than $50 million and this year is less still. This

policy change has significantly influenced supplies available to some LDCs,

especially Bangladesh.

40. The price of fertilizer in the U.S. was subjected to the price

control regulations instituted in 1971. Subsequent to that exports rose

as the relative profitability of the export market increased. When the

price constraints were removed in 1973 the rate of exports subsided as all

production was diverted to the domestic market.

4l. In recent years, too, there has been a technological breakthrough

in the production of caprolactam in Japan. This reduced the amount of

ammonium sulfate as a by-product by about half. This source of supply had

beein rogularly drawn on by India, and has proved difficult to replace.

42. In summary, the current fertilizer supply deficit has been influenced

by a confluence of events, some of which are indicated above. While listing
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Lhe active ingredients in this way does not explain the situation or resolve

it, it does permit some hypotheses as to the nature of the effects and thus

some insight into the related issues.

IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRICULTURE

43. That the chemical fertilizer industry is but an area of a technically

advanced agriculture is frequently lost sight of. The industry exists, after

all, solely because we need it as an input source in the production of food

and fibre. Accordingly, the agricultural implications of the current

fertilizer shortage are perhaps its most significant elements. Yet there

has been little discussion of this aspect.

44. World fertilizer consumption more than doubled in the ten years to

1972, reaching almost 80 million tons (see Table 1). Usage in the LDCs

grew at a lower rate than in developed countries despite the demands of the

"green revolution". The LDCs consumed 14 percent of total consumption in

1972, but this is projected to rise to 26 percent by 1980. The significance

of fertilizer supplies to the LDCs is reflected in the estimate that 35 to

40 percent of the incremental growth rate of agricultural output is

attributable to fertilizers. With a five percent shortage of fertilizer

supplies food grain production in India, for instance, could fall by more

than one million tons per year. This implies substantial price increases

for food (which are already evident) and higher food grain imports.

45. These effects will be accompanied by major dislocations at the farm

level. For those farms which are mechanized and irrigated there will be the

double effect of fuel and power price increases in addition to those for

fertilizer. However, more serious might be the supply availability problem,
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cince this could limit irrigation and cultivation to restricted areas of

crops, and lead to the use of HIVs without fertilizer, in which case they

may yield less than traditional varieties. Less mechanized farms and

those in rainfed areas are likely to be less seriously affected since they

use less fuel and fertilizer in the first place.

Effects on Farm Costs

46. Current indications are that farmers face a threefold increase in

the price for fertilizer within the year 1973/74 (see Table 3). Fertilizer

and other chemicals costs ranged from zero to 40 percent of total farm costs

depending on the production situation. This means that, in general, farm

operating costs could rise in the short-run from zero for subsistence small-

holders to as much as 100 percent for those using modern technology.

47. Clearly, the actual increase in costs will vary, first, with the

level of fertilizer inputs used. Irrigated farms growing HYVs (such as

those in the Punjab) are likely to be the most severely affected. The

cost impact will not, however, be direct and simple, since farmers will

respond to the price increases by various shifts in production patterns -

changing to crops and varieties with lower fertilizer needs, using lower

fertilizer dressings and substituting other inputs for fertilizer (such as

green manuring). In this way the full impact of increased costs will be

offset, but some loss of income may also be incurred depending on changes

in product prices.

Effects on Farm Product Prices

48. Consequent upon the changes in production patterns and the related

reduction in output, an increase in price for farm produce is inevitable. In
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fact, as with fertilizers and most basic raw materials, there has already been

a substantial increase in the past year. Price indices for major fan

products on the world market are shown in Table 3. The forecast prices

presented here are probably little better than a guided guess at best since

they take no explicit account of the expected changes in the supply of

nitrogen, and are - as always - subject to unexpected changes due to seasonal

condi tions.

49. A crop failure in the coming season in a country such as India, when

coupled with the fertilizer and fuel supply :oblems, could lead to massive

food shortages and further price increases. On the other hand, the increased

acreage of crops being grown in the food exporting nations could offset the

upward pressure on food prices on the world market. Nevertheless, the impact

on consumers is likely to be great, as suggested by the figures in Table 3. Given

that food is their major item of expenditure, the urban poor will undoubtedly

be the most severely affected.

50. On a priori grounds, the market price for cotton, coarse fibres and

rubber is also likely to rise. However, cotton acreage may decline and

output be reduced in response to the fertilizer and chemical price effects,

though jute, sisal and rubber will feel little effect in this regard. Since

all. fi bres and rubber have synthetic substitutes derived from petro-chemicals

for which future prices will rise, however, it is therefore expected that the

price for these natural products will rise. The prospects for rubber are

complicated by possible changes in the motor industry in Western countries;

a reduced mileage will reduce tyre replacements, smaller cars use small tyres

and less rubber. However, it is predicted that as the price of isomer
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nbler riss with the higher price for feedstocks, that of natural rubber will

fo Ilow It. All fibres including cotton, wool, sisal and jute are expected

to respond similarly at least to some extent - though for cotton the

subsLi ution possibilities may be greater than the others (in both producLior:

and end Use) and the price rise correspondingly more sustained.

Effects on Output and Income

51. The direct effects on output will be a consequence of lower yields

due to less fertilizer being applied. However, more complex shifts fro

existing cropping patterns to new ones will alter both the physical mix and

the value of output. Generally, acreages of leguminous crops (such as

bear, peas and gram) will not be cut back and may even expand. Other

basic food crops, especially the one which is the traditional food cro in

each area, wil) probably not decline either - if for no other reason than

that they are needed for family subsistence, but also because food crop

produicts uill have increased in price substantially in the short-run unless

held down by administered pricing. Acreages of basic food crops may even

increase at the expense of fibre crops such as cotton, and other export crops.

52. Fertilizer will tend to be used, first, on the highest return crops

(such ais sugar in India and Pakistan) and second, on those with the lowest

price elasticity of demand, since prices will rise most for these products.

Where less fertilizer is used output can be expected to decline. In some

cases there may be a switch back to traditional varieties that are less

responsive to fertilizer. There may also be a switch away from high protein

crops since, ulnless they are legumes, their fertilizer needs are higher than
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other crops. Further changes, some of which may be contrary to these

expectations, will be made in response to price movements for farm products,

which will depend in turn on their relative scarcity and price elasticity of

demand.

53. The most significant physical output effect could be in response to

changes in the use of crop protection chemicals. WiUle yields will decline

more or less proportionally to the amounts of fertilizer used, the omitting

of a disease spraying cr use of a greater dilution of active ingredient th, X)

i. s advi sable, could lead to an infestation which might virtually wipe out a

crop. Failure to use appropriate sprayings by some farmers may have equally

serious effects even for their neighbours who do. A shortage of such

chemicals, or higher prices, since they have a relatively high elasticity of

demand, could therefore have effects on output and incomes of much greater

proportions thaii a comparable situation for fertilizers.

Sh. It is notable, however, that these effects are likely to be short

lived - though they may be recurring. The very high commodity prices of

past months have already begun to decline as the prospect of rebuilding

foodgrain stocks becomes recognized and other shortages become less crit_ cal.

Given the rate at which new fertilizer capacity is being established (5 to

6 million tons of additional nitrogen capacity is believed assured to come

on stream in the U.S. within the next 12 months) severe shortages are likely

to disappear quickly and prices to come down sharply (though they will

probably be higher than in the past due to higher production costs). This

does :.nl reduce the seriousness of the short-run impact, especially in LDCs

and particularly in South Asia.
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KEY ISSUES RELATING TO FE1RTILIZEA

The first issue must be the existing information state we find

ouirselves in regarding the factors affecting fertilizer supply and demand.

Despite the heavy reliance we are putting our fertilizer supplies in terms

of increased food production, we know very little about the prevailing

situation, especially concerning investment plans, capacity being installed,

existing capacity, levels of utilization or constraints on output within the

industry. At this stage there exists no comprehensive independent reporting

system; most analysts are dependent on journal reports and ad hoc information

collection.

56. Even with existing resources, spread around various institutions, it

would seem possible to survey all firms producing fertilizers in the world

given a small amount of planning and coordination and a small travel budget.

It is of some concern that the prevailing fertilizer situation should have

been subject to so many desk studies with so little effort expended on fact

finding - "never have so many depended on so little!". How can a better

information system be organized?

57. The second issue involves what might be done to aument fertilizer

supplies in the short-run. Although the critical fertilizer situation

might be resolved relatively quickly, in the next year or two the effects

are likely to be severe, especially in fertilizer importing countries such

as India, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

58. A review of possible measures that might be adopted suggests that

the scope for affecting short-run supplies is fairly limited. Some of the
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possible areas for action include: (i) making better use of the amounts of

for liJizer held at various points "in the pipeline - some 20 percent of arnual

consumption is tied up in this way in many countries, and for some it is

muchligher; and (ii) raising capacity utilization by removing operating

constraints (debottlenecking) - an increase of 10-20 percent is suggested

as feasible for Indian plants within two years. What else can be done?

59. The third issue concerns how far we can go using chemical fertilizers

as a land augmenting input, in order to increase food supplies. In part

this is an empirical question which can be answered in terms of finite fossil

fuel reserves, but it involves much more complex issues of likely competing

uses for feedstocks and possible further discoveries of reserves.

60. But, it also involves other questions. For instance, fertilizer

is a bulky input which necessitates substantial investments in storage,

handling and transport facilities, all of which are lacking in the LDCs.

Recently the Philippines Government found that half of all their coastal

shipping was tied up for several months in transporting fertilizers, ever

though levels of use are less than two kilograms perhectare. Are there not

severe restraints on how far and how fast we can go with this type of

technology, apart from the rate of adoption?

61. The fourth issue follows from the last, and concerns the possibility

of developing alternative sources of nutrients. Research on soil fertility

has been heavily oriented toward the use of chemical fertilizers. Even

plant breeders are oriented to the promotion of a monocultural production

based on chemical fertilizers.
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62. There is some evidence, however, that research on biological nitrogen

fixation might lead to a clear alternative to chemical inputs. There is the

existing experience with the symbiotic Rhyobium in legumes which was

developed as a cheap nitrogen source for a low cost agriculture. Recent

studies suggest that bacteria in free association with plants, in the root

zone, may be equally effective. A technological breakthrough at the research

level has paved the way for substantial developments in this field. Can we

divert research funds to this new priority area?

63. Finally, perhaps only after we have considered these issues can we

explore the likely demand for chemical fertilizers in the future. Clearly

we need reliable projections of demand in order to be able to organize

supplies. But both supply and demand can be moulded by changes in technology

and alternative means of production. So many of the underlying factors are

subject to independent decisions - often in an institutional setting - that

neither demand nor supply can easily be forecast. Are there ways of improving

the planning process?
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Annex I

FERTILIZE. RELATED ISSUES

A great variety of issues have been raised, by various people,

as a consequence of recent experience with fertilizer supply and

demand effects, some of which are summarized below. This list,

despits its length, is by no means exhaustive. Clearly, too, not

all of these questions are of equal importance, and certainly they

cannot all be translated into feasible instruments for policy makers.

This listing is presented partly as a checklist of issues, but also

to indicate the extent of our lack of knowledge about an aspect of

the agricultural production system upon which we are placing very

heavy reliance in terms of increr sing food supplies.

(a) Short-Run Adjustments

(i) Can we increase fertilizer availability in the short-ran? Can

intermediate stocks be reduced? Can capacity utilization be quickly

increased? Do adequate incentives exist for manufacturers? Should

priority be given to fertilizers in the allocation of feedstocks,

energy and transport?

(ii) Can we offset shortages at the farm level? Allocations to

foodcrops versus industrial crops? Reduce levels of application on

all crops, whole area, or selectively? Allocations to particular

regions (ag., irrigation)?

(iii) Is administrative intervention required, or should current

arrangements be modified? Do cheap food policies discourage fertilizer
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use at higher prices? Do high tariffs on fertilizer, feedstock imports

aggravate farm cost situation?

(iv) What are the returns to fertilizer use in LDCs compared to Western

countries? What are the opportunity costs of fertilizing American lawns,

English roses and French asparagus?

(b) Longer Run Strategies

(i) Can we rely on expanded use of chemical fertilizers to provide

increased food supplies? How far (and for how long) can we go in

relation to feedstocks, transport systems?

(ii) Can we rely on farming system dependent on chemical fertilizers

for reliable food supplies? Risk of recurrent cycles? Dangers in

possible coincidence of seasonal and industrial cycles?

(iii) Is it possible to offset cyclical movements in fertilizer prices

and guard against a recurrence of crisis proportions? By what means?

(iv) Should the LDCs rely on imports or pursue self-sufficiency in the

interests of conserving foreign exchange and ensuring reliable supplies?

(v) Will the LDCs be prepared to rely on imports given their recent

experiences?

(vi) How did we come to be so dependent on a monocultural form of

crop production based on an industrial input? Are there biases in

research? Are there feasible alternatives which warrant research?

(c) Fertilizer Production

(i) Should additional capacity be located in developed countries, near

feedstock sources, near to markets? What are the magnitudes of the

trade-offs?
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(ii) Can cheaper alternative feedstocks be found? Can flared gas be

profitably used? Are there alternative means of manufacture?

(ii.:i) Do the economies of scale of larger plants exist in LDCs? What

demands do they put on logistics and management? Are there less

capital-intensive means of production?

(iv) Can LDC plant capacity utilization be increased? Must it

inevitably be low?

(v) What are the ancillary investments necessary to support fertilizer

manufacture and distribution in LDCs? Roads? Rail? Power? Water?

Shipping? Training?

(d) Agricultural Production

(i) What proportion of output is attributable to fertilizer? What

is the production elasticity?

(ii) What is the response to fertilizer in terms of tons grain per

ton of nutrient? Do we know enough about responses on farms, especially

in the longer run? What are the production effects of a fertilizer

shortage?

(iii) Since fertilizer substitutes for land in most LDCs, can we find

alternative substitutions? Improved irrigation practices? Better

crop husbandry (spacing, fertilizer placement, weeding)? Alternative

production methods (intercropping, rotations, green manuring)?

(iv) Are there substitutes for chemical fertilizers? Unprocessed

mineral sources? Usable organic materials? Biological nitrogen

fixation? Microbial nutrient release?
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(v) What are the ancillary costs of using chemical fertilizers

(transport, storage, losses, shortages, ill-timed deliveries, field

application)? What are the benefits?

(e) Information and Intervention

(i) Is better information desirable? Can it be obtained? What is

the likely cost?

(ii) Is it desirable that investment in fertilizer production capacity

be guided or regulated? Is this feasible?

(iii) What is the scope for international cooperation? Can it be

achieved?

(iv) What is the nature of the supply response for different fertilizers

in different situations?

(v) What are characteristics of the demand for different fertilizers in

different countries?

(vi) To what extent is the industry oligopolistic? Have they made

excess profits?



Table 1: orld Fertiliget Pro uction and Cons tion- 1960-74

POTASH

NIIOE PWiSPVATI osmto

Production Couso.mt.60 Prod4tiou Coonepton , o % *Chang. ON tons I .hn.g

000 tos I% change '000 tonsp Chan5 '000 tons . change '000 to.. % change KO

P205

1960 11,000 10,100 -10,760 10,5&0 9,600 9,040

1961. 12,000 9.1 11,300 11.9 11,130 3.6 10.990 3.9 9.,70 0.7 9,560 3.7

1962 13,100 9.2 12,100 7.1 11,440 2.8 11,490 4.0 10,20 6.7 9,5620 2.0

1963 14,500 10.7 13,700 13.2 12.200 6.6 12,190 6.1 11,900 10.0 11,060 7.1

1964 16,400 13.1 15,400 12.4 13.740 12.6 13,500 10.8 13,370 12.4 12.070 9.1

1965 18,600 13.4 17,000 10.4 15.260 11.1 14,710 9.0 15,10 13.5 13,400 11.0

1966 21,100 13.4 19,200 12.9 16,630 9.0 15,860 7.6 16,000 5.4 14,30 6.8

1967 24,700 17.1 24,000 25.0 18,780 12.9 17,780 12.1 16,860 5,4 13,580 -5.1

1968 28,.200 14.2 26,400 10.0 19,870 5.8 18,700 5.2 17,510 3.9 16,130 16.8

1969 31,300 11.0 29,300 11.0 20,490 3.1 20,060 7.3 18,430 5.3 17,020 5.5

1970 33.300 6.4 31.600 7.9 21,260 3.8 20,740 3.4 19,520 5.9 18.190 6.9

1971 36.300 9.0 35,000 10.8 22.970 8.0 21,900 5.6 1,20 5.7 16,170 6.9

1972 38,700 6.6 37.200 6.3 24,810 8.0 23,250 6.2 11,210 8.7 19,270 5.9

19731 42,200 9.0 40,200 8.1 26.130 5.3 25,820 11.1 23.700 11.7 20.320 5.5

197a 45.800 8.5 44.800 11.4 28.90 10.6 27.710 71.

1/' Estimate provided by USDA and TVA material.

Source: F4O Annal Fertilizer Rv"w for 1960-63, 1964, 1965. 1966. 1972 for 1967-72.



TAble 2: Wheat Production. Selected Count;-les and World Totals: 1961-73

Country Area (million hectares) Output (million metric tons)

1961-65 .1961-65
average 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 average 1967 1965 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

USA 19.4 23.8 22.4 19.2 17.6 19.3 19.1 21.7 33.0 41.4 42.9 39.7 36.8 44.0 42.0 47.0

Canada 11.1 12.2 11.9 10.1 5.1 7.9 8.6 10.1 15.4 16.1 17.7 18.6 9.0 14.4 1!-5 17.0

Australia 6.7 9.1 10.8 9.5 6.4 7.1 7.8 9.0 8.2 7.5 14.8 10.5 7.9 8.4 6.6 11.7

(1965-69 average) (1965-69 average)
USSR 68.2 65.2 63.1 58.5 62.5 66.9 80.0 98.8 85.8 95.0

World
Total 210.8 222.1 227.7 221.6 210.9 216.1 214.5 222.2 254.3 299.4 332.5 315.5 318.6 353.8 343.4 374.4

Note: Table compiled from statistics in FAO "Production Yecrbook, 1971", revised and updated with statistics from FAO "Monthly Bulletin of

Agricultural Economics and Statistics", 1973 issues, and from U.S. Department of Agriculture, "World Agricultural Production and Trade",
March 1972, September 1973. The 1973 figures are preliminary.
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November 27, 1974

Dear Mr. Khatrit

Thank you for your letter of November 6, 1974 to Mr. farold Graves
concerning the use of Azotobacter to increase yteld of cereal crops.

As you know, the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research sponsors ten research centers most of which do research on
various cereal crops. These research centers are directly responsible
for conducting trials and experiments.

It would be more appropriate, however, to bring the matter of
Asotobacter up to the Consultative Group's Technical Advisory Comittee
which is responsible for advising the research centers on the technical
scientific aspects of cereal crop research. The person to contact is
Mr. Peter ftaw, Secretary, Technical Advisory Com ittee. The address is:

Food and Agriculture Otganization
of the United Nations

Via delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 0100, Italy.

I am also circulating your letter and brochure to some of my celleagues
for their inforaution.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek
Deputy Exeutive Secretary

Mr. A. A. Khatri
Director, Technical
BAFE LAB PVT. LTD.
1233-A Apte Road
Deccan Gymkhana
Poona 411004, INDIA

cc: Messrs. Neylan, Carmignani, Fransen, Coulter

CBGav no:ia



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES NIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE * PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100-ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref. PR 3/3 in reply please mention
our subjpct code ref.
and date of this letter

Dear John,

I should like to thank you for your letter of 5 November 1974
referring to the report of the TAC Sub-Committee on Plant Nutrition.

When this Sub-Committee met in Frankfurt late September it

reviewed research needs in the field of soil fertility. I pointed out

that the interpretation of research results and the planning of future

activities should take into account the rather wide diversity of tropical

soils. I had the impression that one was thinking of tropical soils as

an extensive homogeneous stretch of land with common characteristics.

It is as a follow-up of this discussion that I was asked to prepare a

short introduction to the report of this Sub-Committee, pointing to

differences in tropical soils and the need for stratification of research

to be undertaken in this region. The paper, therefore, can be rather

short since no full account of tropical soil characteristics is needed.

I hope I can draft something in the near future and then submit it to you

for your review and amendments.

I was pleased to learn that you have now jointed the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research and I am looking forward to

a continued cooperation with you.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

R. Iuda
C hief

Soil Resources, Development ad Conservation Service
Land and Water Development Division

Dr. John K. Coulter
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

1818 H St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A. P.S. Could you please let me have a reprint or

a photocopy of the paper you presented at
the IITA Seminar on Tropical Soil
Management0
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WORLD BANK GROUP

ROUTING SLIP DAT

I , November 8/
NAME NO.

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN
APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON
COMME __ __ PER OUR CONVERSATION
FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST
INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY
INITA RECOMMENDATION
NOTEAND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS

Please find attached, for your information,
a brief Note summarizing the Status of
World Bank Group Financing of Fertilizer
Manufacturing and Fertilizer Raw Materials
Projects.

Roger Carmi nani
FROM n 'r6e ROOM NO. EXTENSION

Fertilizer Unit E-1O2 3



WORLD BANK GROUP FINANCING OF FERTILIZER MANUFACTURING
AND FERTILIZER RAW MATERIALS PROJECTS

1. Since 1964, the World Bank Group has participated in the
financing of 18 fertilizer manufacturing projects (on stream and under
construction) and is considering participation in the financing of an
additional 5 fertilizer manufacturing projects (currently at various
stages of appraisal and negotiation). Various other projects are under
consideration. The attached Table shows a detailed list of projects
according to their status.

2. These 23 fertilizer projects (on stream, under construction
and under appraisal) are located in 13 different developing countries.
Their total capital costs amount to about US$2.6 billion and the World
Bank Group financial participation to about US$900 million. After
reaching full production by the end of the 1970's, their cumulative con-
tribution to the world supply of nutrients will be substantial:
(i) about 3.2 million tons of nitrogen, i.e. about one-third to one-
fourth of the forecasted 1980/81 nitrogen production in developing
countries; and (ii) nearly 1.1 million tons of P205i24 i.e. about one-
fourth to one-fifth of the forecasted 1980/81 P205 production also in
developing countries.

1/ Nutrient element in phosphate fertilizers.

Fertilizer Unit
Industrial Projects Department
November 1974



WORLD RANK GROUP FINANCING OF FERTILIZER VANUACTURING AND RAW 0AT1RAIS PROJECTS SINCE 1964

In Million US$ Capacity in 00 To-s/Year of Notrients
Etimted

Start-Up Final Total Cost Total World Total 1oan Capital Financin N P205
CSolNtD Proiect Date Products At Start-Up Bank Group IP! PRD Ito Co-fisncior 's Project Pin&t Project Plant- Sponsor. and Remarks

ON STREAM

TunisIa NPK-Engrais 1965 TSP 14 3.5 3.5 - - Spooooro/Supplier. - - 83 83 Various SponsosSenegal SIES 1968 NPK 12 3.5 3.5 - - ElB(2),HKES(2),FAC(l) 7 7 24 28 EHC (France)
Coogo CPC 1969 Potash (M01) 95 30.0 - 30 - EIB(9),BNP(6) - - - - Cap: 0.8 million toss/year
Brazil Ultrafertil 1970 NPK & Uroa 105 11.3 11.3 - - / 120 120 75 75 Phillips Ptrolso (USA)
India Iodiso Eplo.ives 1970 Ura 82 11.5 11.5 - - Local Banks/Suppliers 207 207 - - 11 (UK)
Pakistan Dawood-Hercules 1971 Ursa 84 35.9 3.9 32 - AID(14),Othra(8) 170 170 - - Hercules (USA)India Zuari Agrio Chemicals 1973 NP & Urea 75 18.9 18.9 - - 4/ 170 170 30 30 United States SteelIndonesoa Pusri II 1974 Urea 83 35.0 - - 35 AID,OECF & ADO (46) 175 221 - - PossiTOTAL 50 149.6 52.6 62 35 149 895 212 216

(100) (27) (10) (11) (6) a92

APPROVED AND UNDER
CONSTRUCTIN

India Cochin IT 1975 NPK 68 20 - - 20 - 47 291 115 150 FACTIndia Gorakhpur 1975 Urea 23 10 - - 10 - 51 131 Fertilizer Corp. Of IndiaTurkey IGSAS 1976 Ures 130 24 - 24 - - 233 233 tiPAOi PRdS
M-0-cco Heros-Phosphor. 1975 Pho..Acid/M P 155 50 - 50 - KfW(27), BNDE(8) 25 25 495 495 OCPIndia Nangal 1977 Ura 115 58 - - 58 - 152 230 - - Prtilizer Corp. of India
Pakistan Mltao 1977 NP & CAN 125 35 - 35 - 5/ 200 240 70 70 P liCarak .
India Trombay IV 1977 NPK 64 50 - 50 - 75 304 75 129 Fertilizer Corp. of India
Egypt Talkha 1977 Urea 135 20 - - 20 Various Funds(69)!' 262 368 - - El NeaI
Romania Tecuci 1977 Urea/DAkP 201 60 - 60 - - 225 225 100 100 TecuciTunisia Gafsa 1977 Phos. Rock 64 23 - 23 - - C

TOTAL 1,DBO 2270 2L423 Cap: 1.6 million tons/yearlO~l .00 5 - 24 08 1,270 2,039 855 944
% (100) (32) (-) (22) (10) -

UNDER APPRAISAL

India Sindri 1977 Urea 188 91 - - 91 145 245 - 156 Fertilizer Corp. of IndiaIndia IFFCO 1978 Ures 221 109 - 109 - 228 228 - - IFFCOIndonesia Pusri III2 1977 Urea 187 112 - 112 - 262 483 - - PusriBangladesh Ashuganj 1978 Urea 245 33 - - 33 5/ 243 243 - - BFCPCMexico G-anooes 1978 Urea 144 50 - 50 - _na. 380 380 - - GoasomeTOTAL 985 395 - 271 124 1.258 1.579 - 156
2 (100) (40) (-) (28) (12)

OVERALL IOTAL 2615 895 52.6 575 267 3,2027 .292.1 1 067 1.316% (100) (34) (2) (22) (10)

UNDER CONSIDERATION

Sri Lanka .. a. n.a. Urea n.a. -- ed---Undetermind- ----- AD -- Undetermined-- - -Borma n.a. n.a. Urea .. a. ---------- Undetermined---------- n.a. -Undetermined- - -
Philippines n.a. .. a. Urea 0.a. ----------- Undetermined-------- 0.a. -Undetermined-- - -
Jordan Arab Chemicals .. a. Phos.Acid/MAP .. a. ----------- Undetermined-- - --- n.a. -Undetermined- -- Udetoroined--
Egypt n.a. n.0. Phos. Rock n.a. ----------- Undetermined-- - --- n... -- Undetermined-- - - Cap: s.aIndia Iharamsi Mo. n.0. NPK n.a. --------- Undetermined- - -- --. a. -- Undetermined-- -- Undotarmined--India Rajasthan 1978 Phos. Rock n.a. ------ ---- Undetermined-----------.0. -- Undetermined-- 300 300India Sector loan 1976/78 n.a. n.a. - - - 120 n.a. n... n.a. n.0.Pakistan - 1978 Urea 240 --------- Undetermined --------- 262 262 - - U.S.Steel, Fauji Foundation

1/ Loan plus equity capital financing.
/ Total capacity after expansion2/ AID (16), INCB (14), Phillips (13), Others (24).
/ Bank of America (12), AID (25).

5/ ADB (27), Abu Lihabi (11).
6/ Arab Fund (22), Kuwait Pund (24), Abu Dhabi Fund (10), Lybian Bank (10), Govt. of Qatar (3).
7/ Puri III plant capacity includes Pusri II.
1/ ADO, AID, ODM, Kf6, Other. (85).

Industrial Projects Department
November 1974



November 5, 1974

Dear Rudy:

I have received a copy of notes of the meeting called by
Vernon Ruttan on the Plant Nutrient Institute and I see that
I am to work with you on the tropical soils aspect. I look for-

ward to this very much and would like to have your ideas on any
contributions that I might make.

I don't expect to be through Rome until February which is
too late to have any discussion before the next TAC meeting; so-
we will have to work by correspondence.

I received a copy of the draft edition of "Soil Survey in

Irrigation Investigations" but unfortunately I have yet to find

the time to comment on it, though I should be able to do so
fairly soon.

With beat regards,

Yours sincerely,

John K. Coulter

Dr. R. Dudal
Land and Water Development Division
Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations
Via dalle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100
Italy

JKCoulter:apm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 8, 1974

FROM: Anthony Neylan

SUBJECT: International Fertiliser Development Centre

Mr John Malcolm of USAID told me per phone this afternoon that
the International Fertiliser Development Centre was formally incorporated
yesterday, October 7. The Board of Directors, consisting at this stage of
Chairman John Hannah and two members, will hold its first meeting on
October 11. The Board is expected to have nine members eventually.

Mr Malcolm told me that Mr Don McCune had been nominated for
Managing Director and it was expected that he would take up that position
about November 1 after his resignation from TVA.

The preliminary draft of a work program for the Centre was
expected to be prepared by December 16. The program would be reviewed
on January 9 and in final form on January 14 in time for forwarding to
TAC for its Rome meeting beginning February 3.

I informed Mr Malcolm of the outcome of the Frankfurt meeting
of the TAC Sub-Committee on Plant Nutrition. He offered to act as a
channel of communication prior to McCune's appointment as Managing Direc-
tor between the TAC Sub-Committee and the new Centre.

I consequently addressed a letter to Malcolm to elicit an input
on chemical fertiliser research needs for the consideration of the TAC
Sub-Committee.

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr R. Carmignani
Mr H. Graves
Mr V. Ruttan
Mr M. Yudelman

ANeylan: jf
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The Agricultural Development Council, Inc.
630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020

Established by John D. Rockefeller 3rd Tel: 212-757-8566 * Cable: Agrdeve York

October 3, 1974

To: Members and Participants
TAC Subcommittee on Plant Nutrition

From: Vernon W. Ruttan
Subcommittee Chairman

Re: Subcommittee Meeting _

Frankfurt, Germany, September 28, 1974

The purpose of this memorandum is to confirm the results of the
meeting of the TAC Plant Nutrition Subcommittee in Frankfurt on
September 28. A more complete, and perhaps more accurate, set of
minutes will be available shortly from Bryan Webster.

The subcommittee agreed to organize its efforts around six topics:

(1) Chemical Fertilizers

This working group will be concerned with strengthening capacity to
work on problems of the formulation, distribution and use of chemical
fertilizers suited to tropical environments. It will give particular
attention to identification of the appropriate institutional rela-
tionships between the new international fertilizer institute to be
located at Muscle Shoals (Alabama) in association with the TVA to the
commercial fertilizer industry (or industry organizations), to ex-
isting international crop institutes, and to agencies involved in
planning for fertilizer development in LDC's. Peter Oram has been
asked to serve as Chairman of the working group. Rassan El-Tobgy,
Tony Neylan and F. Biedermann have been asked to serve as members. It
is anticipated that the subcommittee may want to draw on the advice of
TVA staff. Tony Neylan stands ready to assist in any contacts with
the TVA.

(2) Biological Sources of Plant Nutrition

This working group will attempt to determine if there are specific
research problems in the field of biological nitrogen fixation,
biological approaches to more efficient use of phosphates and others
that should be explored in greater depth by TAC or that should re-
present priority areas for CG support. It is anticipated that the
working group will be able to draw heavily on the results of the
international conference on grain legumes being held in India in early
October as well as on the results of several other recent interna-
tional conferences and symposia dealing with nitrogen fixation,
improvement of seed problems and others. H.C. Pereira has been asked
to serve as Chairman of the working group. Peter Dart, Guy Camus and
Bryan Webster have been asked to serve as members.

Supporting teaching and research related to the economic and human problems of agricultural development, primarily In Asia.



TAC Plant Nutrition Subcommittee Meeting,
Frankfurter Hof, Frankfurt, Germany

September 28, 1974

TAC Members

Dieter Bommer, Head Guy Camus, Director

Institute for Plant Cultivation Office de la Recherche Scientifique

and Seed Research et Technique Outre-Mer

Agricultural Research Center 24 Rue Bayard
Braunschweig-Volkenrode 75008 Paris
Federal Republic of Germany France

H.C. Pereira* M.S. Swaminathan, Director General*

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries Indian Council of Agricultural

and Food Research
10 Whitehall Place Krishi Bhawan
London, SWl Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road

England New Delhi - 1
India

V.W. Ruttan, President
Agricultural Development Council
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020

Observers and Consultants

B. Ramamoorthy, Coordinator F. Biedermann
All India Coordinated Soil Test Director of Biological Development

Crop Response Correlation Scheme Agrochem Division

Krishi Bhawan 6234 Hattersheim

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road Okrifteler Strabe 31
New Delhi - 1 Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft
India 6230 Frankfurt (M) 80

Germany

Rudi Dudal, Chief Donald Plucknett, Chief

FAO Soil Resources Service Soil and Water Management Division

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, Office of Agriculture, Rm. 2246 NS

00100 Rome, Italy AID
Washington, D.C. 20523

Peter Dart,
Rothamsted Experimental Station
Harpenden
Herts. England AL5 2JQ

Secretarial

Anthony Neylan Brian Webster

International Bank for Reconstruction Food and Agriculture Organization

and Development Via delle Terme di Caracalla,

1818 H Street, N.W. 00100 Rome, Italy
Washington, D.C. 20433

John Coulter* Peter Oram*

IBRD FAO

*Unable to participate



TAC Subcommittee
October 3, 1974
Page 3

(1) There is a major constraint in scientific knowledge
or technology that is unlikely to be overcome in a reasonable
time by existing public or private institutions.

(2) There is a reasonable possibility that the potential
advances in knowledge in science or technology would lead
to a significant contribution to crop production within the
next 10-15 years.

Several of the working groups have made preliminary plans for a
meeting to firm up the results of their efforts. Arrangements
for such meetings should be made through Bryan Webster or Peter
Oram at FAO.

The TAC Subcommittee will plan to make a progress report to TAC
at the TAC meeting in Rome on February 3-7. It may be desirable
for the subcommittee to meet in Rome to discuss the working
group reports on the Friday prior to the winter TAC meeting (on
January 31).

cc: John Crawford

attachments



TAC Subcommittee
October 3, 1974
Page 2

(3) Organic Sources of Plant Nutrition

This working group will be concerned with both the potential role of
organic sources of plant nutrition and the role of organic materials
in rendering chemical fertilizers more effective. Attention will be
given to the possibility that the higher prices for chemical fertilizers
may increase the economic feasibility of making more effective use of
manure and other organic waste materials at the municipal, village and
farm level. M.S. Swaminathan has been asked to serve as Chairman of
this working group. Donald Plucknett and Rudi Dudal have been asked
to serve as members. We anticipate that the section will draw very
heavily on the materials that have previously been prepared for the
TAC by Swaminathan. Plucknett will make available the result of US
experience. Dudal will draw on sources at FAO including the results
of a forthcoming conference that will be held in Rome.

(4) Diffusion of Known Technology

This working group will attempt to determine steps that might be taken
to assure that the available technology in the areas of chemical
fertilizers, biological sources of plant nutrition and organic sources
of plant nutrition are fully utilized. It is not expected that
activities in this area will be funded through the Consultative Group.
Opportunities in this area should, however, be brought to the at-
tention of national programs and bilateral donors. Dieter Bommer has
been asked to serve as Chairman of the working 7roup. Rudi Dudal,
Donald Plucknett and Guy Camus have been asked to serve as members.

(5) Tropical Soils

The objective of this working group will be to indicate the impli-
cations of the complexity of tropical soil, climate and other eco-
logical conditions for any effort that might be undertaken in the area
being covered by the other working groups. Fudi Dudal has been asked
to serve as Chairman of the soils working group and John Coulter and
B. Ramamoorthy as members. It was also suggested that the subco-
mmittee might want to be in contact with G. Uehara of the University
of Hawaii.

The material requested from the several international crop institute
directors in my letter of August 16 (attached) will be transmitted to
the Chairmen of the several working groups as they are received.

The reports of each working group should not exceed fifteen pages. An
effort should be made, particularly in working groups (1), (2) and (3)
to indicate those areas (if any) that should have a relative high
priority for international support. The reports should attempt to
identify how (and if) the TAC and the CG should proceed to encourage
further work on the priority problems rather than to provide an en-
cycopediec review of the literature. My own criteria for interna-
tional support include the following:



The Agricultural Development Council, Inc.
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Auqust 16, 1974

)r. i1. J. Grant, Director-General
Centro Internacional de Agricultural Tropi cal

Apartado Aereo 67-13
Cali, Colombia, S. A.

Dear Dr. Grant:

At the recent Centers Week sessions in Washington the Technical Advisory Com-

mittee (TAC) reported to the Consultative Group (CG) on "Plant Nutrition

Research Needs." The TAC Chairman, Sir John Crawford, has asked me to chair

a subcommittee to follow-up on the issues outlined in the TAC report to the CG.

A copy of the report on Plant Nutrition Needs 
is enclosed in case you do not

have one in your files.

The purpose of this letter, which is going to all Center Directors, is to seek

your advice on plant nutrition research needs. Steps are underway to establish

an expanded capacity to work on problems of chemical fertilizers suited to

tropical environments in cooperation with the TVA at Muscle Shoals. 
The sub-

committee will, therefore, focus its major attention on the opportunities 
for

research and development of biological sources 
of plant nutrition.

We would appreciate it if you and your staff could provide the 
subcommittee with

information:

(1) What are the potential research and development opportunities 
for

biological sources of plant nutrition for the crops for which CIAT has

assumed research responsibility? What work in this area is already

underway at CIAT?

(2) What are the potential research and development 
opportunities for organic

sources of plant nutrition for the crops for which CIAT has assumed re-

search responsibility? What work in this area is already underway at CIAT?

(3) What are the potential research and develo ment opportunities for more

efficient use of conventional sources of plat nutri ti on for the crops

for which CIAT has assumed research responsibility? What work in the

area is already underway at CIAT?

(4) What level of additional staffing (by discipline) would it require for

CIAT to make a significant contribution to the solution of the research

and development problems outlined above?

Suppnrting teaching and research related to the economic anO iumin problem$S of agriculiuI deVeoprmaft, primeitly in Asia.



(5) Wat Ite wo be I qIired, eithtr i n tIe IIMi ( or the pi Vo t.1

to makt, th , rt"uA t I ;Of thle r- earch cind devf-lopment activi tit-, thii t i'hl.
ho conducted bvy CIA ava ilI ib)It for u in crop produiction?

(6) Wh at I enlith of t ime wouId it take tor the resu I t,; of research a I ong the

I ines outined in (1), (i), Ond (3) to begin to have a siInif jcarit impact

on product ion of the crops for which C I A[ is respon'.ibW le?

(7) How do you evaluate the potential contribution of the research resources

that miqht be devoted to (1), (2) and (3) above, compared to the work

that you currently have underway or might engage in in the future, on

production of the crops for which CIAT has assumed research responsibi

in responding to these questions it would be very helpful to discuss both thr

opportunities and the limitations which you and your staff 
see with respect to

each of the questions outlined above.

Your response would be most helpful to us if we could have it by mid-November.

Would you please copy your response to Peter Oram and Anthony Neyland?

Sincerely yours,

Vernon W. Ruttan
President

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. Peter Oram
Mr. Anthony Neyland



ctober 2; UY74

Dear r. o Rupp:

Thank you for lattlg mu know, in your lWtcr of SUtPVCuu 25,
about th poSition of the Charl4S F. Kotering VuvdWion With ro-

opaCt to the aCtiVties OE the ConultCativa Group 4 t
A;riultural Rasuarch. While 1 am aorry that WeO noT Co Lava 0

2oundation'a financial partcCipatioa, 1 an gra=t& to yGU for nV-
i z LUknA th timu to attend our 'wting in july. Your va ra

ou tae Foundation's involvesct in ilrO(a iXation :
wil ba of interest to a nuxwcr of donor apsucius now aconlna

on various aspuects of plant rutri ti.. , as Well so to theC
Live Group's Technical Advisory Conmitce, and I WM Ltina ,

. liberty 9f calling this part of your lCttr Lo tEON anctiantitn

sincurely yours,

Qrold Graves
Executive Secretary

6r. Phillips Roupp
Director
nt Crnat ional Affairs
Tho Charlas F. Kettering Youndatioa
Suite 300
5135 Fox villa Drive
Daytoa, uio 45429

cc: Sir John Crawford
Dr. Sterling Wortman
Dr. Joel Bernstein
Mr. Peter Oram

Mr. Baum
Mr. Yudelman
Mr. Neylan

HG:mcj



CHARLES F. KETTERING FOUNDATION SUITE 300/533t FAR HILLS AVENUE/DAYTON, -OHIO 45429/ 513-434-7300

September 25, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves:

Before replying to your letter of August 28, Iwant to thank you for welcoming the Kettering Foundation's
observers to your July meetings so cordially. Mr. Vause,Dr. Newton, and I found the experience informative. Ithelped us to add to our picture of the coordinated efFortsin agricultural research being supported and guided by theConsultative Group. Alternative possibilities for theKettering Foundation's relationship with the ConsultativeGroup have been considered in the light of what we wereable to learn through your generous cooperation.

Your letter detailed the budgetary requirements forten programs supported by the Consultative Group andadditional funds which are likely to be needed in 1975.We understand that the proposed International PlantNutrient Institute is not being funded at this time butremains under study.

After careful consideration, we have had to concludethat our own budgetary constraints will not make itpossible for us to contribute to the current programs ofthe Consultative Group.

The nitrogen fixation research of the Charles F.Kettering Research Laboratory represents a major, long-termcommitment of the Foundation. For this reason, we see noway in which we can make a monetary contribution to theConsultative Group's present programs. Should the Inter-national Plant Nutrient Institute be created eventually,
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we would like to consider ways to establish a working
relationship between the Kettering Laboratory and the
Institute.

We are of course eager to informed
regarding the status of the prk, lant Nutrient
Institute and to receive regular updatings on the
Consu.ltative Group's activities.

With renewed appreciation for the invitation to
join you in July.

Yours sin rely,

Phillips Opp
Director
International Affairs

PR/pmc



September 27, 1974

Mr. Sayed Marei
Secretary-General
World Food Conference
Food and Agriculture Organization
Via delle Terms di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy

Dear Mr. Marei.

The forthcoming World Food Conference promises to be an important
step towards the improvement of food supplies and food production in the
developing countries. The documents of the Preparatory Committee make it
quite clear that fertilizers play a key role in any strategy to help de-
veloping countries feed their people. Moreover, the attention of the Con-
ference has been called to the need for research which could lead to improved
types of plant nutrients and non-energy alternatives for stimulating plant
growth. It therefore seems opportune to write to you about the work of the
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research with respect to
plant nutrients, including the proposals which the Group and its Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC) have under consideration.

At the August 1-2, 1974, meeting of the Consultative Group in Washington,
special attention was given to a report from the TAC on its consideration of
how to approach the question of stimulating research on the application of
chemical fertilizers to developing country conditions, biological fixation of
nitrogen, and organic fertilizers, and to a proposal by the United States to
help develop research on the chemical fertilizer part of this problem. The
latter proposal was intended to fall within the context of any overall Con-
sultative Group effort on plant nutrition; it would be based on the extensive
facilities of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).

The existing international agricultural research centers have a substan-
tial interest in plant nutrition: the International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI), the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) and the
Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) have programs on the bio-
logical fixation of nitrogen by leguminous and non-leguminous plants. More-
over, work on conventional chemical fertilizers is under way at all the centers,
including research into improving efficiency in the use of fertilizers in
tropical conditions. An important aspect of this work, in view of the ferti-
lizer shortage, is that the new varieties of wheat and rice, while responding
best under controlled fertilizer use, are not dependent exclusively on ferti-
lizers to be superior in yield to traditional local strains. At the same time,
the need is recognized to strengthen these programs so as to increase the ef-
ficiency of presently available conventional fertilizers and to help define
needs for new types of fertilizers.
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Accordingly, the Consultative Group's Technical Advisory Committee has
recently established a subcommittee to examine the best ways and means of
giving effect to the need to mobilize the experience of TVA and other bodies;
how best to monitor work at the centers and elsewhere in all relevant fields,
and to stimulate further research in each of the three main elements of
chemical, microbiological and organic aspects of plant nutrition. The sub-
committee will report to TAC at its next meeting in Rome in February 1975.
The Consultative Group and TAC have also welcomed the U.S. proposal to es-
tablish a non-profit corporation with a multi-national board and staff which
would have access to the staff and facilities of the Tennessee Valley Autho-
rity and would help develop chemical fertilizer research for tropical condi-
tions. Further plans are awaited by the Group and will be examined by TAC.

In sum, the Consultative Group is seized with the problem of promoting
research on more effective means of nourishing the major crops that are prac-
tical for small as well as large farmers in developing countries. We hope
and expect that this will make an important contribution to the solution of
world food problems.

More generally, it is good to note the emphasis which the documents of
the Preparatory Committee for the World Food Conference have given to increased
agricultural research, including that sponsored by the Consultative Group. It
is the hope of the members of the Group that this matter of strengthening in-
ternational and national agricultural research will receive strong support at
the Conference when it meets in Rome in November.

Sincerely yours,

Warren C, B mn

Warren C. Baum
Chairman

cleared in substance with, and cc: Mr. Mashler, UNDP
Mr. Oram, FAO

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. Joel Bernstein, USAID
Mr. Yudelman
Mr. Neylan
Mr. Carmignani

MC/NK/HG/WCB/JBernstein :mcj



September 25, 1974

I Donald L. McCune
Director
International Fertilizer Development Staff
Tennessee Valley Authority
Muscle Shoals
Alabama 3566o

Dear Don,

Thank you for sending copies of the report to Ottawa -
they arrived in good time for me to put one directly into the hands
of Sir John.

The visit to Muscle Shoals was thoroughly enjoyable -
both for the intellectual fare and the opportunity to meet you and
your colleagues. I look forward with keen anticipation to the
ideas and vigor you will all bring to the international scene.

With kindest regards,

Yours sincerely,

Anthony Neylan

ANeylan:jf
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September 25, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves:

Before replying to your letter of August 28, I
want to thank you for welcoming the Kettering Foundation's
observers to your July meetings so cordially. Mr. Vause,
Dr. Newton, and I found the experience informative. It
helped us to add to our picture of the coordinated efforts
in agricultural research being supported and guided by the
Consultative Group. Alternative possibilities for the
Kettering Foundation's relationship with the Consultative
Group have been considered in the light of what we were
able to learn through your generous cooperation.

Your letter detailed the budgetary requirements for
ten programs supported by the Consultative Group and
additional funds which are likely to be needed in 1975.
We understand that the proposed International Plant
Nutrient Institute is not being funded at this time but
remains under study.

After careful consideration, we. have had to conclude
that our own budgetary constraints will not make it
possible for us to contribute to the current programs of
the Consultative Group.

The nitrogen fixation research of the Charles F.
Kettering Research Laboratory represents a major' long-term
commitment of the Foundation. For this reason, we see no
way in which we can make a monetary contribution to the
Consultative Group's present programs. Should the Inter-
national Plant Nutrient Institute be created eventually,
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we would like to consider ways to establish a working
relationship between the Kettering Laboratory and the
Institute.

We are of course eager to be kept informed
regarding the status of the proposed Plant Nutrient
Institute and to receive regular a'datings on the
Consultative Group's activities.

With renewed appreciation for the invitation to
join you in July.

Yours sinperely,

Philips Ruopp 
Director
International Affairs

PR/pmc
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL NCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATI

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: COULTER DATE: SEPTEMBER 13, 1974
11 DELLCROFT WAY
HARPENDEN CLASS OF
HERTS. SERVICE: FULL RATE

Ext. 3454
Tele: HARPENDEN 60589

COUNTRY: ENGLAND

TEXT:
Cable No.:

HAVE TODAY RECEIVED FOLLOWING CABLE FROM DIOUF QUOTE PLEASED INFORM

YOU DOCTOR HARRY WILL RESEARCH COORDINATOR AND OMER KOFFI FERTILIZER TRIALS

COORDINATOR MEETING YOU DAKAR STOP RESEARCH STATIONS ALREADY NOTIFIED OF

VISITS AND TRANSPORT ARRANGED ACCORDINGLY STOP REGARDS DIOUF UNQUOTE

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek Mcj

DEPT. Agriculture & Rural D velopment

SIGNATUlRE
(SGAURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZE T OVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Comr nications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Mr. George F. Darnell September 12, 1974

John K. Coulter

Report of Dr. Ahmad Safed Khan, University of Agriculture,

Lyalipur

I have not been able to read this document in detail but I presume

that economists would be major users since it deals with economic pro-

duction functions.

It is impossible to say how good is the agronomic element in this

report. It deals with a 1000 wheat fertilizer trials on irrigated

land and whilst impressive yield functions were derived from the data,

there are no graphs to show how well the data actually fits these functions.

Perhaps one of the economists might look at this document to see if

the data has any value for measuring returns at varying costs of fertilizer.

Attachment

JKCoulter-apm



Mr Anthony Neylan August 23, 1974

George F. Dar

Terms of efo
Yjait to TVA and Auburn UniaIrsity

On August 26, 1974, you will proceed to Muscle Shoals,
Alabama, to represent Sir John Crawford, Chairman of the Technical
Advisory Commmittee., and Dr Vernon Iuttan, Chairman of the TAC Sub-
Committee on Plant Nutrition, at a meeting to be hold at the Head-
quarters of the Tenness Valley luthority to discuss the possibility
of the formation of an International Ferti1iser Development Centre.

On leaving Muscle Shoals, on or about August 30, 1974, you
will proceed to Auburn, Alabama, for discussions with staff of the
Departimnt of Fisheries and Allied Aquacultur., University of Auburn,
in connection with the work of the TAC Sub-Commmittee on Aquaculture.

Upon your return to the Bank on September 2, 1974, you
will prepare a report on your missions.

ANeylan/GDarne : jf



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATI AL NAN

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT COR RAT]

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ORAM DATE: AUGUST , 1974
FOODAGRI
ROME CLASS OF

SERVICE: ETN 4823)

COUNTRY: ITALY

TEXT:
Cable No.:

AVAILABLE PLANT NUTRITION MEETING FRANKFURT SEPTEMBER 28 GRATEFU TICKET

AUTHORISATION STOP TAC CHAIRMAN AND SUBCUITTEE CHAIRMAN RUTTAN HAVE

ASKED ME REPRESENT THEM BOTH TVA SEMINAR MUSCLE SHOALS ALABAMA AUGUST 27

THROUGH 29 STOP ALSO PROPOSE VISIT AQUACULTURE CENTRE AUBURN ALABAMA
30

AUGUST S9.IN CONNECTION AQUACULTURE SUBCOIMITTEE STOP GRATEFUL CABLED

AUTHORISATION THIS TRIP IN ORDER CLAII( LATER REIMBURSEMENT FROM TAC RfARIS

NEYLAN

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME A.A. Nqrlan

DEPT. AI Rvel e

SIGNATURE___
(SI hATL(bFI DIVAIDUAL AU ORIZED TO APP E)

REFERENCE: eylan:J For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAT

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ORAM DATE: AUGUST 21, 1974
FOODAGRI
ROME CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: ITALY

TEXT:
Cable No.:

PLANT NUTRITION SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING SEPTEBER 28 FRANKFURT STOP

BERNSTEIN UNDERSTANDS FOUNDATIONS OFFER WAS FOR 24PLOYMENT OF ASSISTANCE

FROM OUTSIDE TAC STOP GRAVES CONCURS THAT FRANKFURT MEETING WOULD BE

PROPER CHARGE TO TAC ALHINISTRATIVE BUDGET STOP UPON RECEIPT OF 1UPDATED

TAC ACCOUNTING CGIAR SECRETARIAT CAN CONSIDER PROVIDING ADDITIONAL FUNDS

STOP LAST ACCOUNTING APPEARING IN OUR FILES IS AS OF JUNE 30 1973 RE3ARDS

NEYLAN

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME A.A. Neylan cc: Mr Graves

DEPT. Agricul

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATUfE OF INDIVIDUAL AUT 6

RIZED TO APPR'OVE)

REFERENCE: ANeylan:vjf For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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FORM NO. 249
(7-74) WORLD BANK GROUP

ATE:
INCOMING MAIL 4440

Mr. H. Adler A1042 Mr. Knox 813
Mr. J. Adler E624 Mr. Krieger B906
Mr. Alter A908 Mr. Lai D1032
Mr. Bart F718 Mr. Lejeune A1013
Mr. Baum E1023 _Mr. McNamara E1227

_ Mr. Bell A613 Mr. Muller N436
Mr. Benjenk E723 _ Mr. North D1032
Mr. Broches E923 Mr. Nurick E915
Mr. Cargill E1236 CMr. Paimans C702

_Mr. Chadenet E1204 Mr. Rayfield N434
Mr. V. C. Chang E516 _Mr. de la Renaudiere C302
Mr. Chaufournier A313
Mr. Chenery E1239 Mr. Rotberg E427
Mr. Win. Clark E823 _Mr. Thalwitz A210
Mr. Clarke D1029 Mr. Tims D428

_ 
Mr. Damry A1219 Mr. Twining N635

D. A. de Silva N635 Mr. Van der Meer A507
Diamond C502 Mr. Van der Tak E1023

Mr. Fowler Al 219 Mr. Votaw C602
r.Gbriel E51 6 Mr. Wapenhans A712

_____ _Mr. Weiner A51 3

s E1039 Mr. Wiehen 01001
DMr. Gulhati 530 Mr. Wiese A837

Mr. Hittinair E427 Mr. Will ghby G1050
"Mr. Hoffman E823 _Mr. Wrh A307

Mrs. Hughes 0529
_Mr. Husain Al 136___
__Mr. Kirmani A610

-Mr. Knapp E1227 _________

FROM: Incoming Mail Unit, Room F-126, Extension 2023
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara June 27, 1974

Warren C. Baum

Fertilizer Unit - Work Program

1. Attached are the proposed temas of e a wo rogram
for FY75 for the new Fertilizer Unt to be sata i e ly i

the Industrial Projects Department, together with a bri.f uaoito
of the Unit's longer-term objectives.

2. It is important that the Unit be launched expeditiously, and

work has in fact already started. We intend to scaff it from within the

Bank Group with two of the most qualified senior people we have in the
fertilizer field, Mr. R. Carmignani, an industrial economiat wno is to

head up the Unit initially, and Mr. D. Brown, a chemical engineer.

Before joining the Bank Mr. Carmigiani gained broad experience in -te

field while with OECD, and Mr. Brown has played a key role in hlping

to formulate and push forward most of the Bank's recent fertilizer

projects.

3. The incremental budget requirements for the Unit (excluding

overhead) are estimated at about $132,000 for FY75 and will cover the

salaries of Messrs. Carmignani and Brown, some 230 man-days of consultant

time, as well as their respective travel. Since liaison with other or-

ganizations working in the areas of fertilizer and food, and help in

project preparation will be major elements of the Unit's work, travel

will be fairly heavy. The Unit will also include a junior agricultural

economist but this position will be provided out of the authorized FY75

budget of the Industrial Projects Department.

4. I draw your attention to the contribution (90 man-weeks) that

various other Bank Group units are expected to make. While this will

put some additional strain on them, these tasks will be rather broadly

distributed in the rest of the Bank and, at least in part, are already

planned. I hope therefore they can be fulfilled with the already

budgeted staff resources.

5. Finally, I do not expect at this moment that in subsequent

years the Unit will need to be built up beyond the three poaitions now

planned for FY75, although this can only be firmly determined once the

work of the Unit is further advanced.

6. You have tentatively authorized two positionu for this purpose,
to be taken from the FY75 contingency. May I now have your formal

approval for the est-imated budget requirements of $132,000.

WCBaum:rma

cc: Mr. John Adler
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OBJECTIVE FUNCT' NS AND FY75 WORhK rR(GRAM AND BuET

A. Objectives

To coordinate the planning of Bank Group assistance, in the

form of both finance and advisory services, for improved supply and

use of fertilizers in developing countries; to devi-s a coherent

strategy and policy to this end taking account of woridwide trends of

demand and supply; and to monitor Bank Group progress towards che

objectives.

B. Organization and Role in bank Group

The Unit is to be established immediately. It will consist

during FY75 of two senior staff (Mr. R. Carmignani, an industrial

economist who will be responsible for launching the ULie, and

Mr. D. Brown, a chemical engineer) and a junior agricultural econotaist

who is also expected to be obtained from within the Bank Group. Doth

Mr. Carmignani and Mr. Brown are senior and experienced staff members,

who have worked in the fertilizer field in the Bank and elsewhere.

Mr. Carmignani's appointment is an interim one, to allow time for a

permanent chief of the Unit to be selected. The Unit will form part

of the Industrial Projects Department and will report to its Director.

The Unit will utilize available expertise from other parts of

the Bank Group and elsewhere whenever possible. The Unit will also

employ consultants to carry out specific technical assignments such as

preinvestment studies and to broaden its data collection effort through-

out the world. Operational activities in the fertilizer sector

(i.e. lending, advisory work, and country sector studies) will continue

to be carried out by the Industrial Projects Department, the Projects

Departments in the Regions and CPS, the Regional Program Departments,

and IFC as well as the UNIDO/IBRD Cooperative Program (CP) Units. For

research, data collection, and Bankwide policy support the Unit will

also utilize facilities currently available elsewhere in the Bank Group

(particularly in the Agriculture units of CPS and DPS) and outside the

Bank. The Units' staff will only be used for these purposes to fill in

existing gaps or to participate in particularly important or sensitive

operations. Its primary tasks will therefore be to ensure that an
adequate data base and intelligence service exist, to prepare an overall

Bank strategy and work program, to monitor its progress, and to lead or

participate in key activities.

The Unit will also be a focal point of contact with relevant

outside organizations including industry. A large number of institutions

(national, international, public and private) are concerned with the

supply and use of fertilizer. However, their activities are frequently

unrelated to each other, are overlapping and even duplicating, and in

some instances not adequately focused on the critical issues. Concerted

international action in the "ertilizer field -- difficult as it will be

to bring about -- can result only from close liaison among these individual

../2.



activities. From the outset, therefore, the Unit will work -oward
bringing these different efforts more closely together and will
support any efforts to cstabI ish ia effective international co-
ordinating mechanism in the fieLd.

C. Specific Functions

The Unit will:

1. Ensure that an adequate data gathering system is
established within the Bank and outside to

provide up-to-date intelligence on worldwide trends

in fertilizer demand, supply, costs, prices, inter-

national trade and marketing, with special reference

to the needs and resources of the developing

countries;

2. Assemble and process the above data to: (a) develop
and keep up-to-date estimates of the present and

future supply/demand balance for the world as a

whole and for developing countries, with particular
emphasis on major fertilizer consuming countries

or group of countries; (b) make recommendations as
to the strategy that the Bank Group should follow
and the specific action it should take to rationalize
the international pattern of fertilizer investment
and trade in order to bridge supply gaps or avoid

potential oversupply situations; and (c) encourage,
in cooperation with Bank Group operating units,
specific investment, trade and other actions in

producer and/or consumer countries, particularly in
the developing world, consistent with this strategy;

3. Formulate, in cooperation with the relevant
operational units of the Bank Group, and keep

under continuous review a 5-year program of lending
(for new production capacity, better utilization of
existing capacity, and related purposes), advisory

services to developing countries, and country sector

work. Particular attention would be paid to the
requirements of countries with the most urgent food
and fertilizer requirements (e.g. India);

4. Monitor continuously all Bank Group activities in the
fertilizer field to assure consistency with the
objectives of the 5-year program; and

5. Maintain close liaison with other organizations
outside the Bank, including the fertilizer industry.

../3.



As part of the above functions, the Unit will:

6. Keep abreast of plans and projects around the world

for additions to fertilizer production capacity;

7.. Investigate the availability of capital and know-how

for investment in fertilizer plants in developing

countries;

8. Advise countries, including oil- and natural gas-rich

countries, on potential investment opportunities and

help them in the initial preparation of projects;

9. Follow trends in availability and cost of equipment

and engineering services for expansion of fertilizer

production capacity in developing countries.

10. Maintain up-to-date information on developments in

capital, feedstock, and transport costs of fertilizer

production and marketing;

11. Identify possible measures for reducing capital

costs, for increasing capacity utilization, and for

improving plant efficiency of fertilizer production

in developing countries;

12. Identify gaps in the adequacy of national and inter-

national research on ways of improving effectiveness

of fertilizer use in developing countries as well as

on nutrient forms other than chemical fertilizer;

13. Establish liaison with other relevant organizations

and entities involved in fertilizer promotion,

production and distribution such as the fertilizer

industry; UN agencies (FAO, UNIDO); bilateral and

multinational financial institutions; EEC, OECD,
OPEC, IDCAS; the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research; commercial organizations;

COMECON.

D. Work Program for FY75

It is important that the Unit start its work expeditiously,

particularly since fertilizer problems are expected to be most acute

over the next two or three years. Therefore, at least initially, the

Unit will be staffed from within the Bank Group. In view of other

existing commitments of the Unit's two senior people (Messrs. Carmignani

and Brown) and the fact that the third staff member is not expected to

be available until early September, it has been assumed.that the Unit's

manpower availability in FY75 will amount to 80 man-weeks-. It must again

be stressed that the Unit can effectively do its work only with the
support from other parts of the Bank Group; this is the underlying

assumption in the following preliminary program.

.. /4.
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PRELIMINARY WORK PROGRAM FOR THE FERTILIZER UNIT (FU.) IN FY75

(in man-weeks)

Other Bank Group Ppon

Major Tasks and approx. time Direct Input Supporting ::ty for

for Completion by F.1U. Units Consultants Total a __

August 1974

1. Development of detailed work (CPS, DPS,
program for F.U. and other Bank Group Regions)

supporting units for FY1975. 4 6 10

October/November 1974

2. Identification of principal (IPD, IFC,
constraints on increasing UNIDO CP)
fertilizer output and production
capacity from existing plants. 6 10 4 20 .U./tND0 CP

3. Review of existing data and (DPS Co odities,
initial contacts with industry DRC, IFC
and other organizations to agree FAO CP)
on systems and formats for
data collection. 6 10 4 20 F./iPS Cor.

4. Establishment of a priority (Regions, IFC,
list of LDC countries and IPD, CPS Agr.
projects for possible Bank Group UNIDO CP)
action in calendar 1975
(financial, promotional, and
advisory, including potential
for joint ventures). 6 6 4 16 F.U.

December 1974

5. Identification of major factors (DPS, Regions,
which influence trade, distribution CPS Agr.
and promotion of fertilizers and IPD)
impact of such factors on global
fertilizer strategy. 8 6 4 18 F.U./FAO CP

February/March 1975

6. Data collection -- on basis of (CPS Agr., DPS
formats developed under (3) above -- Com., IPD,
to update global demand and supply FAO CP)
forecasts and outline of a proposed
future investment and trade
strategy. 6 10 6 22 F.U./DPS

7. Evaluation of present and fore- (CPS Trans.)
casts of ocean freight rates. - 8 4 12 CPS Trans.

8. Preparation of a Bank-wide
Five-Year Work Program. 3 - - 3 F.U.

June 1975

9. Review of schemes for financing the (DPS, CPS)
international fertilizer trade
including bilateral export schemes
and the need for and feasibility
of a Fertilizer Export Fund. 6 4 4 14 F.L./DPS

10. Identification of major gaps in (CPS Agr., DPS,
agricultural research related to Regions, IPD,
and proposals for the promotion of FAO CP)
fertilizer use. 5 15 8 28 F.U./CPS Agr.

Continuous

11. Project identification and co- (IFC, IPD,
ordination of initial project UNIDO CP)
preparation and technical
assistance. 22 13 8 43 F.U.

12. Liaison with Industry and other
organizations. 8 2 - 10

TOTAL 80 90 46 216

Industrial Projects Dept.
June 27, 1974
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The work program, and particularly the manpower allocation
from other participating Bank units, should be considered no more than;
a general indication of what the Unit should attempt to achieve during
its first year of existence. Changes in emphasis and possibly a
reduction in coverage may become necessary as we proceed. Though the
Unit's work will help determine actions needed to ease the fertilizer
shortage in the short term, it will be directed primarily toward up-
dating supply and demand forecasts and preparing an outline for a
proposed long-term investment and trade strategy. Given limited man-
power, part of the assignments initially cannot be treated in much
depth but they will be undertaken to launch the proper action in
relation to the Unit's main objectives.

E. Direct Budget of the Unit for FY75 (excluding overhead)

1. Unit Staff (19 man-months) -- $42,000

2. Consultants (230 man-days @ $160/day) -- 37,000

3. Travel for Unit Staff, 15 trips
@ $1,500/trip -- 22,500

4. Travel for Consultants, 10 trips

@ $1,300/trip -- 13,000

5. Subsistence Expenses while travelling
for Unit Staff and Consultants
(430 man-days @ $40/day) -- 17,200

$131,700 say $132.000

1/ Direct salaries only; does not include salary
of agricultural economist who will be on budget
of Industrial Projects Department.

Industrial Projects Dept.
June 27, 1974



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Teiephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

June 10, 1974

TO: Center Directors and Members of TAC

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: World Fertilizer Situation

Reference is made to the Secretariat memorandum of March 7, 1974,

on the above subject and to the June 10 Provisional Schedule of Events

for the 1974 International Centers Week, which indicates that plant

nutrition will be on the agenda of both TAC and the CG.

To help in preparing for these discussions, two recent World Bank

papers are enclosed. One is the report "Fertilizer Requirements of

Developing Countries" issued on May 15, 1974. The other is "Issues

Relating to the Fertilizer Situation", a discussion paper at a con-

ference sponsored by the World Bank and the Agricultural Development

Council at Princeton, also in May.

Attachments (2)
BMC:mcj



DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20523

ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR

JUN 4 1974.

1 J Xl' 974

Mr. W. David Hopper
President

Canadian International Development
Research Center

P. 0. Box 8500
Ottawa, Canada

Dear Dave:

It has occurred to me that your efforts to appraise the international
plant nutrition institute proposal that I presented for TAC consid-
eration, or alternatives, could benefit from a paper done for us by
TVA staff in early April. This deals only with that part of the
plant nutrition research that we had suggested as best done at Muscle
Shoals. I am attaching a copy, and regret having delayed in
transmitting this to you.

Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

Joel Bernstein

Attachment: a/s

cc: Sir John Crawford



Fertilizer Technology - Adequacy in Relation

- to the World Food Situation

Food production in most of the LDC's will have to double by the

end of this century just to maintain the present inadequate level of nutrition.

And, because of inaccessibility and the high cost of bringing additional

land under the plow, most of the projected increased production will

have to come from increased yields. One of the major inputs required for

these increased yields is chemical fertilizer. Thus, the ability of the

LDC farmer to have access to and be able to profitably use chemical

fertilizer is. a critical consideration in national and international

goals for increased food production.

Fertilizer is a costly input. In the United States, it is

estimated that about $4 billion will be spent on fertilizers in 1974.

The consideration assumes greater importance for the LDC farmer when

often fertilizer prices are comparatively even higher than in the United

States. In both cases, the amount of fertilizer used (assuming availability)

will depend to a. considerable extent on the profitability of use. Where

high price, limited availability, and limited capital or credit for

purchasing are often the case for the LDC farmer, a higher margin of

return commonly is required to induce usage.

The considerations require that we not only be concerned with

the price of the fertilizer, but with its efficiency in meeting crop needs.

It- confronts us with the question of the adequacy of fertilizer production

and marketing technology. We rightly approve investment in research

designed to develop high.er yielding varieties of the basic food crops

to develop more effective "crop technology." As we propose to show

further along, we seem to have been less concerned about the adequacy
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of, or need for, improved technology dealtng with the- production 
and

marketing of fertilizer. The assumption is-made that a reasonable level

of research is done on fertilizer usage as part of the agronomic research

in crop improvement programs (e.g. as in IRRI on rice or at CIMMYT on

corn and wheat).

Fertilizer Technology--A Historical Perspective

In reviewing the worldwide development of fertilizers and

fertilizer production and marketing technology, two very 
significant

points are apparent. In the first place--in contrast to crop production

-research--fertilizer production research is restricted to a very small

number of institutions. In the United States, a high proportion of

-the effective fertilizer production research is done by, or with the

support of, the National Fertilizer Development Center of the TVA at

-44uscle Shoals, Alabama. Elsewhere there is nothing in fertilizer technology

research and development that compares with the university and state

experiment station efforts for crop improvement. The fertilizer industry,

especially in Western Europe and Japan, has some R&D activity; but it

is generally recognized that their effort in developing of new technology

is limited indeed. Second, practically all of the present day fertilizer

technology has been and is aimed at producing fertilizers for farmers in

the developed regions in temperate climates. The LDC's, where population

growth is the greatest and food production is already critical, lie

primarily in the tropics and subtropics. Even though the climate and

the physical characteristics of the soil in large areas of the tropics

appears to be conducive to highly productive agriculture, these areas--

even more than temperate agriculture--must rely on the liberal use of

chemical fertilizer. The tacit assumption has been that fertiljzers
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developed for use in the temperate 
zones are equally good for the

tropics. Yet, careful inspection of differences 
in climate, soils,

crops and agriculture in general 
reveals that this assumption 

is not

entirely valid. Agronomic results are also confirming 
these doubts.

As a matter of fact, in considering 
the current and projected

magnitude of fertilizer input both in the developed and the developing

regions, we question the adequacy of' investment in general for R&D in

fertilizer technology.

World fertilizer use in 1973 exceeded 
77 million tons of

nutrients. However, gross inequities exist: The LDC's as a whole are.

ising only about 20% of the total 
or about 15.5 million metric tons.

By 1980 fertilizer use is estimated to reach 114 million metric tons of

nutrients. Even though the LDC's are expected 
to increase use more

rapidly than the developed countries, 
they are still expected to be

using only 26% or' about 29.5 million 
tons of nutrients.

It is estimated that in 1973 upwards 
to $30 billion were

spent on fertilizers--about $21.5 billion in the DC's and $8.5 billion

in the LDC's. By 1980, assuming the same price per ton of -nutrient,

this could balloon to almost $46 billion--$29. 6 billion in the DC's and

$16.3 billion in the LDC's.

Ou4- best estimates are that current expenditures 
for actual

research on new and improved fertilizers (excluding agronomic work) to

be less than $40 million annually in the free world.

Potential for Advances in Fertilizer Technoloqy

Use of the right amount of the right kinds of fertilizers in

the right way can produce dramatic 
results in increased crop production.

But often overlooked is the fact that, 
even under the best of circumstances,

utilization of applied fertilizer is low. For example, in the United States



the best corn farmer can expect to recover no more than 40%-45% of the

applied nitrogen. -A small--say 5%--may remain in the soil to be

used by a following crop, but most of that not taken up by the corn is

lost by leaching or volatilized to the atmosphere. The picture is often

more disturbing in the case of phosphorus. A corn crop in the-United

States usually would take up no more than 20%-25% of that applied

specifically for that crop. The remainder is "fixed" in the soil thus

rendering it unavailable or difficultly available to future crops.

While the picture of utilization of applied fertilizer in

the United States seems to hold considerable room for improvement, the

situation in the tropics appears to hold much more. Higher soil temperatures,

coupled with higher rates of chemical and biological activity and accentuated

leaching, result in even lower nitrogen uptake. And, a large part of the

soils of the tropics, because of their even higher "fixing" characteristics,

.are notorious in their ability to "tie up" applied phosphatic fertilizers.

Recognizing that these conditions exist, is there evidence

that a realizable potential exists for substantially improving fertilizer

technology for enhancing the utilization of N and P applied as fertilizer?

We have evidence to indi-cate that substantial progress could be made

with greater investment in research designed to produce superior fertilizer

technology for the tropics. F6r example, sulfur-coated urea, a fertilizer

designed to modulate the rate of nitrogen release in the soil more in

keeping with plant uptake requirements, has shown up to 50% greater-

efficiency in N use. This was obtained with rice under intermittent or

delayed flooding. This result has been obtained with relatively modest

investment in fertilizer technology research. Based on what we know



now, there is reason to believe that expanded research on fertilizer

technology for tropical agriculture could result in:

- Fertilizers with improved transport and handling characteristics

permitting greater use of bulk shipment and handling and

reducing losses.

- Higher analysis .products to materially reduce transport,

handling, and marketing costs. Marketing costs in the LDC's

may make up over 50% of the price paid by the farmer.

- Cheaper and more effective processes that permit more extensive

use.of domestic raw materials.

- Processes to use lower grade raw materials.

- More efficient utilizgtion of applied nutrients. Attaining

efficiencies common in temperate agriculture would be an

improvement of 25%-30% over present; gains even beyond this

would be probable.

- Better balanced fertilizers. Secondary (Ca, Mg & S) and micro-

nutrients.

- Improved marketing systems that would assure adequate fertilizers

at the right place and time at minimum cost.

- More uniformity of supply and thus decreased oscillation in

price.

An International Fertilizer Technology Center for the LDC's

In view of the important role that fertilizer must play in

increased LDC food production, and the potential for improved fertilizer

technology for these countries, how best can this technology be generated?

If we were talking about crop improvement technology, then we might

consider the feasibility of an IRRI-like center. Yet this analogy is of
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but limited application. While IRRI generates new technology (new

varieties), its success depends in large measure on the existence of

country-level IRRI's (national rice-researbh program) to which it can

link. An international fertilizer technology center could'not reasonably

expect to be linked to country-level fertilizer technology centers in

each of the LDC's. As mentioned earlier, in the United States we have

primarily the National Fertilizer Development Center at TVA; we do not

have--could not afford--state-level counterparts. And, in other developed

countries, this job is left almost entirely to fertilizer manufacturers

who invest very inadequately in research.

Considering the success of TVA in generating improved fertilizer

technology for the United States in particular, and the developed

countries of the temperate zones in general, a reasonable approach for

the LDC's might appear to be an international TVA-like fertilizer

technology center.

Based on the experience at the National Fertilizer Development

Center of TVA,.an adequate center for fertilizer technology to be established

in one of the LDC's in the tropics would have to include the following

basic units.

Estimated cost
million dollars

Ammonia
Nitric acid
Urea
Sulfuric acid
Phosphoric acid
Ammonium phosphate
Triple superphosphate
Gypsum treatment and disposal
Storage, handling, bagging
Maintenance equipment, shops & service laboratories
Spare parts

- Offsites
Site preparation

Total
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In addition, major expenditures in lands, roads, fencing, housing, utilities,

offices and laboratories could easily run the initial investment to $100

million. It is a.lso estimated that to operate and maintain the basic

units alone would require 130 to 140 employees with an annual budget

of about $2.5 million. This still would not include the research and

development staff. (The National Fertilizer Development Center of TVA

has a total of over 850 employees with some 230 scientists and engineers.)

Improved fertilizer materials would still. have to be evaluated agronomically

through existing international centers, national agricultural research

centers and the fertilizer industries.

Another approach might be to take advantage of the .facilities of

the National Fertilizer Development Center at TVA. At the request of

USAID, the TVA board of directors has indicated that land could be made

available for a separately financed and operated center adjacent to the

National Fertilizer Development Center. TVA would agree to furnish the

"building blocks" materials, ammonia, phosphoric acid, nitric acid,

sulfuric acid, etc.; permit tie-in to utilities; use of repair, maintenance,

and service facilities; share the library; in some cases share the use of

specialized laboratories and pilot plants; and continue to provide on

a contractual basis specialized expertise for research and training.

This approach, rather than reqtiring hundreds of people, might produce

outstanding results with say 30 to 35 international scientists and

-engineers. The complementary effects of the two staffs might in reality

produce even greater results. The international staff could certainly

benefit from the contact with TVA's experienced scientists and the spin

off of one program to the other could be significant.
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The cost of a center adjacent to TVA would be much less than

starting from scratch. Probably an initial investment--primarily offices

laboratories and small-scale pilot plants--of with

an annual operating budget of $4 to $5 million would be ample to initiate

and carry out a very effective program.

Another probable advantage of an international center that

had a close link with TVA would result from the large projected U.S.

investment in energy research. Much of the investment (e.g. gasification

of coal) would relate to fertilizer technology and interests of the

LDC's. For many countries, a more efficient gasification of coal could

permit these countries to make their own ammonia at a reasonable price.

The international fertilizer development center should not

attempt to solve all the problems in the field of fertilizer and production

technology, and a substantial portion of investment in the "center" should

be in the developing countries. For example, Brazil is developing special

competence for studying the utilization of lower grade phosphate rock.

Such activities should be encouraged and expanded to be shared with other

countries. India, with limited petroleum reserves but extensive coal,

would be a logical site- for a center dedicated to the ammonia feedstock

from solid fuels. Wherever possible, pilot plant work and especially

demonstration scale work should be carried out in the LDC's to both

provide experience for industry and materials for market development.

Over the next six or seven years, as many as 50 or 60 major

fertilizer complexes will need to be constructed just to meet the

increased fertilizer needs of the LDC's. These plants alone (battery

limits) could cost as much as $7 or $8 billion. Thus, it would seem

that the investment of a few million dollars in research and development
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aimed at the needs of the LDC's, especially tropical agriculture, could.

be well justified. One breakthrough that would increase fertilizer

use efficiency in the LDC's by 15% to 20% would pay for this investment

many times over. Potential breakthroughs should greatly exceed this

and may well be comparable to the high-yielding varieties that are

credited with much of the success of the so-called "green revolution" of

the late 1960's.

- April 11, 1974



May 31, 1974

Dear Dr. Pereira:

I was glad to have your letter of Vay 20 on fertilizer problems.
As you say, the subject will come up plentifully at Centers Week:
it is on the TAC agenda; the Plant iNutrient Institute proposal will
come up at the CG; and the Center Directors are to report to TAC on
the impact of the energy/fertilizer problems on the adoption of their
technologies and on their work programs.

In a week's time, I am sending you and also your TAC and Center
Director colleagues two documents which are Bank efforts to answer
your question on fertilizer supply and related subjects. Both docu-
ments are made available to you in your TAC capacity. As you will
note, they are not for public use. The two documents are: "Fertilizer
Requirements of Developing Countries" and "Issues Relating to the
Fertilizer Situation" wihich the Bank staff presented at a joint Bank/
ADC conference last week.

I think the supply estimates, which interest you most, are as
good as we can make them. On the demand side, there is perhaps an
over-optimistic view of how much agricultural production (and there-
fore fertilizer use) will increase in India. Also, the report uses
the FAO's Indicative World Plan growth rates which are also subject
to discussion.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,
7)

Bruce M. Cheek

Dr. H. C. Pereira
Chief Scientist
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Food
10 Whitehall Place
London, S.W. 1
England

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. G. Donaldson

~BMC:mcj



May 24, 1974

Mr. Graves: World Bank

Dear Harold:

Per our luncheon discussion on May 22, enclosed are a summary of
the notion we have suggested for TAC consideration and a letter
on the same subject that I've just sent to Warren Baum.

Best regards.

Enclosure
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Outline of Proposed International Plant Nutrition Institute

The purpose is -to develop improved technologies and systems for 
nutrition

of the principal LDC crops. Special attention would be given to the needs

of small farmers, and therefore to systems that involve the lowest feasible

on-farm capital inputs.

Achieving this purpose is critical for acceleration of LDC food output.

The latter depends primarily on higher yields per acre, rather than on

farming more acres which has been the primary basis for past production

increases. Higher yields depend, in turn, on increasing the absorption

of key nutrients by the major LDC crops.

To further this purpose, three principal areas of research are contemplated.

The bits and pieces of research already done in these areas suggest a good

prospect of large pay-offs from a more intensive and well integrated effort,

geared to the typical tropical and sub-tropical conditions of LDCs 
and

their other environmental factors and disciplined to focus its efforts

sharply on achieving well defined product or process results.

(1) Means to control and increase microbial action that causes

biological transfer of nitrogen to plants and soil and that makes

nutrients in the soil more soluble and therefore absorbable by

plants.

(2) Conservation and reuse of the plant nutrients contained in wastes

and in the soil, for example:

-- reuse of nutrients from animal and human manures, urban

sewage and garbage, crop residues, and industrial wastes,

especially from food processing;

-- more efficient use of nutrients available in the soil by such

means as plant breeding to maximize the important role of

root systems;

-- conserving nutrients by improving a wide variety of agronomic

practices such as tillage, multiple cropping, rotation and

methods of applying fertilizer.

(3) Improvement of chemical fertilizers, particularly for efficiency

under tropical and sub-tropical conditions, and of the technology

for producing and marketing them. /This is TVA's forte, and we

envisage locating a component of the Institute alongside TVA with

access to its facilities and staff. A promising start has already

been made on this line of research at TVA, under AID research

contracts]

An institutional arrangement that facilitates overall planning for and

interaction among these research areas would increase the productivity of

the total effort. Interactive concerns among the alternative lines of
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research include the comparative economics and social fit of alternative

means or combinations of means of increasing plant nutrition in particular

types of LDC circumstances, and the research and application priorities

that follow from this. The need for integrated research programming and
execution also reflects overlaps and complementarities among the various
lines of research, e.g., between solubility research.under (1) and

research under (3), or between research under (1) and (2). The likelihood
of achieving the interdisciplinary and inter-project collaboration needed
to attain high output and efficiency is much greater within a single
organization. Existing crop oriented institutes are not and could not
be equipped to carry out efficiently a program of the type envisaged,
although they should play a cooperative role in the agronomic work.

The structure of the Institute may have several components in different
locations in addition to working linkages with many other organizations.
As now envisaged, the central facility would be in a LDC.

It would:

- - plan and manage the overall research program;

-- do considerable parts of the research in areas (1) and (2);

-- arrange for other parts to be done elsewhere, as described below;

-- conduct training, mainly for LDC scientists and extension managers;

-- provide information management for the whole system.

Most of the work should be done on LDC soil to get access to a wide variety
of the pertinent farm environments, to increase LDC support and use, and
to facilitate non-U.S. financing.

Agronomic trials and experimentation could be carried out through a network
of cooperating international and other research centers providing comprehensive
ecological coverage. Basic lab/greenhouse or other basic research supporting
work in areas (1) and (2) could be sub-contracted or otherwise arranged with
advanced research organizations in the developed countries or elsewhere.

AA/TA
5/24/74



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20523

ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR May 24, 1974

Mr. Warren C. Baum
Vice President, Projects Staff
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Warren:

Enclosed is a summary of the idea for an International Plant Nutrition

Institute that I put informally to Sir John and a few others that Monty
assembled at his office a few weeks ago.

You may have seen already the fuller paper that was quickly drawn by our
agriculture staff to spell out more the types of research contemplated.

We believe that the line of effort contemplated addresses what probably
is by far the most important technological bottleneck to accelerating
LDC agricultural production. Given the current worldwide development
priority for food supply, reflected in preparations for the World Food
Conference, this direction of effortdeserves very serious attention
and, we feel, strong support by the Bank -- without prejudice to
conclusions on the most efficient way to tackle the problem. The latter
question will of course require very careful study under TAC auspices.
and by the interested CGIAR members.

In comparing the magnitudes at stake here on the side of world food supply
and of the huge investments being made in expansion of LDC production
(including the Bank's investments), with the possible costs of a major
new research initiative, we believe it would be very foolish to allow
concerns about the total size of the CGIAR budget to influence consideration
of what can be done productively and efficiently on this particular set
of problems.

I'd be happy to discuss this with you, if you'd like, at some convenient
time.

Sincerely yours,

Joel Bernstein

Attachment



Discussion Draft
May 20, 1974.

ISSUES RELATING TO THE FERTILIZER SITUATION

ADC/IBRD Fertilizer Seminar, Princeton,

May 23-25, 1974.

G.F. Donaldson

Agriculture & Rural Development Department

I.B.R.D.



INTRODUCTION

1. First, it should be noted that the "energy crisis" is not a major

cause of the recent. slortage and price effects for fertilizer, though it has

exacerbated them in some degree, especially in some countries. The nature of

these effects in less developed countries (LDCs) in particular are discussed

later.

2. Second, there has not been a decline in annual world fertilizer

production of either nitrogen, phosphate or potash at any time in the past

15 years, and presumably for much longer than that (see Table 1). Further,

there are only one or two instances where production in any one country has

declined.

3. Third, there is no evidence that the current very high short-run

demand for fertilizer is of a self-sustaining character (or a portent of

things to come) due to a "population explosion", a "green revolution" or

anything else of a cataclysmic nature.

h. On the other hand, everything points to the current fertilizer deficit

being primarily demand related, reinforced by a reduced rate of growth in

fertilizer production capacity in the immediate past, and various constraints

on the manufacturing side which have prevented a rapid supply response. A

confluence of events can be traced which have determined the nature of the

shift on both the demand and supply sides. These seem likely to disappear

as rapidly as they appeared, though there may be some lasting effects on

both the industry and agriculture .

NATURE OF THE CUHRENT SITUATION

5. The full implications of the current shortage of fertilizers have

yet to be reliably assessed. As yet, the patterns of future prices for
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nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer are still difficult to predict with any

accuracy. Similarly, the agricultural impact of the supply shortfall has

yet to be evaluated in any depth. However, the nature of the prevailing

fertilizer situation is now sufficiently recognizable that some analysis can

be made of the direction and orders of magnitude of the related changes and

of the issues that arise in relation to it.

6. The current shortage and price increases relate to all main plant

nutrients - phosphates (P), potash (K) and nitrogen (N). The problem is

least serious for potash since lower amounts are used in crop production,

the supply short-fall is less acute (being due mainly to transportation

bottlenecks), and additional supplies are coming available quickly. The

problem is also less serious for phosphate in that (like potash production)

it is not directly affected by the crude oil shortage, and new production

capacity is under construction - and because a reduced application of phosphate

to crops for a season or so will have relatively small effects on yields from

most crops (phosphate is stored in the soil whereas nitrogen is readily lost

to the air or leached).

7. The major concern relates to nitrogen fertilizer. It is on HYV

crop responses to nitrogen that the "green revolution" is predominantly based.

Consequently, constraints on supplies and increased prices have far-reaching

implications for the agriculture of many developing countries, and especially

for food supplies. The major sources of nitrogen are oil- ornatural gas-

based processes for which feedstock supplies are short. Since the same

feedstocks are used in the produ;tion of many crop protection chemicals, the

problem is compounded - such inputs being also a feature of modern crop

production technology.
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Demand helated Effects

8. Since the demand for fertilizer is a derived demand, it is to be

expected that a major shift of the kind we have experienced will be underlain

by changes in the demand for crop products, especially cereals. Several

factors have influenced this change. First, there is a long-term upward

trend caused by (i) growing population, (ii) increases in incomes, and

(iii) changes in consumption patterns.

9. The growth in population is the most stable factor affecting the

increased growth in demand for food, especially cereals. This is presumably

causing an overall increase in aggregate demand for food of some two percent

per year, although in some countries it is greater and in oters smaller due

to differences in rates of population growth. Significantly, the higher

rates of growth are 'A countries that are fertilizer deficient, and hence

importers (mainly LDCs). The demand from this source is reinforced by the

fact that the HYV technology, which is the primary means o-, increasing domestic

food supplies in the LDCs, is highly fertilizer dependent.

10. Added to this is the increase in demand for food associated with the

growth in incomes. Incoires increased substantially in many countries

through the sixties, especially in the U.S., Western Europe and Japan, but

also in Eastern Europe and some other countries. Although the direct effects

of rising incomes on food prices are usually small, due to the relatively low

incom -elasticity of demand for food, there was perhaps some small increase in

demand due to income effects.

11. The exception to the low income-elasticity for food argument occurs

when people trade-up to superior goods, especially increasing their consumption

of meat. This shift can cause a disproportionate increase in the demand for
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grains - one pound of meat requires some four pounds of grain to produce.

Although meat consumption has grown only some 2-3 percent annually over

recent years, a fairly small rate of expansion, this has added to the demand

for foodgrains.

12. Despite the steady upward pressure on fertilizer demand from this

long-term trend there is nothing here to explain the recent surge in demand.

However, there have been a series of abnormal effects on the demand for and

production of foodgrains including: (i) a run-down of world grain stocks,

(ii) widespread crop failures, (iii) sudden changes in the patterns of trade

in foodgrains, and (iv) a sudden acreage expansion encouraged by government

action in the major grain exporting countries.

13. A seemingly deliberate run-down in world stocks of foodgrains, mostly

held in Western countries, is perhaps the most significant factor underlying

the current situation. The acreage of wheat grown in the U.S. in 1970 was

80 percent of that in 1968 and 74 percent of the 1967 acreage, and the

lowest since 1948 (see Table 2). In the U.S. some 60 million acres of

cropland were held out of production through 1970-72 - nearly 20 percent of

the total arable area. Similarly, due to acreage restrictions, Canada's

wheat acreage in 1970 was only half the 1969 acreage and Australia's acreage

was cut to 60 percent of its 1968 acreage. The effect of these acreage

constraints was to cut the level of stocks held in those countries substantially.

14. Reinforcing this shift, there were widespread crop failures in 1972

which resulted in many countries, notably India and other Asian countries,

importing more foodgrains than they would otherwise have done. As a

consequence there was a severe shortage of wheat in 1972, to the extent that

the FAO reported stocks at the end of 1972 to be at "dangerously low levels".
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15. On top of this, the USSR entered the market in early 1973, buying

12 million tons of wheat from the U.S. alone. This turned the tight supply

situation into a severe shortage.

16. Somewhat belatedly, in response to this not entirely unforseeable

situation, the major exporting countries in 1973 raised quotas, released

"set-aside" land and encouraged widespread cereal planting. Acreages in

the main exporting countries rose by more than 10 percent in 1973 and are

expected to be up by a similar proportion in 1974. The demand for

fertilizer expanded equally suddenly.

17. Further, since fertilizer is also used on non-cereal crops, there

are derived demand effects relating to changes in their production. In

this category there were also several influences: (i) an upsurge in demand

for industrial crops, (ii) a steep rise in the price of soybean, and

(iii) diversion of some urea to livestock feed.

18. The economic resurgence in all Western countries that caused an

increased demand and resulting higher prices for all basic commodities, also

caused an increase in demand for industrial crops. The prices of oilcrops,

coarse fibres, cotton and rubber, all increased in the early 1970s, some by

fantastic amounts (see Table 3).

19. This was accompanied in 1973 by the sudden disappearance of the

already depleted stock of anchovy off the coast of Peru - the major source

of fishmeal used in livestock feeds. This had two effects. First, there

was a significant demand increase for soybean meal as an alternative, and

prices rose fourfold encouraging extra planting. Second, urea (otherwise

used for fertilizer) was used as a protein substitute in feedmixes. Thus,
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this capricious event caused a double demand effect on the fertilizer industry.

(The anchovy have since returned - at least for the time being I)

Supply Related Effects

20. The supply of fertilizer has not been subject to variations of the

same magnitude as demand. However, it has still been subject to a series

of interacting events which have resulted in both a slower rate of output

growth in some recent years (see Table 1) and (perhaps more importantly) in

a number of constraints upon the ability of the industry to respond quickly

to the changing demand situation. These events were related to the changing

structure of the industry, economic and policy changes, distribution effects,

and some other fortuitous events.

21. The supply situation has been influenced by some fairly significant

structural changes (as discussed elsewhere, see "Fertilizer RequiremEts of

Developing Countries"). These include: (i) a changing pattern of ownership,

especially in the U.S., (ii) changing technology and scale advantages leading

to larger plants, (iii) the disposal of inefficient plants, and (iv) some

changes in the location of manufacture.

22. The changing pattern of ownership was largely a response by oil and

gas firms who sought an outlet for their gas supplies through fertilizer.

Some of these bought existing manufacturers but in most cases they started

from scratch (or expanded) by building new plants. The emergence of these

new large suppliers contributed to the surplus situation in the second part

of the sixties. At the end of the sixties many of these plants were sold

off to. agricultural cooperatives and established fertilizer companies, though
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some remained in the hands of oil and gas corporations. It is possible that

such firms found profitable alternative uses for their feedstocks in recent

times.

23. Some major changes in processing technology in the sixties lead to a

new generation of fertilizer plants where there were considerable economies

of scale. This lead to some of the 60-odd manufacturers in the U.S.

becoming giants in the field. It also meant that there was a considerable

increase in the "lumpiness" of capital investment in production capacity.

This may be a significant determinant of the investment cycle characteristics

in the future.

24. This modern plant made smaller plants of an earlier vintage relatively

expensive to run, and lead to their early retirement when the market proved

inadequate to maintain them profitably - no doubt to the chagrin of managers

in 1973-74.

25. With the installation of new plants there was some shift in location

within the U.S. and Europe, away from the former coal and steel centers

toward the ports and fuel sources. In a global context there was also some

growth of production capacity in LDCs - both in the oil and gas producing

countries (e.g., Venezuela and Persian Gulf) and in the consuming countries

(e.g., India).

26. While it is difficult to see how these adjustments could have

contributed to a supply deficit in any major way, it is perhaps important

that they caused a dynamic situation of change and uncertainty within the

manufacturing industry which made rapid adjustment to the sudden expansion
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of demand even more difficult than it was otherwise. Such a volatile

situation almost certainly added to the degree of imperfect knowledge

surrounding the planning and investment process.

27. Related to these structural adjustments within the industry, is an

established cycle of investment in production capacity which has recurred

irregularly since World War II. All evidence suggests that the recent

resurgence in demand coincided with a low point in the swing of this cycle.

Thus there was a delay in the supply response till new plant came on stream,

and new investment was implemented. As this happened there were some

inevitable teething troubles and the industry found itself with a greater

demand than it could satisfy - at least in the short-run.

28. Reinforcing the structural and cyclical effects there were also many

operational constraints, arising from: (i) the "energy crisis", (ii) environ-

mental control regulations, (iii) world-wide shortages of basic raw materials

and commodities, (iv) the shipping shortage, and (v) low plant capacity

utilization, for various reasons.

29. The "energy crisis" contributed to some extent, especially in

providing alternative demands for feedstocks and in delaying the supply of

other inputs. The shortage of feedstocks is known to have lead to the closure

of some plants in the LDCs and to reduced output from some plants in Japan.

But it also clearly restricted any rapid expansion of 'output in many other

situations.

30. Although the production capacity rating of most plants is fairly

nominal, the introduction of environmental protection regulations caused

some of the upper bounds on capacity utilization to be more constraining
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than usual. Most plants in most countries have to conform to controls on

emissions and on water heating. These also restricted an output response

to higher prices.

31. Along with other industries, the fertilizer industry encountered a

shortage of basic inputs, and delays in new plant deliveries, caused by

scarcities associated with the concurrent peaking of the major Western

economies. This not only drove up the price of basic commodities but

caused shortages of steel and other metals. It also contributed in large

measure to a world-wide shortage of shipping capacity - this affected both

the delivery of rock phosphate and the distribution of finished fertilizers

to importing countries.

32. Added to all of these factors was the low level of capacity

utilization achieved in many plants. In some cases this was of an acute

nature, due to teething problems in the initial operation of new plant, to

the non-availability of spares and replacements, or other delays in deliveries.

In other cases this problem was more chronic in character, especially in the

LDCs where the level of capacity utilization is frequently around 50 percent.

This is due to many factors, including poor layout, inadequate ancillary

services such as power and transport, limited storage capacity, poor mainten-

ance standards, and various bottlenecks in the logistics of the production

process. Regardless of their exact nature, such capacity utilization

constraints stubbornly resist short-run increases in output whatever the

demand situation.

33. There was also a group of problems on the marketing and distribution

side of fertilizer supply. These related to: (i) transportation, (ii) storage

and stock levels, (iii) regional allocations and (iv) hoarding.
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34. In addition to the shortage of international shipping tonnage, there

was also a shortage of transport capacity within many countries. Rail cars

were short in the U.S. and Canada - this affected both the distribution of

finished fertilizer and the delivery of potash from Canada to both North

American and overseas markets. India suffered a dislocation of rail

services due to labor disputes and mechanical problems. The Philippines

was short of coastal shipping. Many countries had similar problems which

made shortages in supply even more difficult.

35. Stocks of fertilizers were very low in some countries and in many

regions within countries. This was due to inadequate storage capacity in

some situations, especially in areas where the HYVs were only recently

introduced. In other places it followed from the need to replant crops

following the poor seasons of 1972. The shortage of local stocks reinforced

the supply deficiency from major distribution centers, at least in certain

regions.

36. The uneven impact of the shortage was made worse by a lack of

coordination in the allocation of scarce supplies, notably in the U.S..

Where several companies served one area there were cases of local surpluses

and high stock levels while other localities had short supplies. The extent

to which the problem was unexpected is reflected in the lack of contingency

-plans for this kind of allocation, and for handling many other related

difficulties.

37. In addition, there was a tendency toward speculation in stocks of

fertilizer. Clearly, with visibly rising prices it was profitable for
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merchants at retail and wholesale levels to hold stocks for as long as

possible. There are reports that such hoarding reached significant

proportions in some countries. In Western countries farmers are reported

to have held higher stocks than usual, probably caused by over-ordering in

an uncertain supply situation.

38. Finally, there were a series of changes which especially affected

supplies of fertilizer to the LDCs, including: (i) a cut-back in supplies

of aid-financed fertilizer from the U.S., (ii) the removal of price controls

on fertilizer in the domestic market, and (iii) the disappearance of cheap

by-products usually available from Japan.

39. In 1968 USAID spent $175 million on fertilizers for export to the

LDCs, in 1971 it was less than $50 million and this year is less still. This

policy change has significantly influenced supplies available to some LDCs,

especially Bangladesh.

40. The price of fertilizer in the U.S. was subjected to the price

control regulations instituted in 1971. Subsequent to that exports rose

as the relative profitability of the export market increased. When the

price constraints were removed in 1973 the rate of exports subsided as all

production was diverted to the domestic market.

41. In recent years, too, there has been a technological breakthrough

in the production of caprolactam in Japan. This reduced the amount of

ammonium sulfate as a by-product by about half. This source of supply had

becin regular-y drawn on by India, and has proved difficult to replace.

L2. In surmary, the current fertilizer supply deficit has been influenced

by a confluence of events, some of which are indicated above. While listing
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tie active ingredients in this way does not explain the situation or resolve

it, it does permit some hypotheses as to the nature of the effects and thus

some insight into the related issues.

IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRICULTURE

43. That the chemical fertilizer industry is but an area of a technically

advanced agriculture is frequently lost sight of. The industry exists, after

all, solely because we need it as an input source in the production of food

and fibre. Accordingly, the agricultural implications of the current

fertilizer shortage are perhaps its most significant elements. Yet there

has been little discussion of this aspect.

44. World fertilizer consumption more than doubled in the ten years to

1972, reaching almost 80 million tons (see Table 1). Usage in the LDCs

grew at a lower rate than in developed countries despite the demands of the

"green revolution". The LDCs consumed 14 percent of total consumption in

1972, but this is projected to rise to 26 percent by 1980. The significance

of fertilizer supplies to the LDCs is reflected in the estimate that 35 to

40 percent of the incremental growth rate of agricultural output is

attributable to fertilizers. With a five percent shortage of fertilizer

supplies food grain production in India, for instance, could fall by more

than one million tons per year. This implies substantial price increases

for food (which are already evident) and higher food grain imports.

45. These effects will be accompanied by major dislocations at the farm

level. For those farms which are mechanized and irrigated there will be the

double effect of fuel and power price increases in addition to those for

fertilizer. However, more serious might be the supply availability problem,
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since this could limit irrigation and cultivation to restricted areas of

crops, and lead to the use of HFYs without fertilizer, in which case they

may yield less than traditional varieties. Less mechanized farms and

those in rainfed areas are likely to be less seriously affected since they

use less fuel and fertilizer in the first place.

Effects on Farm Costs

46. Current indications are that farmers face a threefold increase in

the price for fertilizer within the year 1973/74 (see Table 3). Fertilizer

and other chemicals costs ranged from zero to 40 percent of total farm costs

depending on the production situation. This means that, in general, farm

operating costs could rise in the short-run from zero for subsistence small-

holders to as much as 100 percent for those using modern technology.

47. Clearly, the actual increase in costs will vary, first, with the

level of fertilizer inputs used. Irrigated farms growing HYVs (such as

those in the Punjab) are likely to be the most severely affected. The

cost impact will not, however, be direct and simple, since farmers will

respond to the price increases by various shifts in production patterns -

changing to crops and varieties with lower fertilizer needs, using lower

fertilizer dressings and substituting other inputs for fertilizer (such as

green manuring). In this way the full impact of increased costs will be

offset, but some loss of income may also be incurred depending on changes

in product prices.

Effects on Farm Product Prices

48. Consequent upon the changes in production patterns and the related

reduction in output, an increase in price for farm produce is inevitable. In
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fact, as with fertilizers and most basic raw materials, there has already been

a substantia. increase in the past year. Price indices for major fann

products on the world market are shown in Table 3. The forecast prices

presented here are probably little better than a guided guess at best since

they take no explicit account of the expected changes in the supply of

nitrogen, and are - as always - subject to unexpected changes due to seasonal

conditions.

49. A crop failure in the coming season in a country such as India, when

coupled with the fertilizer and fuel supply roblems, could lead to massive

food shortages and further price increases. On the other hand, the increased

acreage of crops being grown in the food exporting nations could offset the

upward pressure on food prices on the world market. Nevertheless, the impact

on consumers is likely to be great, as suggested by the figures in Table 3. Given

that food is their major item of expenditure, the urban poor will undoubtedly

be the most severely affected.

50. On a priori grounds, the market price for cotton, coarse fibres and

rubber is also likely to rise. However, cotton acreage may decline and

output be rediice6 :in response to the fertilizer and chcmical price effects,

though jute, sisal and rubber will feel little effect in this regard. Since

all fibres and rubber have synthetic substitutes derived from petro-chemicals

for which future prices will rise, however, it is therefore expected that the

price for these natural products will rise. The prospects for rubber are

complicated by possible changes in the motor industry in Western countries;

a reduced mileage will reduce tyre replacements, smaller cars use small tyres

and less rubber. However, it is predicted that as the price of isomer
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ruhe r risus with the higher pri ce for feedstocks, that of natural rubber will

follow it. A-L1 fihres including cotton, wool, sisal and jute are expected

Lo resporid irilarly at least to some extent - though for cotton the

subs lJ Lution possibilities may be greater than the others (in both product.ior

and end use) and lie price rise correspondingly more sustained.

Effects on Output and Income

51. The direct effects on output will be a consequence of lower yields

due to less fertilizer being applied. However, more complex shifts fron

existing cropping patterns to new ones will alter both the physical mix and

the value of output. Generally, acreages of leguminous crops (such as

hean, peas and grain) will not be cut badk and may even expand. Other

basic food crops, especially the one which is the traditional food crop in

each area, uill probably not decline either - if for no other reason than

that they are needed for family subsistence, but also because food crop

pro(dueiis will have increased in price substantially in the short-run unless

hold down by administered pricing. Acreages of basic food crops may even

increase at the expense of fibre crops such as cotton, and other export crops.

52. Fertilizer will tend to be used, first, on the highest return crops

(such ao- sugar in India and Pakistan) and second, on those with the lowest

price elasticity of demand, since prices will rise most for these products.

Where less fertilizer is used output can be expected to decline. In some

cases there may be a switch back to traditional varieties that are less

responsive to fertilizer. There may also be a switch away from high protein

crops since, unless they are legumes, their fertilizer needs are higher than
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other crops. Further changes, some of which may be contrary to these

expectations, will be made in response to price movements for farm products,

which will depend in turn on their relative scarcity and price elasticity of

demand.

53. The most significant physical output effect could be in response to

changes in the use of crop protection chemicals. Wbile yields will decline

more or less proportionally to the amounts of fertilizer used, the omitting

of a disease spraying cr use of a greater dilution of active ingredient thi.n

is advi-sable, could lead to an infestation which might virtually wipe out a

crop. Failure to use appropriate sprayings by some farmers may have equally

serious effects even for their neighbours who do. A shortage of such

chemicals, or higher prices, since they have a relatively high elasticity of

demand, could therefore have effects on output and incomes of much greater

proportions than a comparable situation for fertilizers.

5h. It is notable, however, that these effects are likely to be short

lived - though they may be recurring. The very high commodity prices of

past months have already begun to decline as the prospect of rebuilding

foodgrain stocks becomes recognized and other shortages become less criK cal.

Given the rate at which new fertilizer capacity is being established (5 to

6 million tons of additional nitrogen capacity is believed assured to come

on stream in the U.S. within the next 12 months) severe shortages are likely

to disappear quickly and prices to come down sharply (though they will

probably be higher than in the past due to higher production costs). This

does :koi. reduce the seriousness of the short-run impact, especially in LDCs

and particularly in South Asia.
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KEY ISSUES RELATING TO FERTILIZEA

The first issue must be the existing information state we find

ouirselves in regarding the factors affecting fertilizer supply and demand.

Deopite the heavy reliance we are putting our fertilizer supplies in terms

of increased food production, we know very little about the prevailing

situation, especially concerning investment plans, capacity being installed,

existing capacity, levels of utilization or constraints on output within the

industry. At this stage there exists no comprehensive independent reporting

system; most analysts are dependent on journal reports and ad hoc information

collection.

56. Even with existing resources, spread around various institutions, it

would seem possible to survey all firms producing fertilizers in the world

given a small amount of planning and coordination and a small travel budget.

It, is of some concern that the prevailing fertilizer situation should have

been subject to so many desk studies with so little effort expended on fact

finding - "never have so many depended on so little!". How can a better

information system be organized?

57. The second issue involves what might be done to aupient fertilizer

supplies in the short-run. Although the critical fertilizer situation

might be resolved relatively quickly, in the next year or two the effects

are likely to be severe, especially in fertilizer importing countries such

as India, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

58. A review of possible measures that might be adopted suggests that

the scope for affecting short-run supplies is fairly limited. Some of the
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possible areas for action include: (i) making better use of the amounts of

ferliJizer held at various points "in the pipeline - some 20 percent of arual

consumption is tied up 1:ri this way in many countries, and for some it is

muchhigher; and (ii) raising capacity utilization by removing operating

constraints (debottlenecking) - an increase of 10-20 percent is suggested

as feasible for Indian plants within two years. What else can be done?

59. The third issue concerns how far we can go using chemical fertilizers

as a land augmenting input, in order to increase food supplies. In part

this is an empirical question which can be answered in terms of finite fossil

fuel reserves, but it involves much more complex issues of likely competing

uses for feedstocks and possible further discoveries of reserves.

60. But, it also involves other questions. For instance, fertilizer

is a bulky input which necessitates substantial investments in storage,

handling and transport facilities, all of which are lacking in the LDCs.

Recently the Philippines Government found that half of all their coastal

shipping was tied up for several months in transporting fertilizers, even

though levels of use are less than two kilograms perhectare. Are there not

severe restraints on how far and how fast we can go with this type of

technology, apart from the rate of adoption?

61. The fourth issue follows from the last, and concerns the possibility

of developing alternative sources of nutrients. Research on soil fertility

has been heavily oriented toward the use of chemical fertilizers. Even

plant breeders are oriented to the promotion of a monocultural production

based on chemical fertilizers.
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62. There is some evidence, however, that research on biological nitrogen

fixation might lead to a clear alternative to chemical inputs. There is the

existing experience with the symbiotic Ahyobium in legumes which was

developed as a cheap nitrogen source for a low cost agriculture. Recent

studies suggest that bacteria in free association with plants, in the root

zone, may be equally effective. A technological breakthrough at the research

level has paved the way for substantial developments in this field. Can we

divert research funds to this new priority area?

63. Finally, perhaps only after we have considered these issues can we

explore the likely demand for chemical fertilizers in the future. Clearly

we need reliable projections of demand in order to be able to organize

supplies. But both supply and demnd can be moulded by changes in technology

and alternative means of production. So many of the underlying factors are

subject to independent decisions - often in an institutional setting - that

neither demand nor supply can easily be forecast. Are there ways of improving

the planning process?
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Annex I

FERTILIZER RELATED ISSUES

A great variety of issues have been raised, by various people,

as a consequence of recent experience with fertilizer supply and

demand effects, some of which are summarized below. This list,

despits its length, is by no means exhaustive. Clearly, too, not

all of these questions are of equal importance, and certainly they

cannot all be translated into feasible instruments for policy makers.

This listing is presented partly as a checklist of issues, but also

to indicate the extent of our lack of knowledge about an aspect of

the agricultural production system upon which we are placing very

heavy reliance in terms of increp sing food supplies.

(a) Short-Run Adjustments

(i) Can we increase fertilizer availability in the short-run? Can

intermediate stocks be reduced? Can capacity utilization be quickly

increased? Do adequate incentives exist for manufacturers? Should

priority be given to fertilizers in the allocation of feedstocks,

energy and transport?

(ii) Can we offset shortages at the farm level? Allocations to

foodcrops versus industrial crops? Reduce levels of application on

all crops, whole area, or selectively? Allocations to particular

regions (eg., irrigation)?

(iii) Is administrative intervention required, or should current

arrangements be modified? Do cheap food policies discourage fertilizer
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ase at higher prices? Do high tariffs on fertilizer, feedstock imports

aggravate farm cost situation?

(iv) What are the returns to fertilizer use in LDCs compared to Western

countries? What are the opportunity costs of fertilizing American lawns,

English roses and French asparagus?

(b) Longer Run Strategies

(i) Can we rely on expanded use of chemical fertilizers to provide

increased food supplies? How far (and for how long) can we go in

relation to feedstocks, transport systems?

(ii) Can we rely on farming system dependent on chemical fertilizers

for reliable food supplies? Risk of recurrent cycles? Dangers in

possible coincidence of seasonal and industrial cycles?

(iii) Is it possible to offset cyclical movements in fertilizer prices

and guard against a recurrence of crisis proportions? By what means?

(iv) Should the LDCs rely on imports or pursue self-sufficiency in the

interests of conserving foreign exchange and ensuring reliable supplies?

(v) Will the LDCs be prepared to rely on imports given their recent

experiences?

(vi) How did we come to be so dependent on a monocultural form of

crop production based on an industrial input? Are there biases in

research? Are there feasible alternatives which warrant research?

(c) Fertilizer Production -

(i) Should additional capacity be located in developed countries, near

feedstock sources, near to markets? What are the magnitudes of the

trade-offs?
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(ii) Can cheaper alternative feedstocks be found? Can flared gas be

profitably used? Are there alternative means of manufacture?

(iii) Do the economies of scale of larger plants exist in LDCs? What

demands do they put on logistics and management? Are there less

capital-intensive means of production?

(iv) Can LDC plant capacity utilization be increased? Must it

inevitably be low?

(v) What are the ancillary investments necessary to support fertilizer

manufacture and distribution in LDCs? Roads? Rail? Power? Water?

Shipping? Training?

(d) Agricultural Production

(i) What proportion of output is attributable to fertilizer? What

is the production elasticity?

(ii) What is the response to fertilizer in terms of tons grain per

ton of nutrient? Do we know enough about responses on farms, especially

in the longer run? What are the production effects of a fertilizer

shortage?

(iii) Since fertilizer substitutes for land in most LDCs, can we find

alternative substitutions? Improved irrigation practices? Better

crop husbandry (spacing, fertilizer placement, weeding)? Alternative

production methods (intercropping, rotations, green manuring)?

(iv) Are there substitutes for chemical fertilizers? Unprocessed

mineral sources? Usable organic materials? Biological nitrogen

fixation? Microbial nutrient release?



(v) What are the ancillary costs of using chemical fertilizers

(transport, storage, losses, shortages, ill-timed deliveries, field

application)? What are the benefits?

(e) Infomration and Intervention

(i) Is better information desirable? Can it be obtained? What is

the likely cost?

(ii) Is it desirable that investment in fertilizer production capacity

be guided or regulated? Is this feasible?

(iii) What is the scope for international cooperation? Can it be

achieved?

(iv) What is the nature of the supply response for different fertilizers

in different situations?

(v) What are characteristics of the demand foi different fertilizers in

different countries?

(vi) To what extent is the industry oligopolistic? Have they made

excess profits?



Table 1! Uorld F-rtllixer Produttion and Consutlo* 1960-74

ITI2TADCO14 Congumption

- ?roducttuon COC"PtiOO -0 roduet u h000 tons . change
crinZche~a '00 tousumpt iocn g PrOAio cosompio *00 to..g %00 changehageK

-000tons % chose 000 ons chage P205 ,

1960 11.000 10,100 10,760 10,580 3 9,670 0.7 9,370 3.7

1961. 12,000 9.1 11,300 11.9 11,130 3.6 10990 10,320 6.7 9560 2.0

1962 13.100 9.2 12,100 7.1 114"0 2.8 11,490 4.0 10,820 4.8 10,230 7.0

1963 14,500 10.7 13.700 13.2 12,200 6.6 12,190 6.1 11,900 10.0 11,060 8.1

1964 16,400 13.1 15,400 12.4 13,740 12.6 13,500 10.8 13,370 12.4 12.070 9.1

1965 18,600 13.4 17,000 10.4 13,260 11.1 14,710 9.0 15,170 13.5 13.400 11.0

1966 21,100 13.4 19,200 12.9 16,630 9.0 15,860 7.8 16,000 5.4 14.310 6.8

1967 24,700 17.1 24.000 25.0 18,780 12.9 17,780 12.1 16,860 5.4 13,580 5.1

1968 28,200 14.2 26,400 10.0 19.870 5.8 18,700 5.2 17,510 3.9 L6,130 16.

1969 31.300 11.0 29,300 11.0 20,490 3.1 20,060 7.3 16.430 5.3 17,020 5.5

1970 33,300 6.4 31,600 7.9 21.260 3.8 20,740 3.4 19,520 5.9 17,190 6.9

1971 36,300 9.0 35,000 10.8 22,970 8.0 21,900 5.6 21,210 8.7 19,270 5.9

1972 38,700 6.6 37,200 6.3 24,810 8.0 23.250 6.2 21,210 8 20,320 5

1973
1  

42,200 9.0 40,200 8.1 26,130 5.3 25,820 11.1 24,700 11.7 21,400 5.

19741" 45.800 8.5 44,800 11.4 28,890 10.6 27,710 731,070 1.6

1/' s.tisete provided by USDA and TVA material.

S,.rc.: AO Aunnal Fyrtiliser SvIe for 1960-63, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1972 for 1967,72.



TAble 2: Wh'eat Production. Selected Countriea and World Totals: 1961-73

Country Area (million hectares) Out.put (million metric tons)

1961-65 1961-65
average 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 average 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

USA 19.h 23.8 22.4 19.2 17.6 19.3 19.1 21.7 33.0 1.4 42.9 39.7 36.8 U4.0 L2.0 47.0

Canada 11.1 12.2 11.9 10.1 5.1 7.9 8.6 10.1 15.h 16.1 17.7 18.6 9.0 14L. 1,4.5 17.0

Australia 6.7 9.1 10.8 9.5 6.4 7.1 7.8 9.0 8.2 7.5 14.8 10.5 7.9 8.4 6.6 11.7

(1965-69 average) (1965-69 average)
USSR 68.2 65.2 63.1 58.5 62.5 66.9 80.0 98.8 85.8 95.0

World
Total 210.8 222.1 227.7 221.6 210.9 216.1 214.5 222.2 254.3 299.4 332.5 315.5 318.6 353.8 343.4 374.4

Note: Table compiled from statistics in FAO "Production Yearbook, 1971", revised and updated with statistics from FAO "Monthly Bulletin of

Agricultural Economics and Statistics", 1973 issues, and from U.S. Department of Agriculture, "World Agricultural Production and Trade",

March 1972, September 1973. The 1973 figures are preliminary.
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Irlinistry of Agriculture Fisheries
and Food

Our Ref: 16.1 Uhitehall Place (East)
La ad aa

2 A. Oran Esq

uecretary C.( A
Via delle Trrme di Caracalla
00100 Home
Italy 20 Aay 1)74

Dear Peter

se approach another Centres seek, in which Institute Directors
ill report pro ress in both research and extension of improved

a ricultural techniques to the developing world, I am increasingly
cc ncerned with the supply situation for fertilisers.

e shall, in bashington, be reviewi& success ia a assive cani-.'
to introduce -ore fertilisers into trooical subistence a ricu.lt:re,

_oth for Craps and for pastures.

t the s ame time, fertiliser supply is causin incsi concern
in th.e most developd countries, uhere it is already -ssential to
a ur standardE of living. In the Un ue janufacture )Q of our o n
~ainonia for fertiliser, but we have been importin, the rest fron
Trnidad, and have rece:ntly completed c larje liquid-c monia
refri eratod terminal in the oest Country for importin- by lar e

.uers.

ii lanrly, the U1 has recently switched fro exports to iDorts and
ie o urrently said to be short of 3, -onnes of nitroaen )er annum

s at itrogen -i ml should be on our a aenda,
eed t of the Coc ltative Group, for ext July.

t e tIc Ieel the nee to be better infarmed for such a
a o ure that ill have published recent reviens

rr o, and it is probable that I will
nave ao &o o e -datin activities in so rapidly chanf-ing

I .; .ot seeklin a stics, but if you could let ie have
n- onvebnient jublishe of the supply position as seen

Ill' be rt i copy of this letter I an askin;
Gr-ve i f it Js Sossil to lot -Ce have any current-

r s ry of tilier suply posiion fran his side
of the ttic. I epared to keo any particular piece of
information confidential if there is any necessity so to do.



I feel that '.>AG has a very real responsibility to advise the CG on
hov' the s;pl position should affect our policy and thinking on
2 & D for the developing countries.

With kind ej

Yours sincerely

H1 C P n11 It:

a Graves
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AN INTERNATIONAL PLANT NUTRITION INSTITUTE

Problem:

Food production in most of the LDCs will have to be doubled by
the end of this century, just to maintain the present inadequate
level of human nutrition. Most of the necessary increased production
will have to come from increased yields from lands already in use.
Undeveloped arable lands are mostly remote from centers of population
and industry or are marginal. The assurance of better yields is
required before these will be developed. One of the major constraints
to increased yield is the lack of essential elements for plant growth
in an available form. In developed countries supplementary plant
nutrients are usually applied in the form of fertilizer, lime or
nutrient sprays. While commercial chemicals are an important source
of supplementary plant nutrients for many of the LDCs as well, there
is not enough fertilizer to meet the needs of the vast areas of farming
land in these countries now or in the foreseeable future; nor would
there be sufficient foreign exchange to purchase the fertilizers if
they were freely available. Thus the whole problem of plant nutrient
supply must be looked at from many aspects. No reasonable means to
overcome the plant nutrient deficit should be overlooked.

Scope of Proposal:

An International Plant Nutrition Institute (later referred to as
the Institute) is proposed to focus and sustain attention on the means
of supply of plant nutrients and ways of using them more efficiently.
By combining a number of disciplines within a single center, neglected
areas of research which have lacked a sponsoring organization can be
identified and studied.

Such a center will provide a critical mass of highly motivated
scientists and teachers not only to concentrate on basic research but
to reduce to practice fundamental discoveries as they are reported at
laboratories throughout the world. In providing essential functions
such as definition of problems, analyzing, storing and dissemination
of information, as well as serving as a training center for advanced
scientists, it will increase tVe t' ' skilled experts and hasten
the utilization of knowledge throughout the world.

The proposed Institute would attack problems of nutrient supply by
considering the overall system: interactions of plant, soil, water,
fertilizers and weather. Particular attention would be given to three
priority areas: 1) investigation and development of means to control
and increase the biological fixation of nitrogen and microbial
solubilization of soil nutrients; (both fields have received too little
attention for too long, although these mechanisms provide the basic
nutrient supply on which the world depends for most of its food);
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2) conservation and reuse of the plant nutrients in farm and other
wastes and in animal and human manure; and 3) improvement of chemical
fertilizers, especially for the tropics and subtropics, and the
technology to produce them.

Biological Fixation of Nitrogen and Microbial Solubilization of
Soil Nutrients:

As fundamentally important as these biological processes are to
agriculture, particularly in the developing countries, there is a
dearth of data that can be readily utilized to improve their impact
on a broad basis. While a number of valuable collections of Rhizobiaceae
have been made, very little work has been done to screen them for
efficiency under tropical conditions. Correspondingly, work is limited
on the exploration of other symbiotic and non-symbiotic nitrogen-fixers
in relation to more productive agriculture for the tropics and sub-tropics.
In both cases, more attention is needed in some of the more basic aspects
of biological fixation of nitrogen. As envisaged, the Institute would
also be concerned with microbial solubilization of other nutrients in
the soil -- phosphorous is one example. All of these microbiological
approaches have the potential of developing a technology that would
be "low-capital-input" in nature and thus more readily adaptable by
the small farmer.

Re-utilization:

One group within the Institute will lead the work on re-utilization
research. Re-utilization of nutrients in crop residues, farm and
urban wastes (including manures and sewage) is an inherent part of all
farming systems but like all recycling systems, it is subject to losses.
Control of these losses on the farm, in the forest, factory, and from
the urban community will go a long way toward meeting the nutrient needs
of our crops. Conservation systems must be studied as thoroughly as
systems for bringing new nutrients into plant cycles but have received
much less attention to date.

Means of saving the nutrients in the leaves and stems of plants will
be assessed, especially in tropical environments. An attempt will be made
to maximize the role of root systems and assure efficient utilization of
available nutrients. Hanure and urine from the house as well as
the barn contain most of the plant nutrients of the food and feed consumed.
Sanitary, efficient and acceptable means will be identified or devised to
return these nutrients to the fields. Towns and cities are extremely
wasteful. Better means of recovering the valuable components of garbage
and sewage will be sought. Similar waste and disposal problems created
by the factories processing fruits, vegetables and some industrial crops
may be solved in a similar way. Various means of saving plant nutrients
will be studied.
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Farm management schemes, minimum tillage, incorporation, multiple

cropping and rotation may all conserve plant nutrients in the field.

Manures can be saved and returned to the fields directly or following

composting. Composting can also be utilized to concentrate and sanitize

urban wastes. Anaerobic fermentation can produce useful gas from plant
residues, manures and sewage. The sludge from such fermentation still

contains all of the nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and secondary and
micro nutrients in the fermented organic material. Industrial processes,
based on partial oxidation, perhaps coupled with steam reforming can be

used to recover both nutrients and energy. Finally, although wasteful of

both nitrogen and sulfur, simple burning of plant and animal wastes does

not destroy phosphorus and the basic elements. The mineral nutrients

can be carried back to field and reused by crops.

The problems of reuse (with present knowledge) which need to be

solved are mostly related to the cost in money and energy in gathering,

processing and redistributing nutrients contained in the waste. Therefore,

good economic analysis must accompany technical developments to provide

a basis for selection of systems suitable for use in various locations

and according to the amount of material to be handled.

Fertilizer Development:

No center for plant nutrient research would be complete without

active research on fertilizers. Both new products and new production

technology are needed. New and old raw materials must be evaluated

and better or less expensive means of converting to plant use will be

sought. By their nature and cost of production, fertilizers are items

of trade and understanding markets, supply and demand are critical.

Law, relating to prospecting, extraction of raw materials, production

controls, and process patents and licenses all either limit or control
the fertilizer supply and fertilizer cost. Too often lack of information

about the law discourages efforts to develop new sources of fertilizers,
excludes investment, especially off-shore investment, or may lead to

unwise and disastrously costly mistakes.

An International Fertilizer Development Center is an essential unit

of the Institute. The cost of basic production facilities to provide

the range of raw materials needed for nev product development would cost

approximately $100,000,000 -sx -to eOynt times as much as the rest of

the Institute. Most of this capital overhead can be avoided through
establishment of a branch of the Institute at the National Fertilizer

Development Center, TVA, located at Muscle Shoals, Alabama. The Board

of Directors of TVA has indicated willingness to cooperate in an

international effort by allotting land for offices, laboratories and

other facilities. The International Center would be supported by

supplying utilities, services and materials at the same costs used

within TVA. As space and facilities permitted, the international

scientist will also be allowed to work in the laboratories, production

and pilot plants owned by TVA. The details of their offer will be

presented separately.
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Fertilizers will be designed to overcome soil reactions which
sequester nutrients from crops, which control leaching and which can
overcome difficult management problems such as precise timing or
applications in dense standing crops. Cost will not be neglected.
More concentrated fertilizers which minimize shipping costs will be
developed. Others will be found which have superior handling or
storage properties, reducing both cost and the care necessary in
handling. Economical production technology will be developed for
the new products and improved technology developed for the "old"
fertilizers.

Multidisciplinary Approach:

To be effective the Institute must combine a number of disciplines
with focus on fundamental biology, chemistry and physics which can be
applied to plants, micro-organisms, fertilizers and their integration
into productive farming systems. Plant scientists will need to screen
existing genetic collections and, if necessary, explore centers of
origin to determine genetic limits of nutrient utilization. Studies
in morphology, cell biology and plant physiology will replace simple
empirical selection with guided search.

Soil research will be another key supporting discipline in the
Institute, and will be closely integrated with other research on tropical
soils now being conducted in many parts of the world. Soil chemistry
will help to assay the nutrient supply and to assess the rates of
availability of the nutrients. The presence and concentration or
activity of toxic or detrimental elements within the soil can also be
measured and used as a guide to plant selection, microbiological
adaptation and soil management practice. The physical properties of
the soil and the movement, retention, and release of water within it are
critical for plant growth and for understanding nutrient uptake. For
example, nitrogen utilization and loss are closely related to the
percolation of rainwater and capillary flow of water into the active root
zone or to the surface. Fertilizer solution rates, depth of placement
and dispersion of the fertilizer through the soil are all inter-related
and must be considered in product and system evaluation.

Soil microbiology is one of the prime fields in its own right but it
is also the link between the soil and the plant which must be known and
understood if many plant responses are to be predicted. The growth and
survival of Rhizobia are dependent on soil conditions as well as on the
species of plants in the field. The conversion and release of nutrients
from crop residues, manures and other wastes is dependent on the microbial
processes. Understanding the relationships is the key to controlling
unnecessary loss. The natural soil flora have strong antibiotic output
and can sanitize many wastes, including human excrement.
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Plant and soil interactions, including nutrient uptake, are controlled
to a large extent by the weather, therefore a meteorological/climatological
section is needed both to define conditions under which various crops will
be grown and to select appropriate areas for search, testing and recommending
final adaptation trials and introduction of a variety, a fertilizer or
particular strains of micro-organisms.

Fertilizer technologists with a range of disciplinary background
will be needed to develop fertilizer designed specifically for the
unique requirements of tropical agriculture. All of the soil and crop
and fertilizer technology disciplines must be combined in management
systems to take fullest advantage of native supplies of nutrients, the
potentially inexhaustible supply of nitrogen in the air and the effective
use of fertilizers.

Training:

Training will be an essential element of the program of the Institute
This will be coordinated by a professional staff but much, if not all, of
the training will be conducted by or under the supervision of the working
scientists. Training at the center will be for advanced acientists or
extension leaders. There is no need foreseen to use the center for
training technicians, extension agents or farmers.

Information:

The gathering and dissemination of information on plant nutrients will
be a major function of the Institute. The library will be a cornerstone
but there should be no attempt to duplicate the collection at TVA. Data
collection, storage and retrieval is similar. TVA and FAO have already
established an efficient and readily accessible system on fertilizer
production, marketing and use. They are already the accepted source of
such data and nothing is to be gained by duplicating the service.
Publication of research at the center, satellite facilities or independent
laboratories will extend the knowledge obtained, enhance the prestige of
the center and its scientific staff and help to keep investigators in the
field fully informed on the work of their colleagues. Production of
displays and other visual media, perhaps including movies, can be under-
taken directly by the information division or through a contractor.

Organization:

The organization of the Institute will reflect both the biological
and technical environment around the world. The central laboratory of
the Institute can be located in almost any part of the tropical world
but should be close to a center of scientific activity. The central
laboratory will be devoted to portions of the research and advanced
training for the most part. Satellite centers will be advisable or
necessary for two reasons. Since studies of the efficiency of nutrient
use by plants is a study of the reaction of plants to their environment,
materials, varieties and even concepts must be tried under various
conditions. Not every soil or climate can be tested but sufficient
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variety can be sought to permit generalizations in which both the
scientist and the farmer have confidence. The advantage of developing
a satellite adjacent to existing facilities has been discussed. TVA
is the logical example because of the very high cost of the basic
building blocks from which new fertilizers can be built. Other
satellites might be developed in conjunction with international centers
which maintain a major germ plasm bank or a university or research
center with a major collection of bacterial or mycorrhizal species
and strains.

Contract research is another means by which the center can
minimize capital costs while controlling the direction of research
and assuring that significant results will be reported in a timely
manner and widely distributed. Contracts which support graduate students
can relieve the shortage of qualified microbiologists. Contract research
may also be effective in creating local facilities for training. A
scientist with a good record in adaptive research can often relate to
extension agents and to farmers as well or better than the professional
teacher who has never had the opportunity to test the ideas he is
passing along.

Contract research has many other advantages. The skills of active
scientists can be tapped without luring the men from the institutions
in which they are established. Thus the Institute will become a supporter
and not a competitor of national and especially university programs.
This will have the effect of maintaining a broad base of inquiry and
avoiding the myopia which could develop if all the work were done at the
Institute.

Field research must be done in various locations and in a range of
climates. It is not desirable to create a whole system of branch
stations. It is desirable to have wide geographical and climatic
coverage by using a large number of cooperators. Again funding
capability will be important. Many university scientists have the

interest and ability to make significant contributions but have very
limited budgets to support research. This budget support will be
provided.

Linkages with other institutions is the critical element in almost
any complex scientific undertaking. The international institutes will
be the source of much of the biological material and hopefully will
cooperate in breeding desirable cultivars; further, they should be
anxious to test that which is identified by the International Plant
Nutrition Institute. National research centers and universities will
play both roles. FAO, UNIDO, and UNDP are all sources of information
and potential program exchanges. Industry cannot be ignored. The
commercial seed industry, especially in the developed countries,
has a scientific capability which dwarfs many of the better universities.
Fertilizer manufacturers and vendors offer possibilities in testing
production ideas but more importantly, in testing farmer acceptance of
new products.
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Estimated Cost:

Preliminary estimates for the Institute indicate about $19 million
for capital facilities, and about $8 - $10 million per year for
operating expenses (including an envisaged fertilizer technology component --
possibly at TVA). This component at TVA would require around $4 million
in capital costs, and $2 - $2.5 million in annual operating costs.



INTLNATI ONA1. DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK Fr Is INTLENATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATI ON RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELoPMENT CORPORAT I ON

TO t.tot geOFFICE MEMuRAN DLUM
TO: Mr. Montague Yelman, AGPOD DATE: ApTil 26, 1974

FROM: Joris J. C. Voorhoeve, AGPDR

SUBJECT: Note on the PlinLutrient Institute

1. The American Secretary of State recently proposec to the U.N.

Ceneral Asse1ibly "the estab isnment of an international fartilizer in-

stitute as part of a larger effort to focus international action on two

specific areas of reseaich: improving Lhe effectiveness of chomical

fertilizers, especially in tropical ngriculture, and new rothlds to pro-

duce fertilizets from non-petroleum resources." -L/ Subsequently, the

propocal has been broadened into a sugE stion for the estayliophent of

a Plant Nutrient Institute. The pupose of the Institute appearn to be
fourfold:

(1) t" increase total fertilizer production;

(2) to raise the effectiveness of fertilizers;

(3) to reduce the erergy costs of fertilizer produc-
tion;

(4) to increase the supply of organically produced

plant nutrients.

The subjoct of increasing total fertilizer producion has brae dealt vith

at length in thu Uorld Pauk's Fertili er Policy and Prograu. The other

three subjlects are briefly discussed below.

Eaisino the fffetiveness of FertiliMrs

2. Prscotly, only a part of the toLal ferviizer procton ifS

utilized effectively. Plant nutrients are lost in storage ond tanspor-

tation, particularly of urea in huid tropical conditions. Obviousy.
these losses can be reduccd by correcting the technical and orxgiz tic do

flaws in national, regional, and locHl synseo of fertilizcr 0istributirn,

3. Once applied to che soil, aluut 50 peycent of the ntrogen djs-

appears through lenching, gasificati n, or biological trnofT ocyation.

rotesh is leacehd to some extent M.e PMrticulanly on &MiY bcils, phor

phates are partially transfiomed into Arsoluabl- sltos, uhic toy ngai

be.ome available to subsequent crops, however.

I/ .enry A. :iyrin cr, "Cballe oF Iu erdeponneon," AW(ress Wfore

the Sixth SpHOci Session of the Union& Hatiorn Gneral /nerMly Lt

Vow York, Dar m cf St"te Ecw Rele=e?, April 15, I7, pp. 54.
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4. The degree to vhich nutrients are lost after soil fertiliza-
tion depends rainly on rainTll, cropi-ng pattern, temperature, the
chemical and physical nature of the fouilizcr product, and the vode

of fertilizer application. Losses can be reduced iy using coated, slow-release
fertilizer pellts, by correction of chcmical soK deficiencis (e.g.,

p adI justient), by improvornct of soil structure ilsough better tillage
methods, by plscing the fertilizer belo the surface, by cover-cropping
during fallow periods, and by a greater application of green and organic

manures. Creen manuring cturbles, however, on the problem that the water

supply is generally too tight to allow for the additional cover-crops.
These crops require an investment effort by the farmers that does not

result in inediate and tangible effects.

5. The effectiveness of the fertilizer application can also be
increased by optimal timing. At present, a lack of knowledge of exactly
what the best time is, as well as delays in the supply of fertilizers

to the farmers due to organizational problems and transport bottlenecks,
often result in late application. To improve the situation, a large

research effort is required, and agricultural extension services would

have to inform the farmers about the renults of this research. If the

optimal timing coincides with a labor peak, mechanization may be needed

to insure timely arplication of fertilizers.

Reduction of Dgy Cost

6. Food and other agricultural products consume large quantities

of energy. Most of this ecnergy is sunlight, but modern agriculture also

requires vast iputs of fossil fuels and electricity. E.g., the American

farmitg systep consumes more petroleum than any other single industry in

the U. 5,1/ An energy equivalent of 746 liters of gasoline is used for

the production of one hectare of corn in. the Unid States.2/ Most of

this energy is represented by the nitrogenous fertilizers that are applied

to the corn crop.

7. The largest eneCgy-consuming input into agriculture consists of

chemical fertilizers. Of cli energy that hoes into fertilizer production,
about 87 perccnt is consumed by nitrogenous fertilizers, and only 5 percent

by phosphatic fertilizers and 8 percent by potcss ic fertilize;s.3/ The

approximate nount of energy consumed by the world's fertilizer industries

is hwinl in T'uLe 1. Most energy sourcos for the production of fertilizers

are fossil fuels: natural gas (over 50% of all energy consur cd in ferti1-

l~er production), naphtha (over 18%), coal (over 11%), fuel oil (over 4%),
refinery gas (over 4%), and elctricity (appronimtely 2%). (The remaining

11 percent is urlcatcd)

1/ Committcen Ari cultura, House of Representatives, 92nd Congress, 1971,
p. 20, as cited in: "The U.S. Fertilixer Situation and Outlook; A

Report by the Task c cc of the Counchi for Agricultural Science and

Technology," January 1974, p. 10.

2/ Piretel -rd others, "Food Production and the Enargy Crisis," Sc ass

2 Nov 4r lily, P. &K

3/ Task Force, Op. Cit. , p. 9



Table 1 IoTiir oIerli nto_ t m P t(' fot 17r P roduct ton in 1971 1

Develop d Deve.opin Total in 10 12

Countrjec Cortrie, aTol i3tu' s herenta 2/

nlptural gas-
in nilllor(n Nt total 22500 2500 25(00 8 083 50

N 22500 2500 25000
P -

napht ho
in ;.illion total 6.65 0.75 7.5 314 . Ej

metric tons N 6.65 0.75 7.5
P -

coal
in million total 6.85 0.75 7.7 394 . 1]+

metric tona N 6.85 0.75 7.7
p

fuel oil
in million total 1.7 0.20 1.9 73 4

metric tons N 1.7 0.20 1.9
p

refinery }gaa
in 102 Kcal total 14.5 1.6 16.1 64 4

N 14.5 1.6 16.1
p .. .

electricity
in million KWh total 9700 1400 1)300 . 38 2

N 6690 1030 7760
P 3000 320 3320

fuel 2/
in 10 Kcil total 47 7 54 214 11

N 14 3.4 17.4
P 33 3.4 17.4

Total . - -780 /00
N -
P

v 7xiNThr iif COnlumd 0for product ion of rochi n& 'ry mid other capI to - goods, rock phoophate InIng

and sulphr prodoction.
2/ The input "i 3 fue]" cons or oou loc! , Oifferrt fool ourcs nor ir the convrs.oo of icmoni n

phosphzticcid to Pn prots. Fa t of this conr ;to of natori r ,, rt io ohiha, coal, fuc] oil,
and rcf inry poe. The eicict rllocctio ii not kovo. This meio thol the pr(eot' es of tIe di fr on

energy' corrcs iven in the list coluon ruiontmal; the romlolog 11* shlould 0. dstrlbted beon, tlhe.

Source: R.P. Cook, 'Fertiljzer irodoction in tLe World 1'roi 1971 to 19010, "U2iD)/Iif 211, tnbles 16, 16, 17
and 18.
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8. The methodis to produce fertilizers from non-poroleum products,
to which Dr. Kissinger referred, incluclc.aonia and urea production frcta

(i) natural gas, (ii) coal., brown coal, and lignite, (iii) hydro-power,
(iv) ruclear poder, (v) bio-gas from garb{e, manures and cthrc organic
wastes, and (vi) other potertial energy -ources. Each of these subjects
is dealt with below.

(i) Natural Gas

9. Ammonia production clearly of.Fers possibiLities for changes to

non-petroleum energy sourcs. Most a0monia is t iy ready heing pro-

duced from nati.ral gas. See Table 2. Natural gas is becoming scarce and

expensive in the industrialized nations; in the coming years, the cif
natural gas price may move up to $1.00 - 1.50 per million Btu, parallel
with the risc of crude oil. In most developing countries, hoxever, na-
tural gas will reain cheaper, cue to the high transportation costs of
gas products (liquefied gao, rethanol, lmaonia) to Japan, Western Lurope,
and tlhc United States. Developing countries with largo gas reaervcs in

associated or unaciatod forv do not i-ed to develop feedstocks other
than gas and can gieatly expand their qmon1a industry. This applies
particularly to those which flare most Cf their assoc:iated ga'.

10. Natural gas is the nost import ant, energy-efficLent and cheapest
raw material for nitrogenova fertilhzers. In 1971., the &or1d's natural
gas reserves were cstiateod at least at 50 trillion (1012) cubic metres. /
Probably more than 14 tril ito is locaed in OPPC countries. Vt world

production surpasaed 1,142 hullion (109)m i. 1971. About 49.S billion
(or 4.4 percent) ,as produced by the (tEC' countries.2/ (Net oquals gross

minus r ze-injected, flared, vrted, or etteraiso wasted gas.) Tihe potent i

net prceduction of OPEC coui s is any t iles higoe. The reserves of
the nembers vould lest, on . e-age, 67 years if the gross prod tion of
1972 would continua till daplctio-a.

11. In 1972, more that 62 percent of all gasa prouc sed 1-y 01EC reid c ria

was flared, surpaosng 130 bill ion 3 . This quantity cf gasF eculd be puL
to several good uses, one o which would e annionia producti on for nitrc-
genous fertiliaet s. 130 hill1ion 111 3 xxl b2 he enout to procI 03. 4 nil I n

tons of ammonia.2/ In 1971/72, total a cia producvion in LC's was

5,80',000 metric tons of N (including Foiaist Asia), which equmls
7,071,390 metric ton; of a i a.4/ The volume of gas flared in the OE11C
countrues would et:2le thei to increawa the almnia output of LDC's almcoot

12 tIrees at very low ccsts.

12. The cosucp1ia- ci N- fortili;rs by LDC. a ( xludini Socialist
Asia) reached 5,5 FLOP mui. tons of I! in 197'/, and tha World Bank

1/ U-N, Stat1is a arhbl 972, pp. 102-3.

2/ Exaluding huit, for xiich no net pis <ct-ov Ligure is avaiabl.
Souxce: EC;, a nal cainr ua t P I ._O, T . 11.

3/ Usiag 55 vil-iJn i ftr ,C - a tant ci amonia, xwhia2 1s a

coAnservafti'e est i2Z ate

4/ I\ ;i1 hizs t2% P.



Thb e 3: Not ir1 aCs: Procuction, Utilizntio and Flarin8, 1971 - 1972

5.-Tves 1/ Productio. Utilfz::oie. 3/ FJorod Finrcd as Ivnuolly R vcs -
972 1972 1972 flared as anual

bl 'ion mion mion milion of produced prodic:acon

()9) ( (1)) reserves (i

~ 10177 91 r

a . 127 6 9 8625 56 0.2 2

o s Ia 14 47 7, nan a
3 4 795 777 23928 57 0.7 0"

7 7 S' 13 6 2 34 44 0.8
171)22 7 16849 93 6.0 17

4)S 277 79 40 3
3 o 5: S3 , i o'/

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I naZ n 9iDa3 o 1uae3 :949/0 2295/ a3n4 1252a! 6 5/a0.9 n/5/a/

..-. e:-.-> YcXUL ( o:Ta) os quo'cod ~n zlihe' Siotaisticol Yoarook, 1972, pp. 182-3.
2/ Io':eonts iic tot LI- countres list-2 in tne UN Statistica1 Yoarbook for nicn figures arc avalala .

's a r. d c:. o L t3 Cosis f r-ection, lcal tconlsupCOn, and e:-port.

*r: tco'-unricatios to che OPEC - SecreLariat. Irnua Statistical lulletin 1972, OrganizaCion of
Le P:r0'1u r1 t1. Con.17, LSis Ulit.
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Fertilizer Study projects that the demand All reach 15,475,000 metric
tons in 1980/81. The amount of ammonia neceesary to fmlE;t this 'Is
18,871,051 -in 1980/81. The oil companies in the OPEC countries flared
enough gas in 1972 to satisfy this future dev:,md four and a half times.
(This figure puts the p:[esent and projected fertilizer shortages in the
LDC's in the proper perspective of today's energy and feedsteck waste.)

Table 2: Feedstocks of Ammonia, 1971

Ammonia
in

million metric
tons P erc ntage

natural gas 26.4 60

naphtha 8.7 20

coal 4.0 - 9

fuel oil 2.0 4.5

refinery gas 2.0 4.5

electrolytic hydrogen 0.9 2

Total World 44.0 100

Source: R.P. Cook, "ertilizer Production 'in the World

from 1971 to 1980" 1:NIDO/ITD. 218 66. Oct. 3,
1973, p. 5.

(ii) Coal-

13. Before the Second Wcrl-d War, almost all ammonia was preduced

from coal. The investment costs of coai--bascd plants are much hig her
than those of plants using other matcri (See T cblr 4) 4.. ge

amounts of coal are rquired; mantenance nd opertin cost re hih

Also, coal is more polluting. For these resas , coal h f lln it 0

disfavor, although it is more plectiful thca pit roler *nd gas. e

developing countri es have large amounts uhecL Can be At cL 1 os
._ia nd South Afriy -. aealed olbsd moi lns

The higih pr esont pricr's of napLta a]d fuel oL3 coi d Coih Cesire

for iner esa nationl sf-rel -nce .el as avs.ec of a s

devpetion o easnd oil reserv,'s, are currently rrtvitalirin th interast

in coal. The Soviet Union pls to es4blisL the Coal-1 cd pVaIs n

Ird, md the Uni' Strt 1 o ied rcently cix Germn c -gosifica-

t ion p leot cc h: 0h eculad h us cd cer > nas prodct La (ncm;; I othr

purposes). Use of domestie eec' 1 savee corei:c curreecy if the alLerna-
tive is oi rtation of feedsetocl- ierr n'me, or cnd praoouts. It
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creates employment and may stimulate other industrial or dorstic usage,
of coal, where a large customer lie an Emmonia plnrt is required to
achieuv a minimun mine pruduction. The same advauvages are attached to

lignite and brown coal, uhich are chiaper, but also bulkie r because of
high water coetdnts, and are therefore costly to transport.

Table 4: Ap>roxint.e Tnlestiaent Costs of Anmonia Pl ts in LDC's
For complfti ion in l C 197( s. Figores in Uillions of
constant 1973 dollars.

600 T/D 1,000 MT/D

Feedstocl.

Natural Gas 32 44

Naphtha 35 49

Heavy oil. 41 55

Coal 58 78

Including all ofi-sites and storage facilities.

Source: World Bank Fcytilizer Policy and Program.

14. There are both wall-stablishd and new technologi.s for ammonia
production frum coal. In old processes, ammnni is made from the town gws
or coke that iQ drived frcm coal. In such current processcs as the Lurgi
and Winkler oes, coal is ras i f ied and cmmonla Q derived from syngas. A

new ad promisina methoe Q prosently in deelo;ent by T>rano. Partial.

oxic Aion of rinely groimd conl, in tn oil slur.Ly or simrpy \:ter ,rplcs

nvpnhiA or fucl oil in the partial cxination pr:cess. Partial ovidation

pla3t a using nophth or oil ould bc coAverted to pulveried coal plvnts

with minor aluaratiors. In 3-5 years, this neth& should h ready for
comilrcirl application on a large scale, which b ols a great prouise for

a coUtry like india.

(iii) llydro-Power .

15. Presltly, only 2Z of all uronia Is prodced vith hyll- po unr

or other sourccq of electroy i hydruE n, In rcural, electricity is

toc exPensive Ly comparnd to fossil ''ls. Only j:nr a sunmyi clec

triciLy capacity crists will it be economic to use p er Or the produe-

tKoo of fertilizur. Fertilizar proeucnien on tKa busis of clectricity
as 1a pl eg., OU 107v, KA> and EgypT; It, in OYU, the

prol.ic, cownh are Lto ULQ, and 1; a.a toc plnt conc.rd is big
convened to Rol oil. Cn of thu 'x eQvloping uountrie Kich pre

scatly hLs an C tuie y for Oxpandcd fetilizr i ductlon on the IHC:5
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1/
of hydro-power is the Philippines. In general, the share of hydro-
power in fertilizer produecion cannot be greatly expanded in an cconoi-
colly justifiable way.

(iv) NUOlear Power

16. Nuclear power from fusion is generally expected to become an
economical energy source for wide application within a couple of years.
Important safety problems have still to he solved. Nuclear power from
fission, though potentially much cheaper, is still far fiom the stage of
general applicability.

17. The electricity generated by fusion or fission can be used to
produce ammonia by combining hydrogen from waLer lectrolyris with nitro-
gen from the air. Phosporous fertilizers can also be produced with
electricity, which would replace the sulphuric acid in the conventional
process.

18. Large agro-industrial nuclear complexes hove Hen suggested
for LDCs by Edward A. Masc / but at the moment this idea does not yet
seem ready for implenctatiol. In any case, the copaasion of nuclear
energy generaLion is constrane by lead times of 7-10 years. It will.
probably remain an insigni ficant source for fertilizer production till.
about 1935.

(v) Liga gs a CsGrbage-Thu

19. A cheap but igrnred source of methar gas, which is an excellent
feedstock and fuel for asmmnia and vrca prodnctirn, is the gas produced
by fermenting gai ge, cellulose, warures, and other organic wastes. Me-

gas is a nntural by-prodct of the durunposition of cow-dug, and other
wastes and is being used on a limited basis to provide fuel in some Wndian
villages. This process reduces loss of organic ruter thioL decowposi-
tion, preserves the orgvmic plant nuni-ts, arA provides up to 2,0(C cu.
ft. of cookiug gas per mtric ton of irnh cow-dung. The potential =thanc
gas ploductice b sed on ithe nuamber of C 'n 1 i 19,'11 iS at leUIt

12.3 trillion (1012) cu, ft. Experimts shop that gas for cooking, irri-
gatior puepi g, and ville v electriflusTion can he producre vith relatively
siwplo equipment and an Up invesMc-t nd procssi::g costr (See Annes I,
pp. 3-6, for ho Mntn op vhlch these e. Jatcs a-c b..ed)f

1/ In the Mabhay clectrolynis plan, hydrogoo by-product is proneptly
being wasted. Acco hg to FC, 57,000 metric Mn of ira could e

produced annuAly, at 6L [etmnt'- a cost of only 8 million dollars.
See T. H. Lem, Officc Hmorawd to F'. G, F'iltan, d, September 17,
1973.

2/ in: "An calvl of Ancicr A/ r*O' ' plec- ," Jc'c PK

'I , : i n ,L n C' d! -y .r 1- . Z0 7 All
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20. The potential gas production frm cow-dung alone, valued for

instance at a low gas price of US$.10/1000 cu. ft., rcpresont a gross

value of US$1.23 lillion en the basis of the 1971 dung projuction. In

addition, the remaining slu-g can be vsnd as manure, because plant

nutrient losses during fcrr enation arc mininal. The proecss of captur-

ing methane gas and simult neously producing good fertilizer Is tech-

nically feasible for certain urban composts and sln7ges, too. At least

one plant in Great Britain is operating in this manner. This points to

the possibility of combining the functions of hygenic waste disposal,

organic fertilizer production, methene gas production, and recycling of
salvageable mmterials (metals) in one and the sane plant.

21. Apart from bio-gas production, waste products can be used for

energy generation by simply burning thcn. The U.S. Enviromnental Protec-

tion Agency har recently estivated that 70-80 percent of the 90 million

tons of home ad industrial garbage annually produeed in the U. S. can

be burned as fuel, producing the equivalent of 150 million barrels of

oil a year. As the garbage production per capita is considerably lower

in LDC's, large garbage-ful plants are not as widely applicable as in

the U.S. Much waste and usnure is alrendy being burnt for cooking

purposes, though the energy efficiency of household burning is low.

(vi) Other P *agSour2e~

22. In theory, all "alternative" energy eourccs can bE used for

fertilizer production. Shale oil and sand tar are Pot projected to

beco;e significant supply sources in the near future, becauge of tech-

nological problms, a long lend line, and high a anufacturig costs.

No proposals are known for ferti)izcr Ireduction Las&d on solar or

geothermal enerty.

Org VAi Plant Wrient

23. Traditional a griculture has gnocrally r:Ilid exclusively for
its nutrient rejui'ements cu (1) mac n ot-e mp arni

rnaerials, (ii) atrospheric nitrogen fination, ad (iI) nit-02u fina-

tion by coil beutoria and other orgarn. s. it does not see possible

or advisable to a 1nipulate atrospric nitrogen 51>;tion, but o:ganic
wastr productr snd bioloLiO isa agitr n fixaLion a r. uch more imo:tant

poternti0 sourers for th davelopmeyt of agriculture in an ecologically

sound and rnerty-eccnaomic. fashion than is generally Enderstood. Both

subjcts are dcit with b1low.

(:i) 1 ilonil 1 '7:.

24. The l rgcet nitvoyc " 7id try" in thn world is of a bacteri al

natue., and is luv-Wd in On surfoc, svil of V" zarth' Azotobacter r
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Rbizobia fix about 170 illion netric tons of nitrogen per year.- For

coparison, the vor 's inustri production of nitrogCynots ferti(tn -ers
reached 33 million toss of N in 1970/71. Aothcer 10 millien metric tons

of nitrons.. is suppi :Vd each yanr to theI sci by the clerical effects of
lightning ord ultre-vicJet radi as nhich crc-ate itre-en coipounos in

the atmosphere that cnter the soil dissolve in rainwater.

25. Itrogen-fixing organisms in the top soil of arablc land consist
of several di fferent typ.s: (a) Rhizobia; an6 (b) Azotobacter; (c)
Deijerinchin; (d) blue-green alg; and (e) other organisms. The Phizobia
invade the root sysi: &tes of legusinous crops and live in symbiosis with
these p3 cats by tranrfrring atmospheri nitrogon into nitrogen compounds
that can L absorbe) bY the plant. The most inportant l egnMinous trops
are soy beans, peanuts, cicic peas string-type beans, co-7 peas, and
pigeon paas. The fact that these crops are so high in protein, whlile they
require littLie or no nitrogen fcrtilizer, is entirely due to the symbiosis
with Rhisobxia.

26. The AzotobaCter, howc'vr., arc free-living bacteria, which are
present in most soila. Some of these free-'living bacteria develop prti-

etiarly in association xitb cert-in plants. Rice, sorghum, millet, some
tropical {rcs es, and to a lesC-r etent, raire, can-greatly benefit from
the acti-vJty of Azotobacter.

27. Elue-green algae fix nitruma on the crust of the soil surface
in hiumidU creditions. It is also knaun that ccrtain trees, such as the eh
tree, hayv syiiotic rulntiorsh ps itLb riL reen fixing bacteria. Facte ial

Ii trogeni cirton even ocur iI thc intestinus of aniJa ls and huan being,
thus c -ag t tbem to subs ist on -n i aL am;- i ts of prt c n.

28. ShIfting c-lt*Ivation traditionally rel ic& alost exclusively on
naturally fiJ':d nitrega. Several tropical p ts accumulate nitrogen

during the falirn pcri o. This natural fixation is mustly ignored as a
source o: p3at iutric s. The cooninuous wet rice cultivation in many

Soth t a ion eon niVs ts 0 p/,s4sibl only bcausc of th sce natuha .ix2-
tion, part ly by blue- kreen algac. Very little nitrogen fixaticn ias ben
found so Sar to occur in sheet crops.

29. Thi e anounts of nitrogcn can reach sub' tanti al Icvels: it hs

been found that grassiend sixec :ith legume cru fi ebout: 20 kilegrams
of nitrogrnc r Ila on-nu:ly. It is probableJ tbha the quantities of

ritroge fid :3n tron cal soils can be very hijh under ceCtan cord) ti s.
There is bwid r :angi of eguIi as psants which can he used in tropical

agriculture f:r (reco janue or l- C'

30. The facto l hat influ;ncc hiolOgi(Kl nitrog. aixatlon arn:
(1) tepMpert Lur C (hihrl -mporatartS tir.ulate fixation); (2) light in Istnasity

1/ Ralph OSrdy, ns eoU ed in t-!a ol-tr elocurnal, Febrfuary 7, 197!, p. 1-
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and (>y length; (3) soil iumidity; (4) soil tillto and physical struc-
ture (one of the reasons vhy very lit0 aitrogcn fixation ocoor2 in wheat-
may Ire that the soil is too open; ton awih oxygen iniits t s a ctiviy
of tho bacteria concernec); (5) the acidiry of the soil (pH); (C) the
amount and typn of organic raner in L4e soil; (7) presence of phosphates

(phosphorus incrcenes nitrcen fixaticQ1); (8) preannce of the proper
kind of bacteria. Many differcnt R oLic strains exist; they are very
select ive and work only in syzliosis uith certain crop varictics. It is
therefore necesary to iroculate the seeds of legun inous crops with the
proper strains of Rhizobia. One method is to grind peat razed with
bacteria and add this to the sEed. (This method de not work in dry
conditions.) Another method is to use brown coal with which pcllets of
seed and bacteria are mae. In acid Poil, lime pelletting of seeds can
be successful; the lime neutralizps the acidity and creates a micro-
environment around the seed that is favorable to the hacteria,

31. The problems of greater usage of biological nitrate fixation
are that too little is knovw about the bacteria, the symbiosis, and the
association with non-legurimous crops. Only a few scientific researchers
are working on this matter: one South African, one Rhodasia, some in

Australia, the U.S., Great rian, the Philippines (IRRI), aud a few in
other places. It IK first of all nececsnry to greatly expand research

and to go into iNoculant production. A r more in forsation has been
gathered, training of resueschcrs and untension foaficers will be necessary
in the various Rcveloping countris. As biologiorl nitrogen fixAtion
varies greatly among sails, crops, and clinates, future extension nctivi-
ties Phould be Wa d on local findings, If the fun s devoted to these
matters would he increased greatly (prcently, less than hai a million
dollars goes into this aottur annually), it could he expceted that,
within a few years, important research rKoults would be ready for farm
application.

32. There are three different nvcns to a greater utilization of
biologinl nitrcein fixation: (1) mscipulation of Thiacbia gcn-s in
order to duplicic: the symbiosis with 3 lunous crops on non-leuminous
CrOps, pati Culr y cerOale (ii) the Uitogen prioluing mech*Ism of
thn various I-aceria might be installNd into plant culls b-y ian!lating
the gIcctic bace of pl7 rnts in order to cilow ther to produce prxein fro.,
atrosphric nitrogen theostrves; and (iii) it ny prove possihLc to
miri c ths nirllc-o fixaticu werhcnism AP La industa3 fpshicn. Cra[i.

enzynns (nitrqneesi) and catalytlc nuanis could be us d in the production
cf nitiegen from ae air. it Psy be posible to apply this in f based
units that wculs era' nitoen from tQ air and convert it to ra- n.

Such a ny'w e V pro!hWy usinf none eetr1icity, migt gIreTnp re-

duce ON. wrount of ener3y loquired NYa the prxxn-sc 3' nitro, fertf-

li c, and elisi.-tQ thu uccd &Z irpIrts of Wrtil eS and tr hpCrtation

of fYxrtilzes ov.c lono dintuec.s,

1/ It has recently been Q-ad, too, thit certain soil fungi can infect Lthe

root uystes of crops Wnd prcduce c val of fungus that vtsicts thi

roots in tC 60s00100 Of PoOrPIN WRCa
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(ii) Ferti 0t1n ith c_ Froducts -

33. Organic fertilization with waste products is generally associ-
atEd with "orgatnic a griculturc," uhi ch is s:te seen as a luzury corn
of well- fee ideali.ste i inductril countrievs. The Sub- eCt cserves more
serious corrlderion, however, dIc is more inpr[ant fir devevloping
countries than is oftei realized. The current exo-bi~ant fertilizer prices,
the energy crisis, fore!ign exchange shortas, and soil erosion in develop-
ing countries are facters that justify more attention for organic T anures.

34. As estircateld in Annc. I, the total production in LDC's of soil
nutrients (N, P and I) in organic wastes that can theoretically be .uced

in agicfulture was -1roxiately 7.8 times larger that the consumption of
Chemical fertilizer' y LDC's in 1971. A very signifi cant contribution
to food production rwt, soil cOnservataina, Eanitaly and ecological
objectives;, energy c nservation, and foreign exchange savings would be
achieved if rural and urban wastes would be better utiliZed.

35. The valuc of the plon.t nutrients in the potential production of
organic mares in 'th LTDC's is estimated .at over 16 bilion dollars.
(S e. Ar 1). MoIt oi this is wasted by dum~pin and incineraticn. In
ac ditin, oiganJ j as1, can be used to p ro6uc m Cth gas, witllo ut losing
their value s fer irc. As i[dicrted in p r arrpl 19 and 20, cow-
dlung almE has a pen-tc VIal of about 12 tri'll:joi cubic f ot of methane per
yea r, ei reprc'cTil n value of a-t le; st I bili on dollars.

36. It is truc, rt of thi-se fercilcic ad energy potentna:is. cannot
be capturud -Ior tecnil or econasc reasons. But w!i th a few excaptions

most natfi -- ne__cc Ihese potentials and do not engage isub sustatial1
research to lower r" ts and improve gas and nutriknt recovery.

37. It is con 'e l v'bI tha: comep sting and S gasif icat ion remini eco-
nvi 0 a11 1 r 't very a etive even after technical cpaements, lhe

nonmiotar" valuc's of hygienic s-ir pol3l tIon control n i

conse rvt in (arnd the 1e ttr ut 1 LaJion of chi, le' cal f ertilize rs ;-cheved
by ore-n- cmr ap fication) vuld just-if J oem nt support for com-

p0sin anU-- xeag iri ztn cn 1 xag scle These are inatters. o
collect 1 and long-t interct tZm 'ol nat be left to th 'ree
pmrket ri- harfium.

38. It Is rcccnmnded tlat not ionl goern-an t an fore.ign <d
dConors devot mere atnt tIn to Lhis nittr 11r res>arch as wsL as
techinic no3and fin-cni assisnt;> c. The fxltigthnar tasks could he
given Los r nw Pl,_t aurIent Ietit te, or n ci cn"ect ' by cxi;ating
insti tu -n . ThiI Sic: two ta al; hmrely :oAce tui menpC-wer or fin ds.
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(1) An invenm-(ry st.udy ef t he xii eprince 0nd researcb
reislts coacer:inH coI,-tA, .- aV i . n bo0-gas prdetion, C'd

eco 1 og;ica'lly ro punsibli o.v&ste dli "pc i bot- r1 and poor countries.
Thic study ehcclC focus not only or the finnc b alsO on the social
cos,- i-volved in the dff nways ef aste di ( cl andl i e0 utiI. Z
tion, eslpecially in over opuilatod regin Jtith i h lmn"rplmet and lc\7

l, o. cost. Th c propoc;ed st Udy vcudC require /b A 4-6 van- , onths.

(2) If the find ngs of this inventory stody warrcn further

action (which is likely), it could b proposed to FAO, WHO, UNIDO, and
the U N Environm-aes Progr n to j oiltly i-suo a mrno"l oi,s 1 disposal mA
orglie fertiJ:'iat"n-i il "t- s dvc,-oLped countvi . Tt:is m anal Could be

wri:4ttn by abCut 8 expe-t - ind wouLd roqure One di'tor. Total costs of
th manusl are estimatedJ at 12 n-ment>X, plus prbLishing costis of
about $6,000.

Con uion

39. The establishiment of a Plant Nhutrient Institute (-s a new agenc-y
or rarcly as a body that enoournges and coardinater the ,ork of the vCrious

exic-tVing ress arch Insti:tut i cns) can son-. a si gciV-at cant ribut ion to
world OOd pcduction orlj in the les run. Iouetion. ofI ie rttli cr f'or;

non-piotroleuu so-ures (nutvol "as, cool, etc.) Iaready nder way Lnd-
can be grntly ' ed d 11oC f th 1970of' Us of s a tat is
pr se;ntly flar is the most provisin' possibility but the coPn truction

of additial cApacit y in LP's requ s 4- y1-Y.r . Tn the i'.ntime, up-

grad'ing of cxi sti-p furtA i plants n LDC's, ond inport of fortilies
frcm t' C o'P *m el: E countries nrc th oly m eans to increase

fertili;er consurption in th e 1DC10

40. ThieY ojtrtS 015 altOrnatJV:o energy socs like ruclear en'by
bi o-g-pm- , garb-sfs pwer , eond 0tar, sh;Ve oi, et ., en pro's i , but neAd

fut-her researrh. Those src-s ccnsrt he oept-or-d CO Contrih ute signi-

ca atly to fert:lizec production bc fore the id-PP(0's

41. The potontial oof-otien cf pla t nutri nts by niclegical fixatis
and utili non o. orcv ias is -ery greet, !'I here, tc(,, a To(-,I

rearc h in creloffe&, os vell reorir taton of vIn'cltur thinking n an

Onosi- OS s giztionsl c s eatensionr f art crc euired. A. s inifi snot

'I-ot of ora- i Z . CFrtiiaS :i n .. c 1e be 20ctc-6i bIeQore the c11 of tc

proscnt doc-dk.

JCVA rhosve n- -

Au i'chmxnt
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

March 7, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: World Fertilizer Situation

Attached for information is the Resolution on the World Fertilizer

Situation which the TAC adopted at its meeting at FAO in Rome during

the week of February 4, 1974. The Resolution calls the attention of

the Preparatory Committee of the World Food Conference to TAC's position

on the problem.

The subject is being discussed by Center Directors at their March

4-8 meeting at CIAT, and TAC is inviting the Directors to indicate at

International Centers Week in July 1974 the extent to which the shortage

and high price of fertilizer and other inputs based on fossil fuels would

affect the spread and effectiveness of the technology being developed and

recommended by their respective institutes.

Attachment
BMC:mcj



WORLD FERTILIZER SITUATION

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY TAC FEBRUARY 8, 1974

The Technical Adviscry Committee currently meeting in Rome,
February 4-8, wishes to convey to the Consultative Group the grave
concern with which it views the present world fertilizer situation.

Current shortage .of supply, aggravated by the resulting sharp
increabes in the price both of fertilizer and feed stock, will make it
extremely d~ifficult for developing countries to satisfy their normal
requirements, let alone support a wider adoption of the new technolo-
gies now available.

Mach of the success of the International Centres and the
continuing work of this Coriitteo is based on the develop:aent of those
new agricultural technologies which are dependent on the availability
and increased use of fertilizer.

While there is a continuing search for improved forms and
more efficient ways of using fertilizer, fertilizcr is and will remain
an essential input to modern agric.u1turl technifr: :t ollows

thpt shortage of fartilizor in devlping countris will not only
inhibit future expansion but will p-'-sh agricultura output back towards
traditionally lc levels of productivity.

There is the dan-er that nmany of tho gairs in product -ion over
recent years could be wiped out in those cuantries least able to afford
such losses.

TAC believqs that the curront problems of world prod&ction
and international distributicn of fertilizer call for urgent coni.dera-
tion. According.Ly it stronly- roecxm>:'rrnds that tho Preratorj corittzi
considor placing Zhe subjct. rTI tue Xr-ia of the orthcorii World Foc1
Confernce in novenmbero TAO would aso like to see appropriate papers

prepared as part of the daa papers for the Confeaencea
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February 22, 1974

Dear Jerry:

You will recall that, at the TAC sessions which you attended

in Rome earlier this month, the members discussed the fertiliser

problem in the light of the energy crisis.

In closing their session, the TAC adopted a Resolution which

they have asked the Secretariat to convey to the Consultative Group

members. We have just received the full text and will circulate it

next week. However, in view of the Center Directors' meeting on
March 4 at CIAT, I thought it best to get the Resolution to you im-

mediately as this is a major item on your agenda.

In addition, the TAC decided to ask Center Directors to indicate

at International Centers Week in July the extent to which the short-

age and high price of fertilisers and other inputs based on fossil

fuels would effect the spread and effectiveness of the techuology

being developed and recoumianded by their respective institutes. Again,

in the light of the Directors' meeting, I thought it best to put

this point to you as a further input to your discussion. TAC also

decided that, on the basis of Dr. Swaminathan's report, they should

examine the organic approach to agriculture at their July meeting in

Washington.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

'::-ruce M. Cheek
Enclosure

Dr. U. J. Grant
Director General
Centro Internacional de

Agricultura Tropical
Apartado Aereo 67-13
Cali
Colombia

cc: Mr. Yudelman
BMC:mcj Sir John Crawford

Mr. Oram



WORLD FR'ILIZER SITUATION

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY TAC FEBRUARY 8, 1974

The Technical Advisory Committee currently meeting in Rome,
February h-8, wihes to convey to the Consultative Group the grave
concern with which it views the present world fertilizer situationo

Current shortage .of supply, aggravated by the resulting sharp
increases in the pr-ice both of fertilizr and feed stock, will make it
extremely difficult for developing countries to satisfy their normal
requirements, let alone support a wider adoption of the new technolo-
gies now available.

Mach of the success of the International Contres and the
continuing work of this Oonitto is based on the dve lo.-Ment of these
new agricultural technologies which are dependent on the availability
and increased use of fertilizer.

While there is a continuing search for improved forms and
more efficient way: of using fortilizer, fertilizer is and will remain
an essential input to mod rn agrin ltural techniqucs. It follows
that shortage of fertilizer in developing countries will not only
inhibit future exoansion but will push agriculture Output back towards
traditionally lcv levols of productivity.

There is the dan.-Gr that many of the gains in production over
recent years could be wiped ont in those cmntries least able to afford
such losses.

TAC believgs that the curront problems of wortd production
and international distribution of fertilizer call for =rent considera-
ticn0  Accordir gl'r it strongy recoarndn that the Preparator' cit ttee
coni1or- placin h subject on tahe agand of the fortheonign iorld Fod
Conference in owember0  TAC would alo like to se3 appropriate papers
propared as part of the datca papers for tho Conforence.
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WORLD FERT'ILIZER SITUATION

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY TAC FEBRUARY 8, 1974

The Technical Advisory Committee currently meeting in Rome,
February 4-8, wishes to convey to the Consultative Group the grave
concern with which it views the present world fertilizer situation,

Current shortage of supply, aggravated by the resulting sharp
increases in the price both of fertilizer and feed stock, will make it
extremely difficult for developing countries to satisfy their normal
requirements, let alone support a wider adoption of the new technolo-
gies now available.

Mich of the success of the International Centres and the
continuing work of this Committee is based on the developmont of these
new agricultural technologies which are dependent on the availability
and increased use of fertilizer.

While there is a continuing search for improved forms and
more efficient ways of using fertilizer, fertilizer is ard will remain
an essential input to modern agricultural techniques. It follows
that shortage of fertilizer in developing countries will not only
inhibit future expansion but will push agriculture output back towards
traditionally low levels of productivity.

There is the danger that many of the gains in production over
recent years could be wiped out in those countries least able to afford
such losses.

TAC believes that the current problems of world production
and international distribution of fertilizer call for urgent considera-
tion. Accordingly it strongly recommends that the Preparatory Gonmittee
consider placing the subject on the agenda of the forthcoming World Food
Conference in November0  TAC would also like to see appropriate papers
prepared as part of the data papers for the Conferenceo
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